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ABSTRACT
In listening to members of different cultures, it is possible to feel bad, even while
recognising that the speaker is trying to speak politely. Sometimes we do not feel
very comfortable with someone else'<, speech, even though their expressions might
be very polite with the choice of specific linguistic fonns to show a high level of
formality such as tenns of address r.nd specific types of fonnulaic expression such
as ' I (don 'I) lhink... ' or ' I (don't) believe' . The speaker may be intending to
speak politely in a considerate way. But the hearer's reaction may be quite

different.
In all cultures, the modific.atio11 of verbal and nonverba1 behaviour to avoid conflict
is an important communicative activity. In intercultural comml1'1ication, the
difficulty of finding appropriate ways to signal feelings and attitudes to foreign

conversation p~.rtners is one of the main factors giving risP. to many
misunderstandings because in intercultural situations the techniques and strategies
for avoiding conflict are not fully shared. (Janney and Arndt, 1992:21). It is not
simply a manner of translating politeness fonnulas from one language into another.
These cannot be fully explained by simple syntactic or semantic rules.
Linguistic literature has traditionally shown considerable interest in politeness.
However, previous work in this area reveals two types of weaknesses. One type of
weakness relates to the cro~s-cultural view. Much pievious research pays attention
to defining 'a universal theory ofpolitene.c:s' (Janney and Arndt, 1993:21; Blum·
Kulka, 1992:255; Watts at el., 1992:1). This 'universal theoIY' is usually
applicable in an intrac.ultural vie-.v of politeness but it does not fully explain in an
intercultliral view of politeness (a cross-cultural view). This is true even of Brown
and Levinson's politeness theory (1987), which has been the most influentia'! in
generating empirical research. A second type of weakness relates to the hew:er's
assumptions or feelings. The tendency of much previous research has bee:n to
consider politeness heavily from the speaker's side, that is the speaker's goal. what
the speaker achieves, and how the speaker produces a polite utterance (Brovm and
Levinson, 1978:79, 1987:15; Thomas, 1995:158). The speaker's asswnptions (ie.
how or why the speaker uses an expression) rather than the hearer's (how the

x

hearer perceives the speaker's expression) have mainly been considered. Even

though l.akotf (1973) and Leech (1983) focus on the hearer's end rather than the
speaker's end, they still consider this as part of the speaker's goals in that they
consider politeness from the point of view of 'how the speaker treats the hearer'
but not 'l1ow the hearer feels'. In considering intercultural politeness, a crosscultural gap could be filled by understanding the hearer's assumptions as well as
understanding the speaker's assumptions.
The present cross-cultural study of the hearer's (custome/s) preferenee in the
speech of the waiter in Japanese and in Australian English in a restaurant setting
fc:uses primarily on how cultural assumptions which come into play and on how
cultural rules (nonns, strategies, etc) are influential in polite behaviour. The study
will also show the links between universal polite behaviour and culture-specific

assumptions or rules.
The study involves analysis of elicited que.stionnaire judgements on Japanese and
English utterances by customers (as hearers) with respect to four factors of
politeness:
I.

Indirectness (e.g. direct request, conventionally indirect request and
non- conventionally indirect request)

2.

The balance between formality and indirectness

3.

The preference of a 'self-centred approach' or an 'other-centred
approach'

4.

Positive Politeness (e.g. acceptance of psychological solidarity
approach/ ellipsis).

The results of the study offer empirical support for the theories ofLakoff(l973),
Leech (1983) and Brown and Levinson (1987).

This leads to recommendations about how to overcome cross-cultural
miscommunication.

xi

CHAPTER I:
Introduction
I. I. The 6ackground to the Study
•Why do hearers sometimes perceive a speaker to be impolite, even when the speaker is
trying 10 speak polite~?' This is likely to occur more often in intercultural

communication than in intrncultural communication, and also with more sensitive
matters to avoid coilflict in intcrcultural communication. This is the central motivation
for this study.
Politeness has been studied little in the fields of cross-cultural and interlangauge
pragmatics. For Brown (I 980: 114 ). politeness is defined as 'a special way of treating

people. saying and doing things in such a way as to take into account the other person's
feelings'. Thus, politeness is associated with appropriate language use and brings
smooth communication, that means communicating effectively and avoiding conllict.
However. the strategics or rules to communicate effectively and to avoid conflict differ
from one culture to another. In addition. as we can see in Brown's definition of
politeness ( 1980: 114 ), we should consider the hearer's assumptions as an important
factor in politeness research.
My study focuses on politeness affected by cultural variables (Japanese/ Australian
English) from the hearer's point of view (e.g. how the hearer feels about the speaker's
way of speaking) using universal models which include that termed the POLITENESS
PRINCIPLE by Leech (IQ83). Positive Politeness as proposed under the term the
POLITENESS STRATEGY by Brown and Levinson {1987) and REQUEST STRATEGY by

Trosborg ( 1995).

1,2. The Significance of the Study
·me present study 1s unportant in the following respects:

I. My study focuses on hearers' assumptions using questionnaire judgements
from cus1omcrs

in ~

re-.il n:staurant snuation. Mos! previous research has lx..>t..~

related to polucnes.s and µ1vcs ancntion mainly to the ~pcakcrs' a.~sumplions
(i.c-. !low the speaker uses the polncncss) Basically the dcfi111t10n ofpolilt.'ftess

is 'to cons1di.:r oth1..,-s' mid

'to

make the other cumfonablc'

pohtcncss n-search
.
should consider the '01ha\' point of view more (i.e. How
the hearer perceives abo111 the \lohtcnc~s).

2. :,,..1y study 11wcst1);!alcs and rc-cx:lmint.~ charnr:teristics of Japanese politeness
behaviour and compares 11 with Anglo-Australian politeness behaviour.
Exisung prdgtnallc s!ud1cs of Japanese culture overemphasise the negative side
of politcm.-ss hchavillur (that is ·fa,c' J as expressed in honorifics. ·n1is study
will focus on the positive sides of politeness behaviour as well as the negative
side. to gain a deeper insight inlo the complicatl"Cl inter-relationship betWCl'11
the 11ega11vc and positive sides of pohte behavmur m Japanese culture.

J. My study investigates and rc-cxammes characteristics of English speaking
politeness behaviour with Anglo-Australian infonnants. Many cross-cultural
pragmatic studies focus on Anglo-Amencan infomumt<;, but little attention has
t.eetl paid to Anglo-Australian informants. It is expected that they should have
different politeness behaviours from Anglo-Amcr"icans.

4. My study will be ll'>cful for the study of second language acquisition. No
language system (e.g. the surface level of Jan~'\lage which is explained by
reference to the syntactic and st.~iantic levels) can be folly explained III tcm1s
of linguistic rules of the target language. for second language lc11mers. i1 is
more important to understand appropriate language behaviour in a given culture
lhan

to improve accuracy of the target language system,

so

that

miscommcnication or conflict 1s avoided.

2

I.J. Tht Purposr of lht Sindy
·111c purpns.c of 1lus ~tudy

1s

10 explore cultmal diOCrcnccs in the pcrcc..-ption of

pohtcncss bcl\\ccn 11 (first lall!!Ua!!c) spcak1..•rs ,-;f Jap11ncsc and speakers of Australian
Eaghsh. by cx,u111111ng the hearer's assumptions in tcnm
(I)

tif

the rclationslup lx:hH-.:n
. indirectness and politL"fLl'SS 1hrough actual use
of 1hc Rn)t ·1-.~ r \ TRA 11:GY 1L'o sugµcstcd hy Trosborg ( 1995)

(2)

the intcrne1Hmal balance hctwccn 1ndin.-ctncss and fornmlit:

(3f

the pn:fcrcncc for a ·.1d/-ccntrcd approad1' nr an ·01/wr-ccntrcd'
approach'

(4)

(St..'C SCCIHll\

I 5 10)

Posi11,·c l\ilitcncss 111 the POLI 1r..;1:ss Sl KA"! EY (c.g. the solidarity
approach) prnpo~d by 13rmn1 and Lcvmson (1987 ).

In add11ion.1h1s s1.idy will also rnvcs11gatc whal rules arc required and in which order of
priority, when atidrcs.<.ces aLknow\edge the speaker's verbal expression as 'polile'.

1.4. Restarch Qutstions
This paper addresSt.-s the following questions:

QI

Can r,olucnc ..s he aNxiatcd with indirectness for lx>th speakers of Japane5e an<l
Auslr.ihan 1·-~~lish"'

Q2·

Is the pt·n:cpuon nf poh1cncss

in

rcqui:s1s more strongly affected by level of

fonn.1hl) than hy dcl!rcc of md1rcct11css for !he Japanese group than for the

1:ngfoh ,pcaklll!! µrnup·•
()3-

Docs the Japanc'>C t!foup pcn:ct\"C the d11Tcrcnce between a 'Jd/:ccntrcd'

approach and an ·111ha·ccn1m.r approach ( Sec s1..'Ction 1.5.1 OJ more than the
l'.nglish spcakm):! !;!HH1p d1lcs"'
()4:

Is there ilfl)' d1ffcn.'11cc bc1wc1..11 the Japanese and English speaking groups in t!ic
m1erpr1..1ation of fnendlmess as a posuive politeness strategy (Sec section
1.5.12 )" 1

)

1.5. Definitions of Terms
1.5.1. Politeness
In the present study, politeness is defined as 'a special way of treating people, saying
and doing things in such a way as to take into account the other person's feelings'
(Brown, 1980:114 ). Politeness has been focused on as a pragmatic phenomenon. The
.<>pecific aim of politeness is not limited to the notion of'keeping peace' (e.g. hannony)
or 'avoiding conflict' in order to save the speaker's and hl'Jrer's face, rather it mainly
considers the benefits lo the hearer for the purpose of making the hearer comfortable by
showing consideration to the hearc(s assumptions (e.g. face maintenance vr minimizing
imposition). This is different from 'approproate behaviour' (Janney a,,~ Arndt, 1992:22;
Sell, 1991 :26) or 'politic verbal behaviour' (Watts, 1992:43; Sell, 1991 :208) where the
specific a:m is the enhancement of the speaker's self esteem and his/her pubiic status.
Pohteness 1s like tht! icing on the cake, 11 is the grease which makes
the wheel of society go around, smooths out the rough edges of daily life.
(Blum-Kulka, 1992.258)

To add to Blum-Kulka's definition of politeness using her style in order to further
describe politeness, 'Politeness is like a flower on the table in the restaurant, which is a
little welcome gift to make the customer comfortable'.

1.5.2. Request Strategies
In this study, the Request Strategy set out in Table I.I consists of two types of
Requests ('Indirect requests' and 'Direct requests'). In indirect requests, there are three
major categories (Cat.) of request strategies. including three sub-strategies (Sir.).
Similarly, in direct requests, one major category (Cat.) includes three sub·strategies
(Sir.). Realizations of the six major levels of indirectness arc fonnulated (followin~
TrosJOrg (1995) with regard to a situation in which the speaker asks to borrow the
hearer's car, and are presented at levels of increasing indirectness. The level or
indircctncs~ is considered by 'minimizing illocutionary force' (Str.1 being the most
indirect, as having 'the least illocutionary force' and Str.6 being the most direct as
having 'the most illocutionary force'). These categories build on previous research, in
particular on the models of Bulm-Kulka (1987) and Trosborg (1995). All examples in
Table 1.1 are quoted from Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY ( 1995:205).
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Table 1.1

Request Strategies (presented Rt levels of incrensing indirectness offer Tro1borg)

Cat.I

Cal.I\

Non-con\'entiormlly indirect fL'qUCSI
Sir. I Hints

(=

NC Hints)
I haw lo he al the mrport m ha[( an hour.

Conn.'!lllonally indirect request (= Cl Hearer)
Str. 2 Hcarer-onented condition
Could you lenJ me your car?

Cat. Ill Com·entionally indirect requt!St (=CI Speaker)
Str.3
Speaker·ba<;ed condition
I K'01Jld like to borrowyo11r rnr
Cal.IV

Direct Requests (=-D)
Str.4
Performatiws (hedged)
(unhedged)
Str.5
Obligat1on
Str.6
lmperathc

I wouiJ like to ask vou to lend me your car
I ask Juu 1c, iL·r.rl m'e your car
You must lend me your car
(Please) I.end me your car

1.5.3. Indirect requests

In considering indirect requests in the Rer,uest S!rategy (see Table 1.1 ), there are two
types of indirectness within indirect requests: the non-conventionally indirect request
and th(. conventionally indirect request. These two types of indirectness were
distin1:,1Uished by Blum-KulJ.:a ( 1987).

1.5.4. Non-conventionally indirect request-Cat.I
Hin/.\" , Str.J

The non-conventionally indil"ect request 'Strategy 1 Hints' (= Str.1- NC Hints) is 'off
record' indirectness such as hints (e.g. I have to be at the airport in halfan hour). BlumKulka (1987:134) has characterized a non-conventionally indirect requests as a
'convention of means (choice of semantic device)', and the 'requestive force is not
indicated by any conventional verbal means and hence has to be inferred'. It is 'openended bolh in tenns of propositional content and linguistic fonn, as well as pragmatic
force with no fonnal limitations' (Blum-Kulka, 1987: 141 ). In other words, the speaker's
intention is not made explicit in his/her utterance by ' implying the meaning' such as
hints or by• being ambiguous'

5

i.5.S. Conventionally indirect requests- Cat.II & Cat.Ill
The conventionally indirect request is "on record' indirectness (e.g. Could you lend me
your car'J, I would like: tu horrow your car). It is characterized by 'convention of fonn

(the choice of word)' {Blum-Kulka. 1987; 134), and by 'realizing the act by systematic
reference to some precondilion needed for its realization, and share[s] across languages
the property of potential pragmatic ambit,'llity betwl.'Cn rcquestive meaning and literal
meaning' (Blum-Kulka, 1987 .141 ). In other words, the speaker's intention is
pronounced clearly in hislhl.'f utterance by avoiding direct expressions, but the choice of
words or linguistic fonns to preserve the hearer's face is carefully selected. Based on the
earlier studies (Blum-Kulka, 1987; Trosborg, 1995), a non-conventionally indirect
request is judged as more indirect than

a conventionally indirect request. The

conventionally indirect request in the Request Strategy (see Table l.1) is classified as
having two conditions: 'Strategy 2 Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2-Cl Hearer) and
'Strategy 3 Speaker-hased condition' (StrJ-CI Speaker).
1.5. 5.1. Hearer-oriented condition - Slr.2
The conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2 Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2- CI
Hearer) is defined as the speaker asking for hearer's ability/willingnesslpennission, and
' the hearer is in a position of control to decide whether or not to comply with the
request' (Trosborg, 1995:197). An example of 'Str.2- CI Hearer' in the situation of
borrowing the hearer's car would be 'Could you lend me your car?' The fonns and the
examples of 'Str.2- Cl Hearer' in Japanese are shown in Table 1.2.
1.5.5.1. Speaker-based condition-Str.3
The conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition' (Str.3- CI
Speaker) is defined in tcnns that the speaker expresses a statement of his/her intent
(wishes/desires/needs/ demands) (Trosborg, 1995:201). An example of 'Str.3-CJ
Speaker' in the situation of borrowing the hearer's car would be'/ would like to borrow
your car'. Based on the earlier studies (Blum-Kulka, 1987; Trosborg, 1995), in the

conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2 Hearer-oriented condition' is judged as
more indirect than 'Strategy 3 S'peaker-hased condf!ion'. The fonns and the examples of
conventionally indirect requests in Japanese are shov.n in Tahle 1.2.
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Table 1.2

Examples under each sf"qtegy of conventionally indirect requests in
Japanese
Japanese
Strate'"'
Cat.II

Fvrm ff.'vamnfes)
Conventionally indirect request
Str. 2 Hearer-oriented condition

Sentence completion verb with the question
particle 'ka'
e.g. Kuruma kashite iradakemas11ka?
(Could you lend me your car?)

Cat. JII Conventionally indirect request
Str.3
Speaker-based condition

Sentence completion verb fonn without
rising intonation
e.g. Kurnma kashite Jtadakitaidesu
(/ would like to have wiu lend!!!£).'Our car)

1.5.6. Direct requests-Cat.IV
In this study, direct requests (D) are defined as a request with a higher level of

explicitness of the speaker's illocutionary force by using a performative statement or
imperative. Considering the direct requests in the Request Strategy (see Table 1.1 ), there
are three strategies: 'Strategy 4 Performatives', 'Strategy 5 Obligations' and •strategy 6
Imperatives'. Based on the research of Blum-Kulka (1987) in the direct requests,

'Strategy 4 Performatives' are more indirect than ·strategy 5 Obligations' or •strategy 6
lmperalives'. The direct requests 'Strategy 5 Obligations' are more indirect than the

direct requests 'f,rrategy 6 Imperatives'. The forms and the examples of direct requests
fa Japanese are shown in Table 1.3. Based on research by Rinnert and Kobayashi

(1990:1197), in direct requests 'Strategy 6 Imperatives' (Str.6, D Imperative),

'-te

kudasai' fonn is classified as a 'DIRECT imperative' in the examples of request fonns.
1.5.6.J. Perjormative.~-Str.4

According to Trosborg (1995:202-204), the first strategy of direct requests 'Strategy 4
Performatives' (Str.4, D Perfonnatives), has two types: an unhedgcd pcrfonnative and a

hedged perfonnative. An unhedged perfonnarivc is an utterance which includes a
performative verb such as 'ask', 'request', 'order', 'demand' and 'command' (e.g. 'I ask
you

lo

lend me your car'). A hedged perfonnative is an utterance in which 'the hedge

modifies the perfonnative force of the speech act' (e.g., 'I would like to ask you to lend

me your car').
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1.5.6.2. Obligation -St1. 5
The direct request 'Strategy 5 Obligation' (Str.5, D Obligation) is structured with
'should/ought to', 'have to' and 'must'. An Example of 'Str.5, D Obligation' is 'You
must lend me your car'.

1.5.6.3. lmperatives-Str.6

The direct request 'Strategy 6 Imperative' (Str.6, D Imperative) is an unmodified form
and is very authoritative in English. An example of'Str.6- D Imperative' is 'Lend me
your car'.

Trosborg (1995:202-204) does not distinguish level of authority of

imperative with or without 'please'. Thus, in this study, following Trosborg, both

'Lend me your car' ( without 'please') as an instruction and 'Please lend me your car'

(with ' please') as a request are classified as direct requests ' Strategy 6, Imperatives'.

Table 1.3

Examples offorms under each strategy ofdirect request in Japanese
StratP<Yv

Form

Strategy 4
Perfonnative

kiiteimasu

(unhedge.d)
Perfonnative
(hedged)

Strategy 5
Obligation

Eu.mules

Rasuto ooda wo kiitrdmasu
(I ask you to place your last order)

ot1kagaishiteorimas11

Rasulo ooda wo oukagaishileorimasu
(I would like to ask you to place your
last order)

shinakutewaikenai

Cl11111mon shinakutewaikenai nodesuga
(You have to order now)

Strategy 6
Imperative

-te kudasai

Chuumon shite kudasai
(Please, order now)

Elliptical Phrase

Ch1111mon wo
(order?)

* 'Kiiteim' is plain form of 'ask' in Japanese

** 'Ouk<>naisuru' is resoect form (honorifics) of 'ask' in Jananese
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1.5.7. Level of Indirectness

According to Leech (1983:123), politeness concerns indirectness, and indirectness
relates to 'illocutionary acts'. Indirectness is defined as 'the extent to which the
hearer has to infer from the expression in order to recover the illocutionary
inte~t'(Leech. 1983:123). He considered that the speaker's motivations to use
indirectness are satisfied by

t·No

approaches: 'to give options to the hearer' anJ 'to

reduce illocutionary force'. Leech (1983:108) also states that the expression with the
reduced itlocutionary force (e.g. 'Would you like to order?') has been regard~d as more
polite than foe one in which the speaker expresses his/her intention in the utterance (e.g.
'Please, order now'), because it has less risk of threat to faro and leaves the option open

for the hearer to interpret the speaker's speech. In other words, in the degree of
politeness, the more indirect the utterance is the higher the degree of politeness. This is
because indirectness increases optionality and reduces illocutionary force for the hearer.

In this study, the level of indirectness refers to the degree ofi!locutionary force as the
main factor and gives options to the hearer as a sub-factor. The reduction of
illocutionary force is linked so that the speaker does not clearly express his/her intention
in the utterance or imply meaning using such means as in ambiguous or vague

expressions. There is also an increased need for inference to recover the meaning. An
increase in illocutionary force, on the other hand, is linked to the explicit expression of
the speaker's intention or 'pragmatic clarity' (Blwn-Kulka, 1987:144) in order not to
obscure the speaker's itlocutionary point beyond reasonable limits.
The tenn 'indirectness' refers to a scale whfoh includes both 'Indirect' and 'Direct' subscales. This is because, in Blum-Kulka's 'Directness scales (1987:137) (see section
2.2.2), 'Want Statements', in the fow.i.s of conventior 1Hy indirect requr:sts 'Strategy 3,
Speaker-based condition' (e.g '/ would like to borrow your car' or 'I want to borrow
your car') are at the same level of indirectness as 'Perfonnatives' in the fonns of direct

requests 'Strategy 4 Pe,jOrmatives'(unhedged) ( e.g. '/ ask you to lend me your car').
'Want Statements' in the fonns of conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, ::,,peakerhased condition' are at lower level of indirectness than 'Hedged Perfonnative' in the

fonn of direct requests 'Stretegy 4 Perfonnatives'(bedged) (e.g. 'I would like to ask you
to lend me your car'). The 'Indirect' end of the scale is used for the indirect requests

(Non-conventionally indirect request 'Strategy 1, Hfnts', Conventionally indirect
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requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer.based condition' and 'Strategy 3, Speaker·hased
condiJion').

The 'Direct' end of the scale is used for direct requests (Direct requests

'Strategy 4, Performatives' and 'Strategy 5, Obligalion' and' Strategy 6, Imperative'),
see Figure 1. I.

Figure.I.I

Scales ofIndirectness
Indirectness

Indirect

Direct
(Direct requests)

(Indirect requests)

As shown in Table 1.4, in the present study, the Request Strategy (see section
1.5.2) represents five levels of indirectness: 'Most Indirect', 'More Indirect', 'Less

Indirect', 'Less Direct' and 'More Direct'. The indirect requests 'Non.conventionally
indirect requests' (Strategy 1, Hints) and 'Conventionally indirect requests' ('Strategy 2,
Hearer-based condition' and 'Strategy 3, Speaker·hased condition' ) are represented by

the 'Indirect' scale. There are three levels of indirectness ('Most Indirect', 'More
Indirect' and 'Less Indirect'). The direct requests (Direct requests 'Strategy 4,
Performatives' and 'Strategy 5, Obligations' and 'Strategy 6, Imperatives') are

represented by the 'Direct' scale. There are two levels of indirectness ('Less Direct' and
'More Direct'). Each level of indirectness relates to a specific Request Strategy (See
Table 1.1 and section 1.5.2.). The level of indirectness acknowledges the degree of
illocutionary force. This level is based on previous research by the Blum-Kulka
(1987:137).

For example, in conventionally indirect requests, 'Strategy 2 Hearer-

oriented condition' (e.g. ·could you lend me your car?') has less illocutionary force

than 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condi!ion' (e.g. 'l would like to borrow your car'), thus

'Strategy 2, Hearer·orienJed condition' is considered to be more indirect than •strategy
3, Speaker-based condition'. Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Heareroriented condition ' are represcmted by the 'More Indirect' level, and conventionally
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indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' are represented by the 'Less
Indirect' level.
BegiMing at the top oflevel of indirectness in Table 1.4, we first identify the
'Most Indirect' level as non-conventionally indirect request, 'Strategy I Hints'
(Str.1-NC Hints) (e.g. 'I have to he at the airport in ha/fan hour'). This is because
'Str.1-NC Hints' is considered to have the least illocutionary force of the three indirect
requests With the 'Indirect' scale (Non-conventionally indirect request 'Strategy I
Hints', Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2 Hearer-based condilion' and

'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition'). The 'More Indirect' level, which has the second
least illocutionary force, includes conventionally indirect requests such as 'Strategy 2
Hearer-based condition' (Str.2- Cl Hearer) (e.g. 'Could you lend me your car?'). 'Str.2-

CI Hearer' is less indirect than the non-conventionally indirect request 'Strategyl
Hints', but it is more indirect than conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3 Speak~rbased condition'. The 'Less Indirect' level which has the most illocutionmy force

includes conventionally indirect requests such as 'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition'
(Str.3- CI Speaker) (e.g. 'I would like to borrow your car').
Of the three direct requests with 'Direct' scale (Direct requests 'Strategy 4,
Perjormatives' and 'Strategy 5, Obligation' and' Strategy 6, Imperative'), the

'Less Direct' level, which has the least illocutionary force in the three direct
requests, is direct requests such as 'Strate~ry 4, Performatives' (Str.4, D
Perfonnatives) (e.g. 'I would like to ask you to lend me your car'). The 'More
Direct' level, which has more direct expression than direct requests 'Strategy 4,
Perfom1atives', is identified as direct requests such as 'Strategy 5, Obligation'

(Str.5, D Obligation) (e.g. 'You must lend me your car') and 'Strategy 6,
Imperative' (Str.6, D Imperatives) (e.g. 'Please lend me your car'). This is because

in the 'Direct scales' proposed by Blwn-Kulka (1987:137) (see section 2.2.2),

these two strategies have been classified to 'the most direct' group.

II

Table 1.4

Level ofIndirectness
Request strategies

lndirectnn:s
Level

Scale

i Indirect requests
'

Indirect Most Indirect

'

Str.1 Non-conventionally indirect request.
Hints

More Indirect

Str.2 Conventionally indirect requests,

ILess Indirect

Str.3 Conventionally indirect requests,

Hearer-oriented condition
Speaker-based condilion

' Direct requests

.
Direct

Less Direct

Str.4 Direct requests
Perfonnalives (unhedged/hedged)

More Direct

Str.5 Direct requests,
Obligation
Str.6 Direct requests,

More Direct

Imperatives

1.5.8. Level of Formality

In this study, fonnality relates to forms such as politeness markers (e.g. past tense
modals, mitigating devices and honorifics) rather than content. In general tenns,
level of fonnality in both Japanese and English is represented as having two broad
levels ('More Fonnal' and' Less formal'). This is based on previous research by

Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999).

1.5.8.1. Level of Formality in Englis/1
As earlier studies (Fraser, 1990; Kitao, 1990) have indicated that politeness in English is
affected by deference marking including the use of past tense modals and mitigating
devices such as please. In the present study, in reference to English, fonnality refers to
the use of politeness markers including the use of past tense modals as well as
mitigating devices such as 'please', 'may' and 'would like to'. The use of these
politeness markers is identified as 'More Fonnal' and is distir,guished from 'Less
Fonnal' structures which are without past tense moda1s or politeness markers, as
specified in the 'Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary', see also Table 1.5.
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Table \,5

Politeness markers and examples from 'Col/Ins Co build English
Language Dictionary'
Politeness markers

Definition and examples
(based on 'Coffin~ ~'obui/cf EngJish l,anmtaf!e Dictiona..,,'J

Could

1.

as a polite way of asking someone to do something
e.g. Could you give me a few examples?

2.

Would

as a polite way of asking someone for permission to do
something
e.11. Could I sneak to Sue, n\ease?
You use 'would' in questions
I
when you are politely offering someone something or
inviting someone to do something.
e.g. Would you like a drink?
2.

May

I.

2.

Like

I.

2.

Please

when you are politely asking someone to do something.
e.11. Would vou tell her that Adrian nhoned?
in Questions and after 'if when you are asking for
permission to do something or asking whether you can
help.
e.g. May I look round now?
you also use may in formal English to introduce a hope or
wish.
e.ii;. M= he justify our hopes and rise to the top ...
If you ask someone if they would like something or would
like to do something, you are politely offering them
something.
e.g. Would you like coffee?
If you say to something that you would like something or
would like them to do something, you are politely asking
then for something or to do something.
e.g. Well, look Ian, What I would like you to do is to try

When you are politely asking someone to do something.

e.l!. 'Follow me, please' the ruide said.
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1.5.8.1. level of Formality in Japanese
Considering fonnality in Japanese, in this study, a scale ranging from plus· through
zero- to minus-fonnal is used, as well as 'More Formal' and 'Less Fonnal' as the maintevel of fonnality. Thus 'very formal' means a plus value of fonnality, 'non-formal'
means a neutraJ value of formality, and 'infonnal' means a minus value of formality.
These are marked as sub-types of the level offonnality in Table 1.6, with both infonnal

and non-formal being treated as sub-types of 'Less fonna1', and refer to Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2

Scales of Formalily in Japanese
+

0

Informal

Non-fonnal

Very formal

Therefore, in this study, level of fonnality is represented with two levels in Japanese
('Less Formal' and 'More Fonnal'), involving three sub-types of 'informal' 'nonfonnal' and 'very formal'.
In Japanese, according to Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999), level of fonnality is
morphologically encoded by honorifics. In the present study, types of honorifics such as
the honorific particle and verb endings are considered. Honorific verb endings have
three forms: the 'desu/masu polite form', a 'respect fonn' and a 'humbling' fonn' (The
honorific fonns are further discussed in section 1.5.9).
As shown in Table 1.6, 'Less Formal' expressiqns consist of two sub-types ('informal'

and 'non-fonnal'). The 'informal' type is without honorifics in the verb and particle. It
is often found in elliptical phrases, for example, in requests to take an order 'Go
Chuumon wo' (Order?). The 'non-fonnal' type has only the dc1mlmasu polite fonn and

no honorifics in the verb and particle. An example of this is 'Chuumon tori 1I1filY. ka?'
(Can 1 take your order?, literally: Shall 1 take your order?).

'More Fmmal' expressions consist of only one type • very funnal'. There are two
sub-types by fonn and combinations of honorifics <'fonn I', 'fonn 2'). Fonn 1 is
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the combination of the respect form in the verb and the 'de.\u.imasu' form. The
respet.1 fonn is lexically different from the plain verb fonn. For example, 'nawn, ·
is the respect form of· :mm' (the verb to do in English). An example of fonn I is
'nasat-mm11 '(respect fonn of Jo•

'dt:.\'U

ma.m' fonn). Fann 2 is the combination

of the hwnbling forw. in the verb and 'Je.m ma.m' polite form. The humbling form
is lexically different form the plain verb fonn. For example,· ila.m · is the humbling
fonn of'suro' (the verb to do in English). An example offonn 2 is 'ita.~hi-ma.m'
{hwnbling form of Jo + 'de.wt ·ma.m 'fonn ).

Table 1.6

Examples offorms offormality in Japanese
Fe_rmnliJ.l.•
Main-lt!loel
Sub-level

!

Less Formal

I

Form and Examples

I. Informal

without honorifics m verb ("Respect form' and 'Humbling
form') and pnrtide and den, ma.m polite form

2. Non-fonnal

with ·Jcsumaw' polite form but no honorifics in verb

Verb (Plain form)+ · de.rn ma.Hi' form
Tori
\·erb 'talr.:e'
'Je.m mam· polile fonn
(1 lain form)
wilh honorifics in \·erb as well ns ·Je.nnna.m · polite form

..,,,.

(e.g.)

More Formal

3. Very formal

-

.

-

-- --

-

------~~-

<Form I>
Respect form of\·erb + 'desu mam' form
(e.g.)
NW1al
,·erb 'do'
·Jesuma.m polite form
( Res""'""t form)
<Fonn 2>
Humblmg form of verb + dcsu mm11 form
(eg.)
!ta.Jiii
verb 'do'
·Je.m masu · polite form
lhumb\in11 form)

""""

4. Very formal

...,.

c
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1.5.9. The determining facton in honorifics in Japanesc
According to Coulmas ( 1992:313 ). generally speaking. the Japanese honorific
system consists of three main ca1cgorics: '/t'11Jt.'1go · (polite fonn

=

dl!.m ma.~11

fonn), ·.wmk1..•1>:o' (rcsJX,'Cl fonn) and 'kcnl\'Oll~o· (humbling fom1). In dclcm1ining
the use of these thn.-c categories of the Japam.-sc honorific system, there arc three

factors: 'forms·. 'the relative positioning bctwr.cn speaker and referent' and 'the
actor of the action·

J.5.9.l. Form.\'

In considering three fonns in honorifics ('desu masu polite fonn', 'respect fonn'
and 'hwnbling fonn' }, the polite form uses the copula verb de.m (e.g. 'All1i de.m·
for 'It is ho!') and 1he auxiliary ma.\11 (e.g. 'lk1 mu:m' for 'I go'). It is also called the

'desu mas,,' form. Respect and humbling forms also have lexical differentiation,
with thesame word meaning. This is similar to an 'irregular vc;b' in English (e.g.

eat.ate, eaten). For example. the ml!aning of'say' can be described by the plain
verb · m ', the respect fonn 'o.\·J/wm ·. or the humbling form 'moushraxem ·. TI1e
basic pattern of respect and humbling fonns is illustrated for some common verbs
in the Table 1.7.

Table 1.7

Respect and humbling form differentiation
Humbling fonn

Plain
/u

Respect form
msham

Miro
S11n1

goran11111an1

mriushiagem
haikensum

na.~um

ll{l.\'11

Meanini:z;
'say'
'look'
'do'

In addition. respect/humbling fonns arc often used with the polite form. Combining
The polite fonn and the respect/humbling form, we arrive at Table l .8.

Table 1.8

lexical differentiation of honorifics as verb ending combination
Plain form

.Resp~! fonn

_H1:1mbling f~rm

Neutrol

ill

}Jesu 'n,a.m

ii·ma.m

o.uham
auhai-ma.m

mumhiagen1
muu.fhiage-mam

..M~i.r.is .
'say'
'say'

(nnlite fonnl
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/.5. 9.2. Th~ rtlutii•e po.fitim1ing herween .fptaker and hearer or referent

The functions of these three fonn·,
'humbling form') arc distingmshed

l'.1

('1k.\11

mm11 polite fonn'. 'respect fonn' and

tenns of the d11T.:rencc in the relative positioning

between speaker and hearer or referent (refcrcnl means subjcct/ohjccl of the sentence). II
invoJ,..·es how 1he speaker constructs the difference in n.:lativc positioning lx.1ween
speaker and referent. This is sho\\-11 in Figure 1.3.
As shown in Figure I J. in (I) de.m ma.m polite form. the speaker produces the
polite or fonnal relationship with The hearer, but desu ma.m polite fonn docs not
C)"press 1he different level between speaker and hearer. ll1e present positions oi'
both speaker and hearer are a:rn (0). The speaker's po~ition stays the same level
of the hearer's position. L'ou1mas ( 1992:31 J) states tlmt expressions with the polite
fonn "are used mcspcctive of the subjccl matter referred to and allow speakers to
differentiate their speech on a scale of fonnality and familiarity'.
The 'Respect fonn' and ·hwnhting fonn', on the other hand. exprt!ss the difference
in relative positioning betwL'Cll speaker and referent (referent means subject/object
of the sentence). The relative position between speaker and referent is not equal.
Coulmas ( 1992.J 14 l states thal the express10ns with respec1/humbling fonns
'enable the speaker to refer to objects, events and actions in differenl ways'.
The respect fonn is used to express the rcf.:rent's position as above the speaker's
position. moreover. the respect fonn expresses the movement of referent's posilion.
As shovm in Figure 1J. in (2) Respect form, the speaker stays m his/her present
position (the position of the speaker is zero '0' ), hu1 raises the referent's position
to above his own to express respect for the referent (the position t1fthc referent is
plus'+').

TI1e humbling fonn is used to express the relative speaker's position as below that
of the referent, so the humbling form expresses movement of the speaker's
position. As shown in Figure 1.3, in (3) Humbling fonn, the referent stays in
his/her present position (the position ofth.: referent is zero '0'), the speaker puts
his/her level dO\\'TI below that of the referent to humble his action (the p0sition
of the speaker is minus·-·).
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In Table 1.6, the p0lite fonn is marked as 'non· fonnal' and classified to the 'Less
Formal' group. It means that the polite form is less polite than the other two forms
(the 'respect fonn' and the 'humbling fonn'). That is because the polite form
expresses no difference in the relative positioning between speaker and referent.

Figure 1.3

The relative positioning between speaker and referent in honorifics
(1) [Je:m 'Ma.m polite

(2) Respect form

(3) Humbling form

.form
Le\·el of position

(higher)

+
Speaker 0 Hearer

Le,·el of position

Le,·el of position

(higher)

(higher)

+ Referent

+

Speaker 0

0 Referent
Speaker •

(lower)

(lower)

(lower)

1.5.9.J. The actor ofthe action
In terms of the actor of the action, Coulmas (1992; 314) state!i that the
difference between the respect form and humbling form concerns the actor. The
humbling form serves to humble the speaker's self. It describes the speaker's
action, so the actor is the speaker. The respect fonn, on the other hand, serves to
show respect to the actor, so the actor is the hearer or referent. The humbling form
is therefore never used with a second-person or third-person subject, and the
respect form is therefore never used wilh a first -person subject, as shown in Table
1.9.
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Table 1.9
The availability for the actor under each honorific form in Japanese
Eumples

Fonn

Availability for lhe actor
(o)=nppropriatc
(Xl"'nolm.,.,.,....;ate

English

Japanese

Actor

Results

Speaker
Referent
(Second person subject)
Referent
(Third ""'rson subiect)
Speaker
Referent
(Second person subject)
Referent
(Third nerson subiect)

(0)
(0)

warmhi ga os.fharu

Specl..er

(X)

anma ga osshtuU

Referent
(Second person subject)
Referent
(Third person subject)
Speaker
Referent
(Second person subject)
Referent
(Third person subject)

Plain form

Jsay ..

watruhi !{a tu

(iri)

You say.

annla go iu

Mr. Tanaka say

Tannka-mn ga iu

Desumasu

I say ..

fom,
(iilTlilSU)

You say ..

watashi ga il-masu
anata ga ii-masu

Mr. Tanaka say

Tam,ka-san ga ilwuu

Respect

I say ..

fom,
(ossharu)

You say.
Mr. Tanaka say

Tanaka-son go osshun,

fom,

!say ...
You say...

wata.rhi ga nunuhiagUM
anata go mmohlllgeru

(mawhiag
-eru)

Mr. Tanakas;iy

Tanaka-son go nwus/,iageru

Humbling

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(0)
(0)
tO)
(X)
(X)

iu · plain fonn of '.l'(!i' ·
u.1·sharu - respect form of ·say·
mamhia~eru - humbling form of ·say·
Watarhi
·1 · (Speaker)
AnataJ ~ )1Ju
(Referent: second pe~on subject)

Taooka-san 'Mr. ]'anal<[!· (Referent: third oerson subiecl)
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1.5.10. Self-centred approach and Other.-centred a.pproach

According to Leech (1983: 131 ), politeness concerns the relationship hetween the
speaker and the referent. Leech introduces the term 'self and 'other' as the two
participants in conversation. The 'Self' is identified with the speaker, and the
'other' is identified with the hearer or receiver of the action intended by the speaker.

The Tact Maxim, which is the first Maxim in Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE, is
considered the 'other-centered' politeness which is an action to 'minimize cost to other,
and maximize benefit to other'. For example, a request for taking an order' Would you
like to order?' is polite in this way because the benefit to the hearer is implied. The

Generosity Maxim, which is the second Maxim in the POLITENESS PRINCIPLE, is
considered 'self-centered' politeness which is an action to 'minimize benefit to self, and
maximize cost to self. For example, a request for taking an order 'Could I take your
order?' is polite in a self-centred way because the illocutionary goal implies an action to

'maximize cost to self.
In this study, conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2 Hearer-oriented
Condition' (Str.2-CI Hearer) are classified into two types (a 'self-centred

approach' and an 'other-centred approach') on the basis of the concept of'se/f and
'other' by Leech (l 983: 131 ). Firstly, in the 'self-centred approach', the actor is

the speaker and the utterance is presented as the speaker's action, also the
expression implies cost to the speaker (e.g. 'Could I take your order?', when
taking an order in the restaurant). Secondly, in the 'other~centred approach', the
actor is the hearer or receiver of the action intended by the speaker and the
utterance is represented as the hearer's action, also the expression implies a benefit
for the hearer (e.g. 'Would you like to order?', when taking an order in the
restaurant).
In Japanese, the tenn 'humbling fonn' refers to a 'self-centred approach', and

'respect fonn' refers to an 'other~centred approach' (see section 1.5.9).
1.5.11. Positive politeness
In the category of the POLITENESS STRATEGY, Brown and Levinson (1987:101) define
Positive Politeness as 'redress directed to the addressee's positive face (which appeals to
the hearer's desire to be liked and approved of)'. Brown and Levinson (1987; 101-29)
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give a list of fifteen positive politeness strategies. The present study examines only two

of these fifteen strategies: (I) Notice/attend to Hearer's Wants and (2) Use in-group
identity marker (Ellipsis), because these two strategies are considered to be the most
appropriate in the restaurant setting and to obtain data from both English and Japanese
speakers. The fonner, 'Notice/attend to Hearer's Wants' requires !he speaker to take
notice of the hearer's condition ('Strategy I, Notice H's wants'). For example, when the
speaker notices that the hearer has had a hair cut, he/she could say 'You've had your
hair cut. You look so nice!' This depends more on pragmatic matters. The second

positive politeness strategy, 'Use in-group identity markers' relates to sharing common
ground with the hearer using address fonns, dialect, jargon or slang, and ellipsis. In the
category of'Use in-group identity markers', the present study examines only 'Ellipsis'
('Strategy II, Ellipsis'). Ellipsis has three ftmctions in positive politeness. The first is to
express shared knowledge. The second is to make expressions less fonnal. The thirrl is
to express the speaker's consideration of the other person's participation. Two levels of
ellipsis ('more ellipsis' or 'less ellipsis') are distinguished.

t.S.12. The term of'Frlendly' and the Positive Politeness

In a study of politeness by Ide et al.(1992:290), the word 'friendly' is used to mean
•polite'. Some strategies of Positive Politeness as suggested by Brown and Levinson
(1987:101) are classified as 'Friendly'. Based on Positive Politeness, the tenn 'Friendly'
refers to something that creates a closer distance between the speaker and the addressee
by using a less fonnal expression, ellipsis, and solidarity to accommodate in the hearer's
shared world or common interest. In other words, in tenns of Leech's 'Cost-Benefit'
scale (1983:132), such expressions emphasize 'benefit for the hearer' (see section 2.2.3).
In the present study, the tenn 'Friendly' is used as a common term to include two
strategies of the Positive Politeness: 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' and 'Strategy II,
Ellipsis' (see section 1.5.11).
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1.5. I Z. I. Categorle., of' Friendly'

'Friendly' is subdivided into two categories: 'More Friendly' Wld 'Less friendly'. The
'More Friendly' category occurs when the speaker oonsiders the hearer's feelings by
maintaining solidarity or showing closeness, while the 'Less friendly' category occurs
when the speaker considers the hearer's fi...-e\ings by keeping a distance or avoiding the
hearer's face threatening act. In the present study, within the 'StratCb'Y I, Notice H's

wants', the 'More Friendly' category refers to a verbal o.pproach which considers the

benefit for the hearer or referent by maintaining s01idarity or showing closeness (e.g. the

waitress says 't,:,yoy your meal' in a restaurant), while the 'Less Friendly' category
refers to a non-verbal approach to consider the benefit for the hearer or referent by
keeping distance or avoiding the hearer's face threatening act (e.g. the waitress says
nothing to the customer wht..-n she serves the dishes of the beginning or the meal in the
restaurant). Within 'Strate1,ry II, Ellipsis', the 'More Friendly' category refers to 'More
elliptical phrases', while the 'Less Friendly' category refers to 'Less elliptical phrases'
including complete sentences. For example, in offering to take the first drink order,
'Drinks.~' is considered to be a more elliptical phrase than 'Something to drink?'. The

scale of ellipsis and examples are shown in Table I. I 0.

Table I.to

Scales of Ellipsis o1nd examples in Japanese and El!g/ish
Situation: The speaker is taking the first drink order

English Es.ample,

Japanese Examples

Ellipsis

Level
Mo"
Drink?
Something to drink?
Something to drink for you?
Would you like something to drink?

Nomimonowa?
Nanika Onomimonowa?
Okyakusama, Nanika Onomimonowa?
Okya/msama. Nanika Onomimonowa
Yoroshiides11ka?

I

L,.,
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1.5.11.2. SulJ..types ofthe 'Mott' Friendly' category In 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants'
The 'More Friendly' C.!!tegory in 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' has three sub-types
based on the degree of intrusion into the hearer's privacy: 'Zero Intrusive', 'Less
Intrusive' and 'More Intrusive'.
Table 1.1 l shows the scale ofan intrusion into the hearer's privacy and sub·types in the
'More Friendly' category m 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants'. 'Zero Intrusive' refers to the
smallest intrusion into the hearer's privacy such as 'Good evening' as a basic greeting.
The topic of the utterance relates nothing to the hearer's privacy. 'Less Intrusive' refers
the second smallest intrusion into the hearer's privacy. In this, the utterance may contain
some topic relating to the hearer, but the hearer's reply is not required, for example,
'Enjoy your meal' at the beginning of the meal. 'More Intrusive' involves some

intrusion into the hearer's privacy through compliment(s) or asking the hearer's opinion.
In this case the hearer's reply is required such as 'Would you lilce anything?' in the

middle of the meal

Table 1.11

Scales and characters in Sub-types ofthe 'More Friendly'
category in 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants'
Scale of

Sub-type

Characters

Intrusion
Smai.ler

Zero Intrusive

No intrusion into the hearer'_.,. privacy
(e.g.) 'Good evening', 'It's a nice day, isn't it!'

Less Intrusive

A small degree of intrusion into the hearer's privacy

No requiring reply
More Intrusive

Greater

(e.g.) 'Enjoy your meal'
'Please take care on the wav home'
Some intrusion into the hearer's privacy
(compliments or asking the hearer's opinions)
Requiring reply (but not in compliments)
(e.g.) 'You look so nice'
'Would vou like anvthinr,?'
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CHAPTER 2:
Review of Literature and Th1'oretical Framework
2.1. Review of Literature
2.1.1. Politeness in intracultural communication
In considering the definition of politeness historically, there are two main issues. Firstly,
it relates to marmers for members of an upper-class family. Within a British family, in
the eighteenth century, politeness was closely linked to social class and socio-political
power (Sell, 1991:208). Smith (1984) points out that politeness was a sign of 'good

breeding' and high social status. This kind of politeness was called 'civilised manners'

and included table manners and dress (Elias, 1978). It was linked to the speaker's ego or
self-esteem and to saving his/her public face. If a person could not manage this kind of
polite behaviour, British people judged him/her as exhibiting not only 'inconsideration
and irreligion' but also 'positive selfishness, malevolence, evil' (Sell, 1991:210).
Therefore, European linguists considered such politeness to be associated with fonnality
(Garfinkel, 1967) and related fonns of linguistic behaviour (Held, 1992:134). More,
recently, and based on this notion, this kind of politeness has been called 'politic verbal
behaviour' (Watts, 1992:43). It is generally defined as 'appropriate behaviour' (Janney
and Arndt, 1992: 22). Such appnpriate behaviour relates to social politeness which
requires 'socially appropriate communicative forms, nonns routines, rituals, etc' when a
member ofa BfOUp, interacts with other members of the group (Janney and Arndt, 1992:
24).

This 'appropriate behaviour' or 'politic V.':rbal behaviour' is likely to be considered a
common aspect of 'honorifics' in Japanese. Coulmas (1992:305) states that 'Honorifics
used to be employed as markers of social rank and status'. According to Coulmas
(i9Q2:306), correct language use (honorific usage) is a matter of keen public interest in
Japan, and tho:.e who are able to make infonned judgements about it enjoy much more
prestige than their colleagues in Western countries. In addition, Ide (1989:229-242)
notes that the choice of an honorific or non-honorific form is not a matter of individual
choice, it is 'an obligatory choice among variants' reflecting the speaker's 'sense of
place or role in a given situation ar.cording to social conventions' (1989:229), and it has
nothing to do with the speaker's or the hearer's face. This means that in Japanese,
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correct language use or polite language use depends heavily on honorific usage and it
occurs sometimes regardless of the speaker's or the hearer's face.
Secondly, politeness relates to pragmatic or interpersonal points of view 'Within the
frame work of pragmatics, where language is considered in terms of action, it is
primarily speech act theory which has succeeded in accounting for the linguistic aspects
of the phenomenon of politeness' (Held, 1992:133). The basic assumption of politeness
in pragmatics starts from the concept of 'conflict avoidance' (Lakoff 1973; Leech 1983;
Brown and Levinson 1987). Janney and Arndt ( 1992) distinguish tact from the standard
notions of social politeness. Tact is politeness from an interpersonal point of view. It
comprises the speaker's supportive and communicative techniques to preserve face and
maintain positive a relationship with the addressee. l11is is based on the concept of face
management (Brown and Levinson, 1987), or maintaining interactional hannony
(Leech, 1983) and RULES OF POLITENESS (Lakoff, 1973). Tact is considered part of
'emotive communication' which includes consideration of 'others' fee1ings, perceptions
and interpretations in the situation' (Janney and Arndt, 1992:28).
When considering 'politic verbal behaviour' and ' tact' with speaker and hearer 'face
saving', as suggested by Brown and Levinson ( 1987), 'politic verbal behaviour' is likely
to be protecting or respecting primarily the speaker's face with less regard for the
hearer's face. 'Tact' on the other hand is likely to be saving the hearer's face as well as
the speaker's face. When the speaker lacks 'Tact' or 'emotive communication', the
speaker can 'be impolite in a polite way' (Janney and Arndt, 1992:22). In Japanese, this
is called ' inginburei' which in Shogakukan's PROGRESSIVE -Japanese and English
Dictionary (1993:144) is defined as: 'haughty under a cloak of apparent politeness'. For
example, the speaker's expression may be very fonnal in terms of its semantic or
syntactic level, but he or she may have no sincerity or consideration to the addressee.
This is the satisfaction of politeness as 'politic verbal behaviour' or 'social politeness'
but not of 'tact' or 'face management'. It is against this backgrowtd that Brown
(1980:114) defines politeness as 'a special way of treating people, saying and doing
things in such a way as to take into accow1t the other person's feelings'. Thus the
speaker can feel comfortable due to saving his/her face, but the hearer cannot
necessarily feel comfortable due to less regard being paid to his/her lace. On the other
hand, the speaker can 'be polite in an impolite way', when he/she correctly presumes the
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hearer's assumptions in tenns of 'tact', even with a lack of 'politic verbal behaviour'.
This is because the hearer can feel comfortable by the speaker's consideration for the
hearer's face. The balance between 'politic verbal behaviour' and 'tact' also differs from
culture to culture.
2.1.2. Cultural assumptions and politeness
With intercultural communication, the dimension of politeness (i.e., acceptance of
appro;>riate behaviour or a sense of value in politeness) is different for each culture
(Hall, 1983; Blum-Kulka,1987: Wierzbicka, 1991; Ide, 1992; Jauuey aud Arndt;l992,
Wierzbicka (1991, 1994:70, 1996a, 1996b). Because there are specific commwtlcation
patterns within cultures (Hall, 1983:91; Wierzbicka, 1994:71 ), very little fa fully shared
by all cultures.

Considering the specific communication patterns within cultures, Wierzbicka (1991,
1994, 1996a, 1996b) has proposed a 'cultural script model', with which to fonnulate
culnrral rules for speaking, culture-specific attitudes, assumptions and nonns in precise
and culture-independent terms. These are also called 'the cultural bases of tact' by Janny
and Arndt (1992:30). These cultural bases of tact are how cultural and situational
assumptions and expectations about tact influence people's ways of avoiding conflict or
shaping people's ways of thinking, foeling, speaking, and interacting. Following
Wierzbicka (191)6: 108), the culrural bases of tact are a set of subconscious rules. People
consciously 01 unconsciously obey cultural nonns. In addition, it is a culturally learned
behaviour to modify or modulate signs of emotion in different situations in order to
project certain impressions of ft:elings and attitudes for the benefit of othern (Arndt and
Janney, 1991:529).
Matsumoto (1989:219) claims that a key notion in politeness is a solid understanding of
the specific communication patterns within the culture (i.e. what is communicated and
what is considered important in a particular language and culture). If speakers miss~
presume or ignore the specific commwtlcation patterns in the hearer's culture,
communication conflict will occur between the speaker and the hearer. Even if the
speaker can be polite in a polite way according to his or her own cultural assumptions,
in tenns of the hearer's cultural assumptions, it may possibly be recognized as 'being
impolite in an impolite way'. For exam;ile., in an English speaking culture, at university,
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a teacher is usually called by his/her first name without 'Mr/Mrs/ Dr' by students. This
can 'be polite in impolite way' and is recognized as polite by the English speaking
cultural bases of tact even with less regard of surface level (grammatical) encoding of
politeness. However, in Japanese culture, it would be considered 'being impolite in
impolite way' which is recognized as impolite by the Japanese cultural bases of tact
with less regard of the surface level encoding of politeness.
In a comparative study of ine pragmatic function of apologies in English and Japanese,
Goddard and Wierzbicka ( 1996: 14) found that Japanese speakers have a tendency to use
the strategy of apologizing in broad range of situations, but this does not have the same
meaning as the English speech act 'apology'. In addition, Wierzbicka (1996:94) notes
'The Japanese apology does not presuppose the component "I did something bad (to
you)", ..... In Japanese, one is expected to apologise ..... , even if one is not at fault, to
show his or her sincerity'. In Sl'VPl'II1 of this idea, we can take lde's (1998:513-521)
findings in the investigation of the functions of Japanese Sumimasen 'I'm sony'. She
claims that there are several functions other than expressing the speaker's sincerity or
apology, which she describes as quasi-thanks and apology. request marking, an
attention-getting device, a leave-taking device, an affinnative and confinnational
response and reciprocal exchange of acknowledgement.

For example, in Japanese

Sumima.~en has no function of 'regret' or 'compassion', while in English, 'I'm sony'

has no function of 'Thank you' nor is it a device to 'open or close the interaction'. In
Japanese, Sumimasen is also considered to be a more polite fonn than al'igatou 'Thank
you' when expressing gratitude.
2,1.3. The notion or •politeness' in Japanese and English.
Janney and Arndt (1993:20) state that 'politeness' in English does not necessarily mean
that notions of politeness are universal (e.g. Hoejlichkeit in Gennan, po/ile.t.'ie in French,
1einei in .lapanese). There may be many different notions of politeness, face, rationality,

drrectne~:.lindirectness, and conflict u\Uldance.
Ide t".. al. (19'J2) suggest that the word 'polite' in English does not have exactly same
meaning as teineina in Japanese. Both Japanese and English speaking informants
perceived 'respectful' as a component of the concept of politeness. English speaking
infonnants perceived that 'friendly' and 'polite' correlated with each other or belonged
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to the same dimension as 'good' concept~. while Japanese infonnants perceived that

'friendly' and 'polite' belong to different di'.nensions. 'Friendly' was considered a rather
'bad' concept in relation to 'polite' in Japanese.
In a comparative study of the use of fonnulaic expressions in Japanese and English,
Beebe and Takahashi (1989) found that American responses sounded more indirect,
while Japanese responses sounded more direct. This was because the Americans tended
to avoid expressing overt disagreement and tended to extend the talk further. Japanese
responses, on the other hand, were shorter and blunter. Wierzbicka (1996~ 144) states
that, in Japanese, the imperative can be used more widely in 'requestive behaviour' than
it can be in English. Rose (1994 :9), in an investigation of requests by university
students, claims that the Japanese are more direct in making requests than American
English speakers.
In English~ speaking culture, allowing options is a central element of the notion of
politeness (Thomas ,1995:161; Yeung, 1997). According to Leech's (1987) 'Tact
maxim', the English speakers will have strong tendency to try to minimize cost to the
hearer and to give options. On the other hand, in Japanese culture, the perception of
politeness is heavily influenced by the level of fonnality, particularly at the
morphological level involving encoding of honorifics (Rinnert and Kobayashi,
1999:1182).
2.1.4. Four approaches to politeness
Over the past 30 years, there has been a great deal of int~rest in research on politeness
(e.g, Lakoff, 1973; Grice, 1975; Brown and Levinson, 1978,1987; Ide, 1982; Leech,
1983; Fraser, 1990). Fraser (1990) grouped the then current pragmatic approaches to
politeness under four headings: the 'social-nonn' view; aie 'conversational-maxim'
view (of which Lakoff' s RULE OF POLITENESS and Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE are
examples); the 'face-saving' view (of which Brown and Levinson's POLITENESS
STRATEGY is an example); and 'conversational-contract' view.

Basically these approaches share some elements with each other. However, nt,. all the
concepts of the four previous approaches have proven to be applicable for non-Western
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forms of polite communication (Matswnotol988, 1989:220; Watts et al., 1992; Ide,

1988:372).
Let me begin with the conversational-maxim view. LakotT(1973:296) claims two rules
of pragmatic competence:
1.

Be clear

2.

Be polite

Later, this view was influenced by Grice's CO-OPERATIVE PRINCIPLE which was
'aesthetic social, or moral in character' (1975:49) and which focused on how the
speaker ought to behave in infonnarion exchange. Grice (1975) proposed four
conversational maxims: 'be brief, 'be informative', 'be relevant', be clear'. Lale.off
(1975:64) reinterpreted polite behaviour as that which has been 'developed in societies
in order to reduce friction in personal interaction'. Lak.otf (1975) then developed three
sub-rules which were known as the RULES OF POLITENESS:
1. Don~ impose (Distance)
2. Give options (Deference)
3. Be ftiendly (Camaraderie)
Lakoff explains the use and interpretation of polite language as distinct from the more
practical use of language. A1though Lakoff recognizes different levels of politeness, she
does not goes into the question of how the choice is made. The third concept 'be
friendly' is not applicable to all cultures.
Leech (1983) sees his theory as providing a framework for politeness. He understands
politeness as explair,ing 'why people are often so indirect in conveying what they mean'
and as being of the same status as Grice's co-OPERATlVE PRmCJPLE {CP) in the sense
that politeness can satisfactorily explain exceptions to and apparent deviations from the
CP. Leech approaches politeness through a theory of general pragmatics. He defines
politeness in the ternts of re-establishing or preserving interactional hannony (p. l 04 ).
Among his principles of pragmatics, Leech introduces the POLITENESS PRINCIPLE (PP).
The PP consists of six maxims: Tact, Generosity, Approbation, Modesty, Agreement
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and Sympathy ( 1983: I 5-17). In discu,;sm~ 1he 'Tac I maxim', Leech proposes five scales
which ha\'e ' a bearing on the dcg.n.-c of tact appmpriatc to a gi\'en speech situation'
(1983:123):

I.

Co.st-Benefit: rda1,,.·c cost
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l~"flcfit 10 the speaker and the hearer

'Minimize the hearer's 1mpos111nn'
2.

Option.ali1y. the amou111 of cho11:c the speaker pcnnits the hearer about

the act requested· · incrcaSl.· optmnahty'
3.

Indirectness: the e,,,;tcnt In which the hearer has to infer from the
expression in ord1.-r to rcco... cr the 1llocutionary intent - 'imply meaning'

4.

Authority: the rclali\'e right of the speaker to impose his or her will on
the hearer

S.

Social Distance; the degree of familiarity bc1wccn the speaker and the
hearer

'Optionality' as the second aspect of the Tact Maxim, closely resembles the second of
Lakoffs

RULES OF POLITENESS:

Gi... e options. Leech admits the existence of different

degrees of politeness, 'mt he does not presented any precise way to ;:alibratc the scale. It
is not easy to e\'aluate exactly how the scale infonns the use of a particular maxim.
The face-management view of Hrown and Levinson (1987), while using similar
concepts to Leech ( 1983 ), provides a more precise framework. Brown and Levinson
consider that 'politeness is motivated by the desire to maintain face' (1987:2). Basing
their model on Goffman's ( I %7) concept of face, the model person has both a 'public
self-image' which slhe wishes to project to other group members (Goffinan, I%7:4) and
a need to act without being impeded in any way by other members <Brovm and
Levinson, 1987:67). According to Brown and Levinson (1987:62), face has two aspects:
Positive and Negative. The funner refers to the desire that ones positive self-image be
appreciated and approved of by others. The latter refers to the desire for non-imposilion,
to respect the hearer's negative face wants and avoid interfering with the hearer's
freedom of action. (1987:70). Politeness is conceived of as the defence of one's own
positive and negative face, and the protection of others' positive and negative face
(1987:13).
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Certain illocutionary acts are able to damage or threaten another person's face. These
acts are known as 'face-threatening acts' (FfAs). If a speaker docs perfonn a ff A. four
politeness strategies arc available. These arc:

J.

on-record without rcdress1vc action (bald-on-record)

2.

on-record using positive politeness

3.

on-record using negative politeness

4.

off-record

When the degree of face threat is too great, the speaker may decide to avoid the FfA.
This is a fifth and the final strategy 'Do not perfonn FTA'.
Brown and Levinson rank these five politeness strategies in tenns of the degree of FTA,
as shown in Fibrure 2.1. The higher the degree of FTA is, the less polite the behaviour.
The most polite strategy is 'Do not perfmm FTA' (e.g. non-verbal expressions) and the
least polite strategy is· on-record without redre.ssive action, baldly' (e.g. 'Please lend
me yow· car· as a direct request to borrow the hearer's car. flu1her explanation is in

section 1.5.6 ). The 'off-record' strateb'Y (e.g. ' .' have to he at the airport 111 ha{(an hour'
as a request to borrow the hearer's car) is 1Mre polite than 'negative politeness' which
includes 'the use of conventional politeness markers, deforen~ markers, minimizing
imposition' (Thomas, 1995: 173) (e.g. 'Could you lend me your car?').
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Figure 2.1

Circumstancts determining choice ofstrategy
(Brown and Levinson, /087: 60)
Estimation of ri.~k
offace /ms
(Lesse,)

l. without redressive .action, baldly
on record

<

2. positive polilenl?!!

with red,ossive action~

4. off record

J. negative politeness

5. Don't do the FfA

(Greater}

It is at this point that Brown and Levinson and Leech's treatments of politeness most
closely resemble each other. A number of Brown and Levinson's positive politeness
strategies find close parallels in Leech's politeness principle: 'seek agreement', 'avoid
disagreement', 'be optimistic' and 'give sympathy'.
Both Brown and Levinson's and Leech's theories are culturally based. However, most
modem research on linguistic politeness phenomena including Brown and Levinson's
POLITENESS STRATEGY

and Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE, has been canied out within a

Western European/ North American cultural framework (Watts, 1992:49; Janney and
Arndt, 1993:38). According to Ide (1989:241), their politeness theory is more highly
valued in western society or in the English language, but not always within oriental
cultures. In other words, in a western culture, interaction is based on highly
individualistic and personal attributes, so face is regarded as P. key concept. In Japanese
culture, however interaction is based on 'in-group' conscioasness, thus role, status or the
seniority of a person rather than 'face' define a particular situation and the basis for
interaction. In addition, the honorific fonns in Japanese speech are not able to be
explained adequately Mthin
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the frameworks of Brown and Levinson or Leech (Matsumoto, 1989:217).
Despite recent criticism of Brown and Levinson's politeness theory (Fraser, 1990; Ide,
1989; Matsumoto, 1988, 1989:219; Held 1989:169; Blum-Kulka, 1987,1992:258;

Watts, 1992:49), they have offered the most acceptable explanation for the politeness
phenomenon. But as mentioned earlier, there are still unanswered questions.

2.1.S. Jndirecmess and politeness
According to Leech ( 1983: 123 ), politeness is associated with indirectness. He
defines indirectness as 'the extent to which the hearer has to infer from the
expression in order to recover the illocutionary intent'. There are two main
motivations for the speaker's use of indirectness proposed by Thomas (1995:122):
(l) to minimise imposition (e.g. to avoid appearing 'pushy'), (2) to preserve
face (e.g. to avoid hurting people). Leech (1983:108) considers that those motivations
relate to politeness and are also proportional to the degree of politeness. They are used
to:
increase the degree of politeness by using a more and more indirect kind
of illocution. Indirect il!ocutions tend to be more polite (a) because they
increase the degree of optionality, and (b) because the more indirect an
illocution is, the more diminished and tentative its force tends to be. ( J983: 108}

This shows that the speaker's motivations to use indirectness are satisfied by two
approaches: 'to give options to the hearer' and 'to reduce illocutionary force'.
Leech (1983:108) also states that in the degree of politeness, the more indirect the
utterance is. the higher the degree of politeness. For example, the expression with
the reduction of the illocutionary force (e.g. 'Would you like to order?' when
taking a order in the restaurant) has been regarded as more polite than the
expression with greater illocutionary force where the speaker expresses his/her
intention (e.g. 'l'Jea:;e, order now 1- This has because indirectness increases
optionality and reduces i\Jocutionmy force for the hearer. In other words, in Leech's
Cost-Benefit scales, it is explained by being 'beneficial' to the hearer in tenns of
obtaining greater optionality and minimizing the threat of face loss. For example, in a
request for pennission to clear the table in a restaurant, the expression 'Would you like
lhis

taken away?' is polite, because it implies the benefits to the hearer.
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Brown and Levinson (1987) also emphasise a strong link between indirectness and
politeness.
Off-recordness may be motivated by the speaker's wish to avoid
committing a face-threatening act, while providing the addressee with the
opportunity to appear caring, cooperative i>nd bounteous ifhe
or she decides to take up the implied meaning of the utterance. (1987:71)

Brown and Levinson (1987:73) state that the 'off-record' strategy with 'conventional
implicatures' (1987:213) or the greater reduction of the illocutionary force such as using
'hints' (e.g. ' This is the fast order, please' in taking the last order in a restaurant), have
been regarded as more polite than the on-record request, where the speaker expresses
his/her intention in the utterance (e.g. 'Please, order now'). This is because it has less
risk of threat to face and leaves the option open for the hearer to interpret the speaker's
speech.
Blum-Kulka (1987:131), however, has criticized this proportional correlation between
indirectness and politeness. She claims a distinction between conventionally and nonconventionally indirect requests (See section 1.5.3.). Blum-Kulka found that for the
English-speaking infonnants, a non-conventionally indirect request which is for hint in
'
which does not clearly express the speaker's intention or ambiguous or vague
expressions which have the least illocutionary force (e.g. 'I have to take her to lhe
hospital' when requesting to borrow the hearer's car or 'Would you like some tea or
coffee?' in a request for pennission to clear the table in a restaurant), were judged less

polite than conventionally indiroct requests which have less illocutionary force but no
implication of meaning (e.g. 'Could you lend me your car?' or 'May I clear the table?').
This is because of a Jack of concern for pragmatic clarity. Blum-Kulka therefore
considers that an important factor in politeness is the interactional balance achieved
between pragmatic clarity and non· coerciveness.
The highly indirect strategies might be perceived as lacking in politeness,
because they testify to a lack of concern for pragmatic clarity.
(Blum-Kulka. 1987:131)

In other words, the maxim 'be clear' as proposed by Lakoff (1973) is an important
element in politeness, because when it is infringed, the degree of politeness is decreased.
The reason for this is that. 'the more "indirect" the mode of realization, the higher will
be the interpretive demands on the hearer' (Blum-Kulka, 19~7:133). This is also
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supported by Field (1991:84). To understand both Field's and Blum-Kulka's points, in
tenns of Leech's Cost-Benefit scales (1983:107), diminishing illocutionl!I)' force will
increase the 'cost' for the hearer rather than the 'benefit' in tenns of their understanding
nr guessing the speaker's intention.
Blum-Kulka (1987:145), however, states that 'cultures differ in the relative importance
attached to pragmatic clarity'. For example, in the cross-cultural study of indirectness
between Japanese and English speakers, many previous researchers suggest that the
Japanese prefer more vague expressions than the English (Lakoff, 1989; Lebra,
1976;Goddard and Wierzbicka, 19%:13, Rinnert and Kobayashi, 1999:1193). Because

of the vague expression to reduce illocutionary force (Ide, 1982:382), high levels of offrecord expressions to imply meaning are used in Japanese (Blum-Kulka, 1992:270).
Drawing on quite recent results, Rinnert and Kobayashi ( 1999: l l 90-1995) have found
that both Japanese and English speakers have a preference for non-conventionally
indirect requests such as hints, but the type of non-conventionally indirect request is
different. The Japanese speaker preferred 'a Jack of explicitness' (e.g. 'Here's the mail'
as a request lo lake mail to the mailroom) and used a high degree of ellipsis or hinting.

Hint strategies are used especially when the speakers address a person higher in status.
English speakers preferred that 'some potential elements' in the utterance give 'a reason
why the request is necessary' (e.g. 'the printer is running out of ink' as a request to
change ink) or conventionally indirect request (e.g. 'Could you change the ink?').
Wierzbicka (1991 :49) also claims that English cultural nonns favour indirectness in acts
aimed at bringing about an action from the hearer.

In addition, in previous research by Blum-Kulka (1987: 137), American English
infonnants indicated that 'Performatives' (e.g. 'I ask you to lend me your car' in
a request to borrow the hearer's car) as direct requests were judged as more direct
expressions than 'Want statements' (e.g. 'I want to borrow your car') as
conventionally indirect requests, but 'Performatives' were perceived as more polite
than 'Want statements'. This is contra()' to Leech' s theory (1983:108) which
provides a strong Hnk between indirectness and politeness.
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2.1.6. The balance between formality and indirectness in the perception of
politeness
Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999:1175) state that in Japanese, formality tends to be
strongly linked to forms such as honorifics, while in English, it is aftected by politeness
markers including past tense and 'mitigating' phrases such as 'please' and 'possibly'.
'The Japanese perception of linguistic politeness depends heavily t•rion the ievel of
fonnality of the utterance, particularly in terms of morphologically encoded honorifics
and verb endings' (p 1182). 'English perceptions of politeness, on the other hand, are not
affected as much as Japanese perceptions by level of formality' (Rinnert and
Kobayashi,1999:1183).
Rinnert and Kobayashi (I 999: 1180) provide results of politeness ratings by formality
and semantic content and show that when two utterances in indirect requests have the
same level of indirectness, the one with a higher level of fonnality ('More formal') was
perceived as more polite than the one with a lower level offonnality ('Less fonnal') for
both Japanese and English informants. This indicates that fonnality is associated with
politeness for both Japanese and English speakers. When the level of fonnality is
allowed to vary, a 'More indirect' request strategy with a lower level of formality ('Less
fonnal') was perceived as more polite than a 'Less indirect' request strategy with a
higher level of fonnality ('More formal') for the English informants, while a 'More
indirect' request strategy with a lower level of fonnality ('Less formal') was perceived
as less polite than a 'Less indirect' request strategy with a higher level of fonnality
('More fonnal') for the Japanese informants. This means that for the Japanese
informants, in indirect requests, due to the heavy dependence on fonnality in the
perception of politeness, the level of formality was more influential in the perception of
politeness than the level of indirectness, while for the English infonnants, the level of
fom1ality was less influential in the perception of politeness than in the level of
formality.
Usami (1997:329) carried out a small survey of Japanese politeness using the following
two utterances in the context of borrowing a book.
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(a) kore

this

kari-masu
borrow - (' desu!masu •polite particle)

l would like to borrow this
{b) kore

this

lwri-te

ii-kana?

borrow - (particle)

(permit adjective//nterogalive)

Can I borrow this?
He/she found that almost 100% subjects judged utterance (a) 'kore kari-masu' (' I
would like to borrow this') as a mO"ie polite expression than utterance (b) 'kore kari-te
ii-/cana?'('Can I borrow this?') In Japanese, the utterance (a) with addressee honorific

masu 'I'm borrowing this' is more polite than the utterance (b) with no addressee

honorific 'Can I borrow this?' For the Japanese, therefore, politeness is strongly

encoded in the surface level with honorifics and this is in contrast to the POLITENESS
STRATEGIES

proposed by

Brown and Levinson (1987) and the POUTENESS PRINCIPLE

proposed by Leech (1983) which show a strong link between indirecmess and

politeness.
Coulmas (1992:321) notes that there is a dangerous to discuss about Japanese culture
which has a reputation for being very polite, because this reputation is based on the
language system rather than on language use. In this sense, Japanese can be described as
a polite language, because there are many structural devices which are employed for the
sole purpose of making honorific distinctions. However, this judgement about what is or
is not polite is quite different from the polite behaviour discussed by Brown and
Levinson (1987) and Leech (1983).
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2.1.7. Positive Politeness
Brown and Levinson ( 1987) introduce Positive Politeness in a politeness strategy. As
one of their POLITENESS STRATEGIES, Brown and Levinson (1987:101) define Positive
Politeness as a 'redress directed to the addressee's positive face (which appeals to
hearer's desire to be liked and approved of)'. Although characteristics of positive
politeness are evident in many cultures and languages, the positive politeness in
Japanese has received little attention, because, in general, the notion l•~ r.oliteness for a
Japanese speaker is closely linked to 'modesty' and 'fonnality' (Wierzbicka, 1991 :74,
93 -95; Thomas, 1995:150; Clancy, 1986:216; Hill et al., 1986:361-362; Ide, 1989:229;
Mizutani and Mizutani, 1987:36; Matsumoto, 1989:218). Politenes5 in Japanese is more
strongly related to negative politeness in that the speaker respects the hearer's negative
face wants and the hearer's freedom of action. In support of this, Ide et al (1992:289),
in a study of the concept of politeness in the meaning of the word 'polite' in Eng1ish and
Japanese, found that 're::.pectfal' is the most acceptable meaning of 'polite', but in
English '.friendly' is recognized as 'polite'. In Japanese, 'friendly' has a low connection
with 'polite'. In addition, Hill et al. (1986), discussing Brown and Levinson (1987), note
that, Japanese shows a preference for 'negative politeness' and 'off-record' strategies
while western U.S. interlocutors show a preference for 'bald on record' and 'positive
politeness' strate!,'les (1987:277 ). However, Usami (1997:257) states that the Japanese
politeness style might be different !'rom the American but similar to the European, and
that positive politeness is used more frequently than assumed especially by the younger
generation.
Blum-Kulka (1992:259) explains the importance of considering others in positive
politeness. She stresses that it is important to not only use conventional fonnulae such
as 'please' and 'thank you', but also to express a positive attitude. For example, a friend
visiting your home might show a caring attitude towards you by saying 'that was good'
after a meal as well as using the conventional fonnula 'please' and 'thank you'.
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2.2. Theoretical Framework of the present study
My investigation is based on five theoretical concepts in order to explore the difference
in polite verbal behaviours between Japanese and Australian English speakers which

arise from their specific cultural assumptions: ( 1) the REQUEST STRATEGY of Trosborg
(1995), (2) Directness and politeness scales of Blwn·Kulka (1987), (3) the Tact Maxim
in the POLITENESS PRINCIPLE of Leech (1983 ), (4) the 'self centred' and 'other-centred'

elements of Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE and (5) Positive Politeness in the POLITENESS
STRATEGY of Brown and Levinson (1987).

2.2.1 REQUESTSTRATEGYofTrosborg
Trosborg (1995) introduces the REQUEST STRATEGY. In the REQUEST SIP.ATEGY,
'

there are four major categories, including eight sub-strategies (1995:205):
Category. l

Non- conventionally indirect request

Str. I Hints
Category. II

Conventionally indirect request (Hearer-oriented condition)
Str.2 Abi1ity/willingnesslpermission
Str.3 Suggestory fonnulae

Category.Ill

Conventionally indirect request (Speaker-based condition)
Str.4 Wishes
Str.5 Desire/needs

Category.IV Direct requests
Str.6 Obligation
Str. 7 Perforrnatives (hedged/unhedged)
Str.8 Imperatives/ Elliptical phrases
This categorisation builds on the works of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969, 1976).
Realizations of the eight major levels of indirectness are fonnulated and presented as
levels of increasing indirectness (Str. I being the most indirect, Str.8 the most direct).
In Category I, non-conventionally indirect requests (Str.1 Hints) are examples of •offrecord' indirectness or 'implying the meaning' such as hints. An example of this in
Trosborg's REQUEST STATEGY is'/ have to be at the airporl in half an hour' as a 'mild
hint' and 'Will you be using your car tonight? as a 'strong hint' in a request to borrow
the hearer's car.
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In Category JI, conventionally indirect requests (Str.2 Hearer-oriented oonditions) are
defined as ' the hr.arer is in a position of control to decide whether or not to comply with
requests'

(Troslxirg,

1995:197).

Ability/Willingness/Permission'

and

There
'Str.3

are

two

Suggestory

strategies:

formulae'.

The

'Str.2
'Str.2

Ability/Willingness/Pennission' occurs when the speaker asks a question conceming the
hearer's ability/willingness/pennission to do the specific act. An example of this in
Trosborg's REQUEST STATEGY is 'Could you lend me your car?'(Ability), 'Would you

lend me your car?' (Willingness) and 'May I borrow your car?' (Pennission). The
'Str.3 Suggestory fonnulae' may be realized through a specific fonnula or structure such

as 'How about ... ?' or 'Why don't' you ... ?'. The specific fonnula or structure enable the
speaker to test the hearer's cooperativeness by asking a question which does not involve

any particular hearer-based condition such as 'Str.2 Ability/Willingness/Permission'.
An example ofthis in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY is 'How about lending me your
car?' in a request to borrow the hearer's car.

In Category III, conventionally indirect requests (Str.3 Speaker-based condition) are
defined in terms that the speaker expresses a statement of his/her intent
(wishes/desires/needs/demands) (Trosborg, 1995:201). There are two strategies: 'Str.4
Wishes' and

'Str.5 Desires/needs'. The 'Str.4 Wishes' are statements of speaker's

wishes and desires. An example of this in Trosborg's REQUEST STATEGY is'/ would like

to horraw your car' in a request to borrow the hearer's car. The 'Str.5 Desires/needs'
are statements of the speaker's needs and demands. An example of this in Trosborg's
REQUEST STATEGY is 'l want/need to borrow your car'.

Considering direct requests in Categ01)' IV, there are three strategies: 'Str.6 Obligation'
'Str.7 Perforrnatives', and 'Str.E Imperatives and Elliptical phrases'.

According to

Trosborg (1995:202-204), the first strategy of direct requests, 'Str.6 Obligation' is
~tructured with 'should/ought to', 'have to' and 'must', for example, 'You must lend me

your car' in a request to borrow the hearer's car. The second strategy of direct requests,
'Str.7 Performatives' has two types: an unhedged perforrnative and a hedged
perfonnative. An unhedged perfonnative is an utterance which includes a perfonnative
verb such as 'ask', 'request', 'order', 'demand' and 'command', for example, '/

ask/require you to lend me your car'. A hedged perforrnative is an utterance in which
'the hedge modifies the perforrnative force of the speech act', for example, '/ would like
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ro ask you to lend me your car'. The last strategy of direct requests, 'Str.8 Imperatives'
are unmodified fonns and are very authoritative in English, for example, 'Lend me your

car', or' Your car (please)' as elliptical phrases.
To avoid confusion in the following discussion, we refer to this request strategy as
'REQUEST STRATEGY' or 'Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY' and the request strategy

in Table 1.1 (see section l.5.2) as 'Request Strategy'.
2.2.2 Oirectntss and politeness scales of Blum-Kulka
Blum-Kulka (1987:137) introduces a 'directness scale' and a 'politeness scale' for nine
request types in English. Firstly, in the 'directness scale', the nine request types are
divided into three groups by the level of directness: Group A (the most direct request),
Group B (the middle direct request) and Group C (the least direct request).
Group A, the most direct request type, includes 'Mood Derivable' (direct requests,
'Str.8 Imperatives and Elliptical phrases' in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY, see section
2.2.1), 'Obligation Statements' (direct requests 'Str.6 Obligation' in Trosborg's
REQUEST STRATEGY), 'Performatives' (direct requests ·~rr.7 Performatives- unhedged'

in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY) and 'Want Statements' (conventionally indirect
requests, speaker-based condition, 'Str.4 Wishes' and 'Str.5 Desires/needs' in
Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY). In the rank of directness in Group A, the most direct
request type is 'Mood Derivable', and the least direct request type is 'Perforrnativ~' as
well as 'Want Statements', because the two request types have the same mean values.
Group B, the middle direct request type, includes 'Hedged Perforrnatives'

(direct

requests 'Str.7 Perfonnaitves-hedged' in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY, see section
2.2.1), 'Query Preparatory' (conventionally indirect request~. hearer-oriented condition,
'Str.2 Ability/Willingness/Pennission' in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY) and
'Suggestory' (conventionally indirect requests 'Str.3 Suggestory fonnulae' in
Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY). In the rank of directness in Group B, the most direct
request type is 'Hedged Performatives', and the least direct rquest type is 'Suggestory'.
Group C, the least direct request type, includes 'Strong Hints' (non- conventionally

indirect request, 'Str.1 Hints' as 'strong hints' in Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY) and
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'Mild Hints' (non- conventionally indirect requests, 'Str.1 Hints' as 'mild hints' in
Trosborg's REQUEST STRATEGY).

Table 2.1
Blum-Kulka's Directness and politeness scales in English (1987:137)
Directness scales
Strategy type

Catego,y
mean

Politeness scales
Strategy type

Category

mean

A
Mood Derivable
1.6
Obligation Statements 1.9
Perfonnatives
2.5
Want Statements
2.5

Direct

Mood Derivable
2.09 Least polite
Obligation Statements 2.84
3.54
Want Statements
4.0
4.2
Hedged Performatives 5.09
Strong Hints
5.23
5.33
Mild Hints
Query Preparatory
7.10

Perfonnatives
Suggestory

B
Hedged Performatives 2.6
Query Preparatory
2.7
Suggestory
2.8

Mostpolite

c
Strong Hints
Mild Hints

5.12
6.40

Indirect
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2.2.3 The Tact Maxim in Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE

Leech ( 1983) introduces the Tact Maxim as part of the POLITENESS PRINCIPLE (PP). The
Tact Maxim states: 'Minimize cost to other, Maximize benefit to other' (Leech,

1983:132).
One aspect of the Tact maxim relates to the 'Cost-Bene5t' scale. When the speaker's
expression implies benefit to the hearer, it can be expressed politely without employing
indirectness. For example, 'Have another drink.I' is polite because it emphasizes 'benefit
to the hearer' as real values, as well as minimizing cost to the hearer in tenns of
widerstanding the speaker's intent, rather than 'cost to the hearer' as increasing the
illocutionary force by the explicit expression of the speaker's intention or a reduction in
the hearer's optionality.
A second aspect of the Tact Maxim is 'to reduce illocutionary force'. Leech (1983: 108)
states that the reduction of illocutionary force increases indirectness. In the degree of
politeness, the more indirect the utterance is, the higher the degree
of politeness. For example, in a request for pennission to clear a table in a restaurant, the
expression 'Would you like this taken away?' is more polite than the expression 'I would
like to clear the table', even if it is 'costly' to the hearer in tenns of guessing the

speaker's intention. This is because the expression involves greater indll'ectness.
In additiOn, the reduction of illocutionary force is 'beneficial' to the hearer in tenns of
obtaining greater optionality and minimizing the threat of face loss. For example, in a
reqm:st to take an order in a restaurant, the expression 'May I take your order?' implies
benefits to the hearer in tenns of obtaining greater optionality and minimizing the threat
of face loss more than the expression 'Order?'
The heavy restriction of illocutionary force, however, means implying meaning with
ambiguous or vague expressions (e.g., to avoid a taboo word or topic) or to use 'hints'
where the speaker does not clearly express his/her intention. An example of this is
• Would you like some tea or coffee?' as a request for pennission to clear the table in a

restaurant. This is linked to an increased need for inference to recover the meaning. In
other words, the heavy restriction of illocutionary force is 'costly' to the hearer in terms
of guessing the speaker's intention.
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2.2.4 •self-<:cntrtd' and 'other..ccotrcd' in Leech's POLITENESS PRINCIPLE

Leech ( 1983: 131) states that politeness is concerned with a relationship between
the speaker and the referent. He introduced the tenns 'self and 'other' as the
two participants in conversation. 'Se(f' is identified with the speaker and 'other'
is identified with the hearer or receiver of the action intended by the speaker. The
Tact Maxim and Generosity Maxim of the POLITENESS PRINCIPLE can be stated
in tenns ofby the 'self and 'olher' axis as follows:
Tact Maxim (in imposi1ives and commissive)
(a) Minimizes the cost to other l(b) Maximizes the benefit to other]
Generosity Maxim (in impositives and commissive)
(a) Minimizes the benefit to self[(b) Maximizes the cosl m seif)
The Tact Maxim, which is the first Maxim in Leech's POLITENESS PRrNCIPLE,
considers politeness as 'other~centered' and 'minimizes the cost to other, and
maximizes the benefit to other'. For example, a request to take an order 'Would
you like lo order?' is polite because the benefit to the hearer is implied.

The Generosity Maxim, which is the second Maxim in the POLITENESS PRrNCIPLE,
considers politeness as 'self-centered' and 'minimizes thebenefit to self, and
maximizes the cost to self'. For example, a request to take an order 'Could I take
your orders?' is polite because the illocutionary goal 'maximizes the cost to
se{f'. According to Leech (1983: 134), the Generosity Maxim is considered less

powerful than the Tact Maxim, because the i\locutionary force can be softened in
the Tact Maxim by implying benefit to the hearer and by minimizing cost to the
hearer. The Generosity Maxim, however, can be more polite than the Tact Maxim
because the speaker's benefit is restricted, or 'the illocutionary goals overtly
compete with the Generosity Maxim, but not with the Tact Maxim'. For example,
'Could I borrow your car?' is considered more polite than' Would you lend me
your car?'.
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2.2.S Positive Politeness in the POLITENESS STRATEGY of Drown and l~evinson

ln the category of POLITENESS STRATEG!l:'S, Brown and Levinson (1987) base their
model on Goffman·s ( I %7) concept of foe.::. The pcr.;on has both a 'public self-image'
which sfhe wishes to project to other group members (Goffman, 1967:4) and a need to
act without being impeded in any way by other members (Brown and Levinson,
1987:67). Certain illocutionary acts arc able W damage or thw:1tcn another person's
face. These acts arc known as 'face-threatening acts' (FT As).
According to Brown and Levinson ( 1987:60), Positive Politeness occurs when a speaker
"does the FT.A.', 'on record with redrcssive action'. Positive Polit~ness is defined as a
'redress directed to the hearer's positive face (which appeals h> the hrnrer's desire to be
liked and approved of)' (Brov.11 and Levinson. 1987: IOl). Brown and Levinson ( 1987;
101-29) give a list of fifteen positive politene<;,i strategic~: Notkc.:/Jttend to hearer's

wants; Exaggerate intercst/appro ... al; lnteti'.>ify interest; Use in-group identity markers;
Seek abrrecment; Avoid disagrcemeflt, Presuppose/assert common J;,'fOund; Joke; Assert
knowledge of hearer's wants; Offer, promise; Be optimistic; Jr,cludc speaker and hearer

in the activity; Gi.,.e (or ?.sk f1.,1) reasons; Assume/assert reciprocity; Give gills to hearer
(goods, sympathy, etc). These srr,,teb~es are exemplified with r. large number of
illustrations from many different languages. Examples of such expressions of pos!tivc
politene% are 'Enjoy your meal' and 'Take your time' after the waiter has served the
meal to the customer in the restaurant. These expressions employ lwo of Brown and
Levinson's Positive Politeness strategies: 'Notice/attend to hearer's wants' (showing a
care for the customer) and 'Use it,·J.>;IT,.ip identity markers' (reducing fomrnlity level or
using 'casual style').

The 'Notice/attend to hearer's wants' strategy of the Positive Politeness closely
resembles the Cost-Benefit scale in the Tact Maxim proposed by Leech (1983: 107) (sec
section 2.2.3).
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CHAPTER 3:

Materials and Methods
3.1. Target Populatioo
45 English native speakers and 45 Japanese native speakers were chosen as subjects for
this survey. All of the subjects were the customers in the Japanese restaurant 'Edo Kirin'
at the 'Burswood Hotel' which is a luxurious hotel in Perth, Australia. The subjects'
first languages were English and Japanese. Each group was classified according to
country of residence. TI1e English·speaking group was divided into two b'roups:

Australian residents (including temporary residents with longer than 6 months stay in
Australia) and Temporary Visitors (with no longer than 6 months stay in Australia). The
Japanese group was also divided into two groups: Resident in Australia (including
temporary residents with longer than 6 month stay in Australia) and Tempomry Visitors
(with no longer than 6 months stay in Australia). In addition, the English and Japanese
native speakers were classified by sex and age as subsidiary variables. The subjects
were assigned the position of the addressee. The study examined. how they (as the
customers) felt abotit the verbal expressions used by the waitress in the restaurant
setting.

One of the reasons for using customers in a five star restaurant as subjects was that
verbal politeness is required as part of the service more than in a middle class
restaurants. cafes or fast food outlets and, therefore, the addressee (the customer) would
be more sensitive tn polite verbal expression.

3.2. Design
The prc...ent study used a ·survey questionnaire' in that the informants were not
randomly selei;ted but the sample was convenience based. The data was analysed by
descriptive data and using non-parametic tests to compare two sample groups on the
variable of politeness.
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3.3. Materials
My study focuses on four aspects of politeness in the hearer's perception of a
waitress's speech behaviour in Japanese and Australian English: 'indirectness'.
'the balam;e between Indirectness and fonnality ', 'tlte relative positioning between
speaker and hearer' ar.d 'positive politeness'. The data were collected by a
questionnaire, which was prepared in Japanese and English. It consisted of two·
parts. The first part included a brief explanation about the purpose of the study and
sought infonnation about subjects' sex, age, first language and residence condition.
No names were required. 1l1e second part contained actual questions which

examined the purpose of the study on perceptions of politeness. It was made up of
1O situational descriptions. Each question had one setting which informants might
face in a restaurant. The infonnantsjudged fifty-one utterances. The Japanese
version of the questionnaire contained fifty-three utterances. They recorded their
judgments, on a five-point rating scale from 'very uncomfortable' lo 'very
comfortable' as shown in Figure 3.1. 1l1e rating scale measured how comfortable
the hearer felt with the speaker's utterance. Its extremes were 'very comfortable'
at the lower end with 'very polite' (I) and 'vecy uncomfortable' at the upper end
with 'vet)' impolite' (5). This measure enabled a common concept of politeness to
be tested, cross-culturally {Hill et al, 1986:351 ). In this study, the 'comfortable'

axis is used as the judgment of politeness, instead of the 'polite' axis. This because
the word 'polite' has different acceptable meanings in English and Japanese (Ide et

aJ, 1992:289) but the sense of 'wmfm1able' appears to be universal, and the main
purpose of politeness in this study was ' to make the hearer comfortable'.

Figure 3.1

Five-point scale
very u11COmfortab!c

I

\'Cl)' comfonablc

2

3

4

5

Using a questionnaire with self-reported data is often considered less 'real' than
collecting instances of actual speech behaviour. However, I am interested in the
perceptions of politeness in language rather than the actual use of language, and this
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method enabled a large sample, in two cultural groups, in one place. Copies of the
questionnaires are attached in Appendix A (English version) and B (Japanese version).

3.4. Procedure
The Japanese restaurant 'Edo Kirin' in a five star hotel in Western Australia was chosen
as the setting. It creates a small multilingual world, because customers represent three
main language groups in approximately equal proportions: l/3 English speakers, l/3
Japanese speakers and l /3 Chinese/ Indonesian or other speakers. This presented an
advantage in tenns of collecting data from native speakers of English and Japanese in
the same place and setting.
The researcher, who was working as a waitress in this establishment invited the subjects
to participate in the data collection after finishing their dinner. The pennission of the
restaurant manager was obtained for this and was gained, provided that busy hours were
avoided. At this point, it was decided that 'Age' could not be considered in order to
a\'oid complexity in the data. All of the subjects were custrymers at the 'Edo Kirin'
restaurant within the Burswood Hotel which was a formal setting. The subjects were
approached by the researcher when the opportunity arose during their meal and asked
them to participate in the project. The researcher explained the process and received
their approval. Subjects completed the questionnaire in the restaurant. All subjects were
given the same three page questionnaire in the Japanese or in English as appropriate.
The questionnaire was about the customers' reactions to the spoken aspects of the

service they would have experienced in the five star restaurant. The reliability of this
questionnaire was examined by means of a pilot study and back translation. At the same
time, the researcher made a few comments on an Observer Sheet about the informants'
apparent satisfaction and regularity in the restaurant. About 4 English speakers and 4
Japanese speakers per day were recruited as subjects. A total of 45 English speakers and
45 Japanese ,c;peakers were surveyed over a five week period.
Subjects took between IO and 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire. They did not
seem to find the task difficult. The questionnaire process was preceded by two steps. In
the first stt::p, after potential subjects had received the first drink on their table, the
researcher explained the anonymous survey of cross cultural communication in brief,
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and then asked them to consider whether they would be able to participate or not. For
examp!e, 'l 'm doing a cross-cultural survey as part of my Masters research project. It is
about how people feel about particular language used in certain situations. No names
and no means of identifying participants will be recorded. A1so you are free to withdraw
from the survey at any time prior to handing in the completed form. If you do not mind,
would you pleGSe consider participating in this survey? I will come back to ask whether
you would be willing to participate or not after you finish your main meal. Thank you'.
In the second step, after potential infonnants finished tl1eir main meal, the researcher
asked for their final decision as to whether they would participate or not. If they were
willing to participate, the researcher handed the questionnaire to them. Informants filled
in the questionnaire at their table in the restaurant. A small souvenir was given as a
small token of thanks to the participating subjects.

3.5. Data aoalysis
This study analyses differences in the perceptions of politeness between Japanese and
Australian English speaking groups in tenns of the hearer feeling comfortable, which
was based on their cultural assumption about: (I) Indirectness, (2) Tne balance between
indirectness and formality, (3) The preterence for a 'self-centred approach' or an 'other~
centred approach', and(4) Positive politeness.
The 'Indirectness' were analysed for two conditions using the Request Strategy in
Table 1.1. In the first condition, non~conventionally indirect requests as the 'Most
Indirect' strategy ('Strategy 1, Hints') were compared with two strategies of
conventionally indirect requests ('Strategy 2, Hearer-based condition' as the 'More
Indirect' strategy and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect'
strategy). In the second condition, indirect requests as the 'Less Indirect' strategy
(conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition') were compared
with direct requests as the 'Less Direct' strategy (direct requests 'Strategy 4,
Performatives ').

'The balance between indirectness and fonnality' was analysed in tenns of two
conditions by using the Request Strategy in Table 1.1. In the first condition,
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conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less
Indirect' strategy were compared with direct requests 'Strategy 6 Imperative' as the
'More Direct' strategy, including the level of formality. In the second condition, the four
sets with two levels of indirectness ('More Indirect' and 'Less Indirect' in indirect
requests or 'More Direct' and 'Less Direct' in direct requests) and two levels of
formality ('More Formal' and 'Less Fonnal in indirect and direct requests) were
examined in each conventionally indirect request and direct request
'The preference for a self-centred approach or an other-centred approach' was analysed
throughout comparing the 'self-centred approach' (The actor is the speaker and the
expression implies the cost to the speaker) with the 'other-centred approach' (Tne actor
is the hearer or referent, and the expression implies the benefit for the hearer or referent)
which are sub-categories ofconientionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2 Hearer-oriented
condilion'.
'Positive Politeness' was analysed in tenns of two strategies ('Stratego; I, Notice H's
wants' and 'Strategy II Ellipsis'). This was followed by a comparison of the two tenns
'More Friendly' and 'Less Friendly'. In addition, in the analysis of 'More Friendly'
categol)' in 'Strategy I Notice H's wants', the term' Friendly' was examined in terms of
three sub-types ('Zero Intrusive', 'Less Intrusive' and' More Intrusive').
The variables were meastired by a sampling distnbution of differences between means
and t-test. The data analysis used descriptive data (means) and non-parametic tests.

3.6. Limitations
Certain limitations apply to this study. The small population and sample size may pos.: a
problem. The study is limited to only those who were recruited in th~ Jap:w.ese
restaurant Edo Kirin, Burswood Hotel, Western Australia, in the year 2000 (from
November to December). The setting of the restaurant, which is located in a resort hotel,
could be considered less homogeneous for both target language groups than using a
local restaunmt in the target country. For example, among the English native speaking
group, the subjects could not be limited to Australians living ll1 Australia. Some of the
subjects were temporazy visitors from overseas. Similarly, in the Japanese native
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speaking group, subjects could not be limited to Japanese who have not been influenced
by other cultures and who have lived only in Japan. In this study, temporary Japanese
visitors were distinguished from Japanese people who have been re:,ident in Australia
more than six months in order to produce a group less influenced by Australian culture.
However as residents outside Japan, their speech behavimrr might vary from everyday
speech behaviours in Japan.
Using a questionnaire with self-reported data may have the risk of reduced reliability
compared with collecting instances of actual speech. In addition, some utterances in the
questionnaire might appear to lack naturalness of expression due to fonnal equivalence
between Japanese and English, because arising from the attempt to match strategies such
as the Request Strategy. This could have affected some of the results of the study.

SI

CHAPTER 4:
Results and Data analysis
4.1. Introduction
In this study, the general aim ha." been to find cultural differences in the perception of
politeness. There are thus four research questions which address four factors:
'indirectness', 'the balance between indirectness and fonnality', ' the preference for a
se(.f.centred approach or an other-centred approach' and 'positive politeness'.
As shown in Table 4.1, 'Indirectness' is examined by means of two responses: Resp.
No. 1.1 and 1.2. The first response (Resp. No.1.1) examines indirectness through

'Indirect requests' in the Request Strategy (see section 1.5.2 and Table l. l ). 'Indirect
requests' consists of three indirect request strategies: Non-conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy 1, Hints', conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-

oriented condition' and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3-Cl Speaker). The
non-conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy l, Hints' (Str. l - NC Hints) with the
'Most Indirect' level are compared these with conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2 -CI Hearer) with the 'More Indirect'
level and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3-Cl Speaker) with the 'Less
Indirect' level. The second response (Resp. No. 1.2) examines 'Indirectness' through
the Request Strategy (see section 1.5.2 and Table 1.1) of 'Indirect requests' with the
'Less Indirect' level and 'Direct requests'

with the

'Less Direct' level.

Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3 CI
Speaker) with 'Less Indirect' level are compared with direct requests 'Strategy 4,

Performatives' (Str.4 -D Performatives) v.rith 'Less Direct' level.
The research question 2 examines 'The balance between indirectness and formality'.
There are two responses: Resp. No. 2.1 and 2.2. The fonner (Resp. No. 2.1) is
examined through the Request Strategy of 'Indirect requests' with the 'Less Indirect'
and 'Less Formal' level and 'Direct requests' with the 'More Direct' and 'More
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Fonnal' level. Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition'
(Str.3 -Cl Speaker) are compared with direct requests 'Strategy 6, Imperative' (Str.6 D Imperative). The latter (Resp. No. 2.2) includes examination of indirectness and
fonnality pairs in conventionally indirect requests and direct requests. In
conventionally indirect requests, two levels of indirectness ('More Indirect' and 'Less
{ndirect') make a pair with two levels of formality ('More Formal' and 'Less
Formal'). These

follf

sets of indirectness and fonnality pair are examined: Group

l('More Indirect' and 'More Fonnal' pair), Group 2 ('More Indirect' and 'Less
Formal' pair), Group 3 ('Less Indirect' and 'More Formal' pair) and Gm1p 4 ( 'Less
Fonnal' and 'Less Indirect' pair). In direct requests, two levels of indirectness ('More
Direct' and 'Less Direct') make a pair with two levels of fonnality ('More Formal'
and 'Less Formal'). These four sets of indirectness and formality pair are examined:
Group 5 ('Less Direct' and 'More Formal' pair), Group 6 ('Less Direct' and 'Less
Fonnal' pair), Group 7 ('More Direct' and 'More Formal' pair) and Group 8 ('More
Direct' and 'Less Formal' pair).

The research question 3 examines 'the preference for a self-centred approach or an
other-centred apporoach'. There is one response (Resp. No. 3), which focuses on
distinguishing between the 'self-centred approach' and the 'other-centred approach'
in the Request Strategy (see section 1.5.2 and Table l. l), conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-based condition',

The research question 4 examines 'Positive Politeness'. There are two responses;
Resp. No.4.1 and 4.2. The first response (Resp. No. 4.1) examines one of the positive
politeness strategies, namely 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' by using 'Friendly' axis
('More Friendly' or 'Less Friendly'). In addition, 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' with
the 'More Friendly' type is examined by the level of intrusion of the hearer's privacy
('Zero Intrusive', 'Less Intrusive' and 'More Intrusive'). The final response (Res. No.
4.2) examines one of the positive politeness strategies 'Strategy II, Ellipsis' by using
the 'Friendly' ax.is.
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Table 4.1

The factors and strategies examined on research question

Research Question
No. & factors
I . Indirectness

Resp.

Category

Strategy

Level or type

No.
1.1

Indirect requests

Indirect requests
Direct fPIIUCStS
Indirect requests

Str. l NC Hints
Str.2 CI Hearer
Str.3 CI Speaker
Str.3 CI Speaker
Str.4 D Perfonnatives
StrJ Cl Speaker

Direct requests

Str.6 D Imperatives

Most Indirect
More Indirect
Less Indirect
Less Indirect
Less Direct
Less Indirect
(Less Formal)
Less Direct

Conventionally
indirect requests

Str.2 CI Hearer

1.2

2. The baJance between
indirectness and formality

2.1

fMore Formal}

2.2

Str.3 CI Speaker

Direct requests

Str.4 Performatives

Str.5 Obligation
Str.6 Imperatives

More Indirect
(Less Formal)
(More fonnal)
Less Indirect
(Less Formal)
!More Fonnal)
Less Direct
(Less Fom1al)
(More Formal)
More Direct
(Less Formal)
(More Fonnal)

3. The preference for
'.reif-centred approach' or
'other-centred approach'

Conventionally
indirect requests

Self-centred
approach
Other-«mtred
annroach
4. Positive Politeness
4.1
Positive
Str.l Notice H's wants More Friendly
Politeness
Less Friendlv
Sir.I Notice H's wants Zero Intrusive
('More Friendly')
Less Intrusive
More Intrusive
4.2
Positive
Str.II Ellipsis
More Friendly
Politeness
Less Friendlv
Str. l NC Hints - Non-conventionally indirect request 'Strategy l, Hints'
Str.2 CI Hearer= Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-0riemed ca,ulitio11'
Str.3 Cl Speaker= Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based conditio11'
Str.4 0 Perfonnatives = Direct requests' Strategy 4, Performatives' (unhedged/hedged)
Str.5 0 Obligation= Direct requests' Strategy 5, Obligation'
Str.6 D lmneratives = Direct rrouests ' StratetN 6, lmneratives'
3

Str.2 Ci Hearer
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4.2. Informants and demographic data
The data for this research was collected from November to December 2000. Subjects
were all recruited in one location, the Japanese restaurant Edo Kirin in the Burswood
Hotel, Western Australia. Forty-five Japanese native speakers and forty-five English
native speakers were chosen as informants. The age of the informants was limited to
those over 21 for both the Japanese and the English group. In the English group, the
majority were Australian residents~ a few were New Zealand residents. In this study,
long term immigrants with a first language other than English were excluded as were
residents of U.S.A. All subjects were volunteers.
In a\L approximately l 06 questionnaires were distributed to restaurant patrons who
agreed to take part in the study. All 106 (!00%) were returned. Of these, 16 (!0%)

were rejected because the subject's mother tongue was not to be Australian/New
Zealand English, or Japanese, or because the subjects were aged under 20 years, or
because they had skipped some questions.
Table 4.2 shows demographic data by questionnaire. In the Japanese group, 55.6% of
the subjects were female. 71. l % of the subjects were aged between 21 and 45 years.
All 45 subjects were native speakers of Japanese. In the English group, 46.7% of the
subjects '.Vere female. 77.8% of the subjects were aged between 21 and 45 years. All
45 subjects in the English group were native speakers of Australian or New Zealand
English.

Tabll 4.2

Demographic data by Questionnaire
Nationality
Japanese

English

Age (years)
21-45
46+
Total
21-45
46+

Male
14

Total

24

6

20
17
7

Number
Female Total
18
32
7
13
25
45
18
35
3
10
21
45

Frequency(%)
Male Female Total
31.1
40.0
71.I
13.3
15.6
28.9
44.4
55.6
100.0
37.8
40.0
77.8
15.5
6.7
22.2

53.3

46.7

100.0

SS

4,3, Indirectness
Leech (1983:108) states that politeness associates with indirectness. Thus, the

research question is:

Research question I:
Can politeness be associated with indirectness for both speakers ofJapanese
and Australian English?
Research question 1 examines whether politeness is associated with indirectness for
both the Japanese and the English w.oup, addressing two responses (response No.1.1
and 1.2) by using the Request Strategy (See section 1.5.2 and Table 1.1). Response

No. L 1 examines non-conventionally indirect requests, •strategy 1, Hints' (Str. l -NC
Hints: 'Most Indirect', e.g. 'Have you finished?' in a request for pennission to clear

the table in the restaurant) which are compared with conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2 -CI Hearer: 'More Indirect', e.g.
'Would you like this taken away?') and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' ( Str.3

- Cl Speaker: 'Less Indirect', e.g.'! would like to clear the table'). Response No.l.2
examines 'Str.3- CI Speaker' ('Less Indirect', e.g. '! would like to take your order' )
which are compared with direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performalives' (Str.4 -D
Performatives: 'Less Direct', e.g. ' I would like to ask you to place your last order').

4.3.l. Raponse No.1.1:
Non-conventionally indirect requests and conventionally indirect requests

Based on earlier studies (Leech, 1983:108; Brown and Levinson, 1987:71~ BlumKulka,

1987:137; Tro:;borg, 1995:205), non-conventionally indirect requests

('implying the meaning', e.g. ' Have you finished?' in requests to clear the table in
the restaurant) are considered more indirect than conventionally indirect requests
('the speaker's intention is pronounced clearly in his/her utterance by avoiding direct
expressions but the choice of word and linguistic forms is carefully selected to
preserve hearer's face' e.g. 'Would you like lhis taken away?' or 'I would like to
clear the table') because non-conventionally indirect requests have less illocutionary

force than conventionally indirect requests. In addition, conventionally indirect
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requests such as 'Strategy 2. Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2- CI Hearer)
('indirectly asking but does not imply the meaning' e.g. 'Would you like this taken

away?') are considered more indirect than conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy
3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3- CI Speaker)(' to state the speaker's wish' e.g. '/

would like to clear the table'). Leech ( 1983: 108) states that politeness associates with
indirectness, but Blum-Kulka (I 987: 132) founds that for the English-speaking
informants, in an indirect request, pc litemJSs does not necessarily associate with
indirectness. For example, a non-conventionally inc!.irect request (the 'Most Indirect'
strategy and 'implying the meaning'. e.g. 'Have you finished?' in a request for
pennission to clear the table in the restaurant), was judged less polite than a
conventionally indirect request (the 'Less Indirect' strategy and 'asking for hearer's
ability/willingness/p1:mnission'. e.g. 'Can I clear this away?'). Thus, the first
response (No. I. I) to the research question 1 was expected to show that:

Response (No. 1.1)

/0

the research question I:

In indirect requests (see section 1.5.2 in table 1.1: 'Request Strategy') for the
English group of the subjects, non-conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy
1, Hints', will feel less comfortable than conventionally indirect requests,
'Strategy 2, Hearer-orienled condition', while for the Japanese group
ofthe subject, this trend will be reversed.
An analysis of the three major strategies of indirect requests in the Request Strategy
(non-conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 1, Hints', conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based

condition', as shown in table 1) was performed, and the mean scores obtained for
each of the two groups are presented in Table 4.3, and Figure 4.1 displays the results
graphically. The mean scores show 1 as 'very uncomfortable' (very impolite) and 5
as 'very comfortable' (very polite). The politeness rank shows 1 as the most polite
and 3 as the least polite. The results combine the two situations of inviting an order
and requesting pennission. Three request strategies of indirect requests (nonconventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 1, Hints', conventionally indirect requests
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'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condilion' and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition')
and the examples on the questionnaire are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3

Examples on the questionnaire of the three strategies of indirect
requests
Utterance
Stratevv No.
Japanese
Eoelish
Str.1
Non-conventionally indirect request, Hints (Str.1- NC Hints)
Sg.
Sh.

9c

Str.2

Osumi desuka?
Coffee, koucha wa ikaga desuka?
Kochira ga rasuto ouda ri
narimasu

Conventionally Indirect requests. Hearer-oriented condition (Str.2-Cl Hearer)
Can 1 clear this away?
Would you like this taken away?

Sagemasyouka?
Kochira osageshitahouga
yoroshiidesuka?
Sf.
May I clear the table?
Kochira osageshitemo
yoroshiidesuka?
Sb. Are you ready to order?
Chuumonwa kimarimashitaka?
Sd
Can I take your order?
Chuumon torimasyouka?
Sf.
Could I take your orders?
Chuumon otorishimasyouka?
Sg.
Would you like to order?
Chuumon nasaimasuka?
Sh. May I take your order?
Chuumon otorishitemo
yoroshiidesu1«1?
Conventionally Indirect requests, Speaker-based condition (Str.3-Cl Speaker)
Sb.

Se.

Str.3

Have you finished?
Would you like some tea or coffee?
This is the last ori:ier, please

Sc.
Sd.
Sc.
So

l '11 take this away, if you would
like?
I wou1d like to clear the table
I am going to take order
I would like to take order

Moshi yoroshikereba kochira
sagemasu ga
Kochira osageitashimasu
Chuumon torimasu ga
Chuumon otorishimasu
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As shown in Table 4.4, in the Japanese group, non-conventionally indirect requests,
'Strategy I, Hint.,' as the 'Most Indirect' strategy (Str.1-NC Hint) (mean ~3.65, s.d.
=

0.632) were judged more comfortable than the other types of indirect requests,

conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-orienteJ co11dit1rm' as the 'More
Indirect' strategy (Str.2- CI Hearer) and 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based r..:ondaum' as the
'Less Indirect' strategy (Str.3- Cl Speaker) (Str.2-CI Hearer: mean= 3.19, s.<l.
0.581, Str.3-CI Speaker: mean - 2.92, s.d.

~

=

0.6.15). The results of a Wilcoxson

Signed Test to compare the two strategies (the non-conventionally indirect request
'Strategy l, Hints' and conventionally indirec:t requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-based

condition') indicate that there was a statistically significant difference between 'Str. lNC Hint' and 'Str.2- Cl Hearer' ( Wilcoxon Signed Test Z-3.63 I, p<0.001 ).

In thP. English group, conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented

condilton' as the 'More Indirect' stratcbry (Str.2-Cl Hearer) (mean=4.21. s.d.c.-=Q.619)
was judged more comfortable than other types of indirect requests, that is, nonconventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 1, Hints' as the 'Most Indirect' strat~gy
(Str.1-NC Hint) ond conventiona11y indirect requests 'Strategy 3, 5,'pe1.1ker-ba<;eJ

condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy tStr.3- Cl Speaker) (Str.1-NC Hint:
mean-3.57, s.d.-0.831, Str.3- CI Speaker: mean ~2.95, s.d.~ O 678). Also, is the
comparison with the two strategies (Str.1-NC Hint and Str.2-Cl Hearer), using a
Wilcoxson Signed Test, there was a statistic<".lly sibrnificant difference between Str.1NC Hint and Str.2- Cl Hearer ( Wilcoxon Sib'11ed Test, Z~4.817, p<0.001 ).

As shown in Figure 4.1, the Japanese group of subjects judged the nonconventionally indirect request 'Strategy 1, Hints' as thr, 'Most Indirect' strategy
(Str.1-NC Hint, e.g. ' Have you finished?' in requests to clear the table in the
restaurant) more comfortable than conventionally indirect requests 'Strateb'Y 2,

Hearer-oriented condition' as the 'More Indirect' straleb')' (Str.2-Cl Hearer, e.g.
'Would you like thi.., taken away?'). The English group, on the other hand, judged the
Str.2- CI Hearer as the 'More Indirect' strategy more comfortable than the Str.1-NC
Hint as the 'Most indirect' strategy. In the com~..rison of tile two nationality groups
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using the Mann-Whitney test, only the Str.2- Cl Hearer as the 'More Indirect'
stralcb')' was found to be statistically significant difference between the Japanese and
English groups in the perception of politeness among the three request strategies of

ind1rc'CI re-quests (Mann-Whitney LJa 238.000, p<0.001 ).

Thus, Leech's ( 1983: 108) claim that 'indirect illocution tends to be more polite' is
supported by the Japanese group, but not by the English group. However, BlumKulka's (l 987: 131) notion of pragmatic clarity seems to be more strongly reflected
than the degree of illocutionary force in English group's judgments. Blum-Kulka
(I 987: 132) states that in conventionally indirect requests, politeuess seems to be

associated with indirectness, but in non-conventionally indirect requests, this is not
necessarily so, because the lack of pragmatic clarity becomes a cost to the hearer.
There is further discussion on this in section 5.1
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Table 4.4

Perceptions of politeness in three strategies of indirect requests in two
situations (invite an order and request permission) according to
nationality (Japtm;;.,e and English)
Japanese

Po/itene.1·s

En&lish

l'oliten,:ss

S1rategv
Hank
Mrnn
.ul.
Str. I NC Hin!s
1
3.65
0.632
Str.2 Cl Hearer
2
3.19
0.581
Str.3 Cl Speaker
J
2.92
0.655
NC Hints= Non-convcntiona11y indirect request, Hints

Rank
2
I

3

Mean
3.57
4.21
Z.95

s.d.
0.831
0.620
0.678

Cl Hearer= Conventionally indirect requests. Hearer-oriented condition
Cl Speaker= Conventionally indirect r,;guests, ,)'peaker-ba.~ed condifion

Figure 4.1

Three strategies of indirect requests and politeness according to
nationality (Japanese and English)

politenesii

i-::"::::Japanese - .,-: En_9Hsh •

3 - -------

2 ----··-------·--·-·-··-- . -- - ----- ··-···1
NC Hints

Cl Hearer Cl Speaker

(Indirect request strategies)
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4.3.2, Response No. 1.2:
Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based co1uliJlon' and
direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performatfr1ts'
According to Leech (1983:108), politenP.:,s associates with indirectness. In Blum-

Kulka's study (1987:137) (see section 2.2.2), however, conventionally indirect

requests ·strateb'Y 3, ,\f'eaker-hased condition· (Str.3-Cl Spr,aker) (e.g. ·1 would like
to lake your orda' in requests to take an order in the restaurant) were judged as
havcing the same indirect level as direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performatives' (Str.4D Perfonnatives) (e.g. • I ask you to place your lust order'), but in the perception of
politeness for the American English subjects, th~ Str.3-CI Speaker was judged to be
less polite than the speaker using Str.4- D Performatives. Thus, the second response
(No. 1.2) to the research question 1 was expected to show that:

Response (No. 1.2) to the research question I:
in comidenng indi,.ectness by using the Request Strategy (\·ee section l.5.2 in
luhle I.I), ji,r the 1,·nghsh group of subjects, direct requests 'Strategy 4,
l'erji1rmarives' will he more comfortable lhan conventionally indirecl
reque.\·/.~ 'Stratem.• 3, Speaker-based condillon ', while for lhe .Japanese group
of /he .\-uhjec:t.,·, this /rend w;// he reversed.

In this section, two request strategies (conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3,

Speuker-bcued conditum' and direct requests 'Strategy 4, l'erformu/ives') were
examined in order to re-examine Blum-Kulka (1987:137) and Leech's theory
( 1983:108) that politeness is associated with indirectness. The mean scores for each
of the two strategics are presented in Table 4.6, and Figure 4.2 displays the results
grnphically. The mean scores show I as 'very uncomfortable' (very impolite) and 5
as 'very comfortable' (very polite). The two request strategies and the utterance~ on
the questionnaire are shown in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5
Utterances on the questionnaire in conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' and direct reques'S 'Stratetgy4,
Pe,formatives'
Situation: Invite order
Strateov

Str.3

Utterance
Enolish
Jananese
Conventionally indirect requests, Speaker-based condition (CI Speaker)

No.

Sc.
Se.
Str.4

I am going to take order

I would like to take order

Chuumon torimasu ga
Chuumon otorishimasu

Direct Requests, PerjOrmatives (D Performaitves)

9d.
9e.

I ask you to place your last order
I would like to ask you to place your

last

Ramlo ooda wo kiiteimasu
Rasulo ooda wo

oukagaishiteorimasy_

order

As shown in Table 4.6, for both the Japanese and the English group of subjects.,
direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performalives' as the 'Less Direct' strategy (Str.4-D

Performatives) were judged more comfortable than conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (Str.3-CI
Speaker) (Str.4-D Performative: mean =3.67, sd•= 0.594, Str.3- CI Speaker:
mean=2.46, s.d.

=

0.722 for Jap.:mese; Str.4-D Perfonnative: mean= 3.16, s.d

Str.3- CI Speaker: mean= 2.76, s.d.

=

=

1.22,

0.844 for English). In the comparison of the

two nationality groups using the Mann-Whitney test, there was no statistically
significant difference between the Japanese and English groups in each strategy.
The trend in the perception of politeness betWf!en Str.4-D Performative as the 'Less
Direct' strateb'Y and Str.3-Cl Speaker as the 'Less Indirect' strategy was the same in
the Japanese and English group, and in the comparison of the two strategies {Str.3Cl Speaker and Str.4- D Performatives) using the Wilcoxson signed test, there was a
statistically significant difference in the perception of politeness for both the Japanese
and English group (Wilcoxon Signed Test Z=S.550, p<0.001 for Japanese; Z= 1.977,
p<0.05 for English).
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Table 4.6

Perceptions ofpoliteness in conventionally Indirect requests 'Strategy
3, Speaker-based condition' and direct requests 'Strategy 4,
Performatives' according to nationality group (Japanese and English)
Japanese
English
Request Strategy
Mean s.d.
Mean s.d.
Str.3 Cl Speaker
2.46 0.722
2. 76 0.844
Str.4 D Perfonnarives
3.67 0,594
3.16 01.22
Str.3
Cl Speaker- conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker.based condition'
Str.4
D Performatives= direct requests 'Strategy 4, Per{ormatives'

Figure 4.2

Perceptions ofpoliteness in conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy
3, Speaker-based condition'(Str.3- CI Speaker) and direct requests
'Strategy 4, Pe,:formatives' (Str.4- D Performatives) according to
nationality group
Politeness

5 ~------------

•c1 Speaker
DD Performative

4+--~~~-----'=============:::'.-1
3 -+----1

2

1
Japanese

English
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Trosborg (1995:205) shows that conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3,

Speaker-bmed condition' (Str.3- CI Speaker) are more mdirect than direct requests
'Strategy 4, Performatives' (Str.4- D Perfonnatives). In current study, however, the
Sti.4- D Performatives as the 'Less Direct' strategy were judged more polite than the
Str.3-CI Speaker as 'Less Indirect' strategy by both the Japanese and English groups.
This result supports the 'Politeness scales' by Blum-Kulka (1987:137) (See section

2.2.2), but it seems difficult to explain within the relationship between indirectness
and politeness in Leech's theory (1983:108) where 'indirect illocution tends to be

more polite'. Nor is it easy to explain in terms ofBlum-Kulka's theory of pragmatic
clarity (1987:131).

In the current research, the influential factor in the perception of politeness seems to
be •strategy preference' within speakers' cultural base rather than the level of
indirectness. This is further discussed in section 5.1
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4.4. The balance between indirectness and formality
Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999:1182-83) state that the Japanese perception of
politeness depends heavily upon the level offonnality of the utterance, while English

perceptions of politeness are not affected so much by the level of formality. Based on
earlier studies (Leech, 1983:108; Brown and Levinson, 1987:73), politeness

associates with indirectness. Thus, the research question is:

Research queMion 2:
Is the perception of politeness in requests more strong{v affected by level of
formality than by degree of indirectness for the Japanese group. than for the
English speaking group?

Research question 2 examines the balance between indirectness and formality in the
perception of politeness in requests for the Japanese and the English group,

addressing two responses (response No.2.1 and 2.2). The former (response No.2.1)
examines this through conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based
condition' (Str.3 - CI Speaker)(' to state the speaker's wish', e.g. '/ would like to
take your order' in requests to take an order) compared with direct requests, 'Strategy

6, Imperatives' (Str.6 - D Imperatives)(' explicit orders' e.g. 'Please, order now').
The latter (response No.2.2) examines four sets of indirectness and formality pairs in
conventionally indirect and direct requests.
In this analysis, the scale of indirectness is represented as having four levels: 'More
Indirect' and 'Less Indirect' in indirect requests, 'Less Direct' and 'More Direct' in
direct requests. The scale of indirectness acknowledges the degree of illocutionary
force (see section 1.5.7) which is based on previous research by Blum-Kulka
(I 987: 137) (see section 2.2.2). In general tenns, level of fortnality in both Japanese

and English is represented as having two broad levels ('More Formal' and ' Less
Formal') (see section 1.5.8). This is based on previous research by Rinnert and
Kobayashi (1999).
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4.4.1, Response No. 2.1:
Conventionally indirect requests ~trategy 3, Speaker-based condition'
and direct requests 'Strategy 6, Imperatives'

Response (No. 2.1) to the research question 2:
When considering indirectness by using the Request Strategy (see section
1.5.2), for the Japanese group of subjects, direct requests 'Strategy 6,
Imperatives' (Str.6-D Imperatives) with a higher formality form will be more
comfortable than conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based
condition· (Str.3- Cl Speaker) with a lower formality form. For the English
group ofsubjects, this trend will he reversed.
The first response (No.2.1) is based oa an earlier study by Rinnert and Kobayashi
( 1999), and provides results of politeness ratings by fonnality ar,d semantic content.
This response shows that the 'informal, conventionally indirect request, desire'
(conventionally indirect requests, 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' with a lower
formality fonn, e.g. '/ am going to take you.- order' in the requests to take an order)
was judged as less polite than the 'formal, direct request, imperative' (direct requests
'Strategy 6, Imperative' with a higher formality form, ~.g. 'Please, order now 1 by
both the Japanese and English groups. However, this i"esult seems to be contrary to
the previous studies (Leech, \ 983; Blum-Kulka, \987).

Thus, in this sc:ction., two request strategies (conventionally indirect request:;
'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition" as 'Str.3-CI Speaker' and direct requests
'Strategy 6, Imperatives' as 'Str.6-D Imperative') were examined for and distinction
between the two separate levels of formality ('More Formal' as 'MF' and 'Less
Formal' as 'LF'), as well as combining of fonnality levels ('MF+ LF'). There are
thus six conditions combining the two strategies with the three fonnality conditions:
Str.3·CI Speaker (MF +LF), Str.6-D Imperative (MF +LF), Str.3-CI Speaker (MF),
Str.6-D Imperative (MF), Str.3-CI Speaker (LF) and Str.6-D Imperative (LF). This
gives six sets of results comparing the English and Japanese groups as set out in
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Table 4.7. The mean scores of these six sets is presented in Table 4.8. The mean
score shows 1 as •very uncomfortable' (very impolite) and 5 as 'very comfortable'
(very polite).

Table 4.7

Utterances on tl,e questionnaire in conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 3, speaker-based co11dition '(Str.3-CJ Speaker) and direct
requests 'Strategy 6, Imperatives' (Str. 6-D Imperatives)
Situation: Invite order
I
Formality
Utterance
Stroteuv No. I
level
Enelish
Jaoanese
Conventionally Indirect Requests, Speaker.ha.fed condition (Cl
MF+LF
Str.3
Speaker)

Str.6

I am going to take order
Chuumon torima.m go
I would like to take order Chuumon Otori.{himasu
Direct Requests, lmperatfres (D Imperatives)

Str.3

Chu11mo11 shite kudasai
9b. Please, order now
Chuumonwo
Order?
Sa.
Conventionally Indirect Requests., Speaker-based cvndition (Cl

Sc.
Se.

MF

Speaker)

Stt.6

LF

Str.3

Str.6

\ Se. I l would like to take order Chuumon Owrishimasu
Direct Requests, Imperatives (D Imperatives)

\ 9b. I Please, order now
Chuumon shite kudasai
Conventionally Indirect Requests, Speaker-ha.-.ed condition (CI
Speake<)
Sc. I I am going to take order
Chuumon Torimasu s:a
Direct Requests, Jmperati\•es (D Imperatives)

Sa. ! Order?
MF +LF = excluding formality distinction
MF =More Fonnal
LF = Less Fonnal

! C}mumonwo

When considering the effect of the level of indirectness, as shown in Table 4.8, for
both the Japanese and English group, in all fonnality conditions ('excluding
fonnality distinction', "More Fonnal' and 'Less Formal'), conventionally indirect
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requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (Str.3CI Speaker) were judged more comfortable than direct requests, 'Strategy 6,

Imperative' as the 'More Direct' strategy (Str.6-D Imperative). For the Japanese
group, Str.3-Cl Speaker (MF+LF): mean - 2.46, s.d. - 0 .722, Str.6-D lmperative
(MF+LF): mean - 1.69, s.ri. = 0.763, Str.3-Cl Speaker (MF): mean - 3.00, s.d. 1.00, Str.6-D [mperative (MF): mean - 1.80, s.d. - 0 .92, Str.3-CI Speaker (LF):
mean =1.91, s.d.- 0.82, Str.6-D Imperative (LF): mean =1.58, s.d.= 0.84. For the
English group, Str.3-Cl Speaker (MF+LF): mean ~.76, s.d - 0.844, Str.6-D
Imperatives (MF+LF): mean -2.01, s.d. = 0.938, Str.3-Speaker (MF): mean - 3.36,
s.d- 1.07, Str.6-D lmperative (MF): mean - 2.33, s.d.= 1.24, Str.3-C[ Speaker (LF):
mean -2.16, s.d. - 0.88, Str.6-D [mperative (LF): mean =1.69, s.d. - 0.95). In the
comparison of the two nationality groups using the Mann- Whitney test, across the
six results (2 strategies by 3 formality levels), only in 'Str.6-D Imperative' at the
'More Formal' level (MF) showed a statistically significant difference between the
Japanese and English groups (Mann- Whitney U -775.500, p < 0.05). These results
support Leech's general proposal (1983) that indirectness is associated with
politeness.

In previous research by Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999), it was found that for the
English speakers at the higher formality level, the Str.6-D imperative as the 'More
Direct' strategy was judged more polite than the Str.3- CI Speaker as the 'Less
indirect'. However in the present data, the Engfr:;h. group, at the 'More Formal' level
(MF),judged the Str.3-Cl Speaker as the 'Less !n,lirect' strategy to be more polite
than the Str.6- D Imperative as the 'More Direct' strategy. Furthermore, using the
Wilcoxson Signed Test, there was a statistically significant difference between these

two strategies (p<.000).
When considering the effect of the level offonnality on each strategy separately
('Str.3-CI Speaker' and 'Str.6-D Imperative') for the English group, a statistically
significant difference between higher and lower formality was found in the
perception of politeness using the Wilcoxson signed test, in both Str.3-P Speaker
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and Str.6- D Imperative, while for the Japanese group, significance was found only in
Str.3- CI Speaker ('Less Indirect') (p<.000) but not in Str.6-D Imperative ('More
Direct') (P"'0.088).
In addition, for the Japanese group, 'Str.6-D lmperative' at the 'More Formal' level
(mean a 1.80, sd - 0 .92) was judged as less polite than 'Str.3-CI Speaker' at the
'Less Formal' level (mean-1.91, s.d.- 0.82), while for the English group, 'Str.6-D
Imperative' at the 'More Formal' level (mean= 2.33, s.d.= 1.24) was judged as more
polite than 'Str.3-CI Speaker' at the 'Less Formal' level (mean -2.16, s.d. - 0.88).
This result does not support Rinnert and Kobayashi's proposal (1999:1182).
Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999:1182) state that in the perception of politeness,
Japanese is strongly influenced by the level of formality. In the present data,
however, in the case of direct requests 'Strategy 6, Imperative' (Str.6-D lmperative},
the Japanese group's perception of politeness did not appear to depend on the level of
formality. The Str.6-Imperative ('More Direct') at the 'More Formal' level (MF) (e.g.
'Please, order now') was judged as less polite than the Str.3-CI Speaker ('Less

lndirect') at the 'Less Formal' level (LF) (e.g. 'I am going to take your order).
With both the Japanese and English groups, conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (Str.3-CI
Speaker) seem to be more polite in the perception of politeness than direct requests
'Strategy 6, Imperative' as the 'Most Direct' strategy (Str.6- D Imperative). In
addition, for the Japanese group, the level of formality seems to be less influential in
their judgments of politeness than the level of indirectness. Rinnert and Kobayashi
( 1999:1182) show that, at a higher formality level ('More formal'), Str.3- Cl Speaker
as the 'Less Indirect' strategy was judged as less polite than Str.6-Imperative as the
'More Direct' strategy by both the Japanese and English subjects, and the Japanese
group was more influenced in the perception of politeness by formality level than by
indirectness. In the present study, however, their conclusion was not supported.
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Table 4.8
Perceptions ofpoliteness in conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy
3, speaker-based condition' (Str.3 CI Speaker) and direct requests
'Strategy 6, Imperatives' (Str.6 D Imperatives) in three settings of
formality level according to nationality group
Formality
level

Strategy
type

MF+LF

Str.3 Cl Speaker

MF

Str.6 D Imperative
Str.3 C Speaker
Str.6 D Imperative

LF

Str.3 Cl Speaker

Str.6 D Imwrative

Jaeanese
Mean s.d.
2.46 0.722
l.69 0.763
3.00
l.00
1.80 0.92
l.91
0.82
1.58 0.84

English

Mean s.d.
2.76
2.01
3.36
2.33
2.16
1.69

0.844
0,938
1.07
1.24
0.88
0.95

4.4.2. Re!!ponse to 2.2: Conventionally indirect requests and direct requests

Response (No.2.2) to the research question 2:
In both conventionally indirect requests and direct requests, the Japanese

group of subjects will be more strongly influenced in their judgment of

politeness by the level offormality than by the level of Indirectness, while the
English group of the subjects will be more strongly influenced by the level of

indirectness than by the /eve/ offormality.
In this section, the relationship between indirectness and fonnality in the perception

of politeness by the two ,ationality groups is examined. This examination is divided
into two parts. In the first part, we C(lnsider conventionally indirect requests, and in
the second part, we consider direct requests.
Firstly. in conventionally indirect requests, data are classified into four groups with
two indirectness levels ('More Indirect' and 'Less Indirect') and two fonnality levels
('More Fonnal' and 'Less Fortna!') as shown in Table 4.9. The level of indirectness
acknowledges the degree of illocutionary force. This level is based on the previous
research by the Blum-Kulka (1987:137) (see section 1.5.7).

Each level of

indirectness relates to a specific Request Strategy (see Table 1.1 and section 1.5.2.).
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The level of fonnality is based on the previous research by the Rinnert and
Kobayashi (1999) (see section 1.5.8).

Beginning at the top of the group in Table 4.9, we first identify 'Group l' (Ml/MF).
In 'Group l', the 'More Indirect' (Ml} level is conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 2, Hearer-orienred condition' (Str.2· CI Hearer) and the "More Fonnal'
(MF) level is the higher formality condition (e.g. 'Could I take your order?' in
requests to take an order). In 'Group 2' (MI/LF), the 'More Indirect' (Ml) level is the

same as 'Group l', but the level of formality is 'Less Fonnal' (LF) as a lower
fonnality condition (e.g. 'Can I take your order?'). In 'Group 3'(LI/MF), the 'Less
indi.rect' (LI) level is conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based

condition' (Str.3- CI Speaker) and the 'More Fonml' (MF) level is the same as
'Group I' (e.g. 'I would like to take your order'). In 'Group 4' (Ll/LF), the 'Less
Indirect' (LI) level is the same as 'Group 3' and the 'Less Fonnal' level is the same

as 'Group 2' (e.g. '/ am going to take your order').
Secondly, in direct requests, data are classified into four groups by two levels of
indirectness ('More Direcf and •Less Direct') and two levels of formality ('More
Formal' and 'Less Formal') as shown in Table 4.10. The level of indirectness
acknowledges the degree of illocutionary force. This level is based on the previous
research by the Blum-Kulka (1987:13'/) (see section 1.5.7).

Each level of

indirectness relates to a specific Request 5trategy (see Table 1.1 and section 1.5.2.).
The level of formality is based on the previous research by the Rinnert and
Kobayashi (1999)(see section 1.5.8).

Beginning at the top of the group in Table 4.10, we first identify 'Group 5' (LD/MF).
In 'Group 5', the 'Less direct' (LO) level contains direct requests 'Strategy 4,

Performative">' (Str.4-D Perfonnatives) and the 'More Fonnal' (MF) level contains a
higher formality condition (e.g. 'I would like to ask you to place your last order'). In
'Group 6' (LD/LF), the 'Less Direct' (MI) level is the same as 'Group 5', but the
level of fonnality is 'Less Fannal' (LF) as a lower formality condition (e.g. 'I ask
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'

you to place your order'). In 'Group 7' (MD/MF}, the 'More Direct' (MD) level
contains direct requests 'Strategy 5, Ohligation' (Str.5- D Obligation) and 'Strategy

6, Imperative' (Str.6- D Imperatives) and the 'More Formal' (Mf) level is the same
as 'Group 5' (e.g. '?leave, order now'). In 'Group 8' (MD/LF), the 'More Direct'
(MD) level is the same as 'Group '/' and the 'Less Formal'(LF) level is the same as

Group 6 (e.g.' You have to order now').

Table 4.9

Group (indirectness and formality pair) and utterances on the
questionnaire in conve11tiona/ly indirect requests

Group
I

2

Level of
Indirectness

Level of
Formality

More
Indirect

More
Fonm!

More
Indirect

Less

Utterance
No.

En,lish

.Jananese

5[
Sg
Sh.

Could I take your orders?
Would yo;i like to order?
May I take your order?

Chuumofl otori.\himasyouka~

Se
Sf.

Would you like this taken
away?
May I clear the table?

Sb.

Are you ready to order?

Formal
Sd.
Sb.
Sc.

Cl11mmo1111asaima111ka?
Ch11umon otorfahilemo
yoroshiides11ka .~
Kochira osagcshitaha11ga
J'orosllfidesuka?
Kochira osageshilemo
roroshi ide~11ka?
Chuumonwa
kimanmashilaka.?
Clnmmon torimm)~mka.?
.Vl=~uka?
('himmon oforishimam

Can I take your order?
Can I clear this awav?
3
More
I would like to take your
Less
Indirect
Fonnal
order
Sd
I would like to clear the
Kochira osageitashimasu
table
Les,
4
Sc. I am going to take your
( '/11111mon To rim am ga
Less
Indirect
Fonnal
order
Ml - More indirect: Conventionally indirect request ( Strategy 2, Hearer-0rie111<•d c01iditio11)
LI"" Less Indirect: Conventionally indirect request (St1ategy 3, Speaker -brued c:onultfrm)
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Table 4.10

Group (indirectness and formality pair) and the utterance on the
questionnaire in direct requests
! ··-- ---n".;~,io('" -·-r,,..;~;, ,;i ,· --- 1--·--- ---- -·--------- --·1.1n;;;.;.~;--~---I (jmup ! J,,Jm•t:,,h·.u ! h,rmui,r.i· I No .
~·n li'ih
r
Ja ancse
--

I Less

Is

i

r;

! Direct

1 More
I Formal

!

'

I 6__..-----,l __i:CS:~-- --· . +cl.~5
----- Direct
7
1More
1

rsI
~;~~'
. ·

I

----l _Fomial
! More

1

9c

i I would hkc to ask you
i order

;1

()~1-·:

! 9h

i ::;al 1'•a
!

Uamto ooda 1rr1

to plai.:c your Inst

I

!

I ask )'OU to place your ·
last order

. Plca.,;c. order now

i,

OU

'

011ka,Rms}11/l'Orimasu

-r l{;J_~-"/~1-;~;1;1;~-.-.-,,- - -

i(

J

k111t·1maw
'h1wmo11 sh;h' k11daw11

-1

ha;~.~ mdcr ~~.;.-1 (,,;,~.~;;,; ,,,,,,,,;;~;,;,a

G

1kc11a1 1111de.rn ;.:a

) Oirccl
Fonnal . 5a : Order:
( 'Jwumnmm
--·------~-- - - . • - .
--- .. - ----------··--···· --------l
'- More Din..-ct: direct requests. Strategy 4. /'a:form11l11't·.~
=_ Less Diro:t·_ dircct_rcqm..'!>IS. Strnlcgy _5. ( Jbhga11cm and Stratc~y~.J!!!pc3?1i'·c -----~
11

4.4.1.1 Conl!entional(r indirt•ct reqiusts

The mean scores of the four groups in conventionally indirect requests (Group I:
More lndin.-ct and More Formal; Group 2· More Indirect and Less Fonnal; Group 3:
Less Indirect and More Formal, Group 4. Less Indirect and Less Fonnal) arc
presented m Table 4.12. and Figure 4.3 displays the results graphically. The mean
score shows I as 'VCT)' uncomfortable' (very 1mpolitc) and 5 us ·very comfortable'
(very impolite). The politeness rank shows I as the most polite and 4 as the least
polite.
As sho\\n in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.3. in both the Japanese and English group,
Group I (More Indirect/ More formal- Ml/MF, e.g. ·c ·011/d I take your order.{' in a

request to take an ordcrJ was judged as the most comfortable (mean =3.71, s.d.
0.613 for Japanese; mean

--=

==

4.42, s.d. -- 0.561 for English), and Group 4 (Less

lndirecVLcss Fonnal ----'LI/LF, e.g. 'I am ~0111>! to tuke order') was judged as the least
comfortable (mean

°0 1.91,

s.d.

--=

0.82 for Japanese; mean= 2.16, s.d. '""0.88 for

English)
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Whithin the Japanese group, Group 3 (Less Indirect/More Fonnai""LI/ MF. e.g. •I
would hke to takt' your order') was judged more comfortable than Group 2 (More

Indirect/ Less Fonual=MI/LF, e.g. •( 'un I tuke your order'l') (Group 3: mean = 3.32,
s.d. = 0. 813, Group 2: mean"'2.33, s.d.4J.725) and in this comparison of the two
groups (Group 2 and Group 3) using the Wilcoxon signed test, there was a
statistically significant difference in the Japanese perception of poli!cness (Wilcoxon
signed test :t.=5.442, p<0.001 ). For the Japanese group, both Groups l and 3 with the
'More fonna\' (MF) level were judged more comfortable than both Groups 2 and 4

in the ·Less Formal" (LF) level. i'olitcness, therefore seems to be strongly associated
Y.ith the level of formality, and not necessarily with the level of i:-idirectness because

Group 2 was judged as less comfortable with the 'More Indirect' (Ml) than Group 3
with the 'Less Indirect' (LI).
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Table 4.11
Perceptions of politeness by Group (indirect/less and fermallty pair) in
conventionally indirect requests according to nationality group
Ene,lish

Japantse
/ 10/ifene.~s

l'olifrne.u

Uank
I

Mean .ul.
3.711 0.613

Rank
I

Mean ,\'. d.
4.41R 0.56

(Ml/MF)
Group 2
(MI/LF)

J

2.333

0.725

2

3.867

0.874

Group 3

2

3.322

0.813

3

2.933

0.843

4

1.91

0.82

4

2.16

0.88

Group I

(LI/MF)

Group4

(LI/Lfl
Ml= More Indirect· Conventionally indirect request ( Strategy 2, Heart!Nirit!med co11dilio11)
LI= Less Indirect: ronventionally indirect request (Strategy 3, Speaker -l,a,;ed co11tlllion)
MF =More Formal
LF~,L~sFonnaL~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 4.3
Perceptions ofpoliteness by Group (indirectness and formality pair) in
conventionally indiri,ct requests according to nationality group
Politeness
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On the other hand, for the English group, Group 2 (More Indirect/ Less
Forma\=MI/LF, e.g. 'Can I take your order?') was judged as more comfortable than
Group 3 (Less Indirect/ More Formal =LI/MF, e.g. '/ would like to take your order')
(Group 2: mean-3.87, s.d. a0.874, Group 3: mean-2.93, s.d. - 0.843), and in the
comparison of two groups (Group 2 and 3) using the Wilcoxon signed test, there was
a statistically significant difference in the perception of the politeness (Wilcoxon

signed test

z- 3.978, p<.00\). In the case of the English group, both Groups\ and 2

were judged as more comfortable with the 'More Indirect' (Ml) level than both

Groups 3 and 4 with the 'Less Indirect' (LI) level. Politeness, therefore, seems to be
more strongly associated with the level of indirectness than with the level of
fonnality because Group 3 with the 'More Formal' (MF) level wns judged as less

comfortable than Group 2 \\ith the 'Less Fonnal' (LF).
Comparison of the two nationality groups using the Mann-Whitney test showed a
statistically significant difference between the Japanese anC. English speakers in
Group \, Group 2 and Group 3 (Group \: Maon-Whitney U - 395.000, p< 0.001,
Group 2:Mann-Whitney U - 205.000, p< 0.001, Group 3:Mann-Whitney U763.000, p< 0.05).

Thus, with conventionally indirect requests, for the Japanese group, the level of
fo,mality seems to be more influential in the perception of politeness than the level of
indirectness, while for the English group, the pattern is reversed and the level of
indirectness seems to be more influential in judgments of politeness. This result
supports Rinnert and Kobayashi's proposal (1999: 1182) that the Japanese perception
of politeness depends heavily upon the level of fom1ality of the utterance, while
English perceptions of politeness are not affected ,,s much by the level of formality.
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4.4.2.2 Direct requests
The mean scores of the four groups in direct request (Group 4: Less Direct and More
Fonnal; Group 5: less Direct and Less Formal; Group 6: More Direct and More
Formal; Group 7: More direct and Less formal) are presented in Table 4.12, and
Figure 4.4 displays the results graphically. The mean scores show l as 'very
uncomfortable' (very impolite) and 5 as 'very comfortable' (very polite). The
politeness rank shows 1 as the most polite and 4 as the least polite.
As shown in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.4, both the Japanese and English groups had the
same politeness rank order in the relationship between indirectness anct formality for
direct requests. The highest rank was Group 5 with 'Less Direct' and 'More Formal'
(LDIMF, e.g. •1 would like to ask you to place your last order' in a request to take an
order) (mean

~

4.42, s.d.~ 0.66 for Japanese; mean ~3.64, s.d. ~1.40 for English).

The second rank was Group 6 with 'Less Direct' and 'Less Fonna1' (LD/LF, e.g. 'I
ask you to place your last order') (mean =2.91, s.d. = 0.82 for Japanese; mean= 2.67,
s.d.=1.26 for English). The third rank was Group 7 with 'More Direct' and 'More
Formal' (MD/MF, e.g. 'Please, order now') (mean= I.80, s.d. = 0.92 for Japanese;
mean= 2.33, s.d.=I.24 for English) and the fourth and lowest rank was Group 8 with
'More Direct' and "Less Formal' (MD/LF, e.g. 'You have to order now')
(mean=l.70, s.d.= 0.734 for Japanese; mean~ 1.73, s.d.

~

0.863 for English). In the

comparison of the two nationality groups using the Mann-Whitney test, statistically
significant differences in the perception of politeness were found between the
Japanese and English in Group 5 (Less DirectfMore Formal) and Group 7 (More
Direct/Less Formal) (Group 5: Mann-Whitney U=725.000, p<0.05, Group 7: MannWhitney u~11s.soo, p<0.05).

With both the Japanese and English groups, Groups 5 and 6 with 'Less Direct' (LD)
were judged more comfortable than Groups 7 and 8 with 'More Direct' (MD). In
direct requests, politenes3 therefore seems to be stron.~ly associated with the i.evel of
indirectness, but not necessarily with the level of fonm.lity, because Group 7 with the
'More Fonnal' level was judged as less comfortlble \han Group 6 with the 'Less
Formal' level. Unlike conventionally indirect requests, in direct requests, indirectness
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seems to be more strongly influential in the perception of politeness than the level of
formality for both the Japanese and English groups. For the English group, this result
seems to support Rinnert and Kobayashi's proposal (1999:1182) that that the

Japanese perception of poiiteness depends heavily upon the level of formality of the
utterance, while English perceptions of politeness are not affected as much by the
level of formality.
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Table 4.12
Perceptions ofpoliteness by Group (indirectness and formality pair) in
direct requests according to nationality group
English

JaJ!anese
Politeness
Rank Mean s.d.

Politeness
Ran~ Meun s.d

l

4.42

0.66

l

3.64

l.40

Group 6

2

2.91

0.82

2

2.67

l.26

(LD/LF)
Group 7

3

l.80

0.92

3

2.33

l.24

Group 5
(LD/MF)

(MD/MF)
Group 8

4
0.863
4
l.7
0.734
l.73
(MD/LF)
MD = More Direct: direct requests, Strategy 4, Perfonnatives
LO= Less Direct: direct requests, Strategy 5, Obligation and Strategy 6, Imperative
MF =Mere fonnal
L = Less formal

Figure 4.4

Perceptions of politeness by Group (indfrectness and formality pair) in
direct requests according to nationality group
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4.4.2.3. Summary
For the English group of subjects, for both the conventionally indirect requests (see
Table 4.11) and the direct requests (see Table 4.12), the level of indirectness seemed
to be more influent!al than the level of formality in the perception of politeness. For
the Japanese group of subjects, with direct requests (see Table 4.12), indirectness
seemed to be more influential than the level of formality, whereas with

conventionally indirect requests (see Table 4.11 ), the level of formality is likely to be
of greater influence in the perception of politeness.
As Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999:1182) show, the Japanese group is more influenced
in the perception of politeness by formality level than the level of indirectness, while
for the English group, this trend is reversed. In the present study, however, their
conclusion was supported in conventionally indirect requests but not in direct
requests.

For the Japanese group, even with the 'More Formal' level as a higher level of
formality, the 'More Direct' type of request strategy such as direct requests 'Strategy
S, Obligation' or 'Strategy 6, Imperative' (e.g. 'Please, ordet' now') was not judged
as comfortable as the 'Less Direct' type of request strategy such as direct requests
'Strategy 4, Performalives' with the 'Less Fonnal' level as a lower level offonnality
(e.g. 'I ask you to place your order'). The further discussion is in section 5.2.
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4.5.

The pr~ference for a 'self-centrei; approach' or an 'othercentred appro~eh'

Based on earlier studies (Leech, 1983: 108; Blum-Kulka, 1987:137; Brown and
Levinson, 1987,171; Rinnert and Kobayashi, 1999:1180) on the perception of
politeness, 'Indirectness' and 'Formality' are considered influential factors. When
expressions are not affected by 'indirectness' or 'fonnality', the 'self-centred' and
'other-cen!red' factors in Leech's 'Cost-Benefit' scale can be influential in the
perception of politeness.

These factors can affect the Japanese perception of

politeness more strongly than the English perception of politeness, beczuse, in
Japanese, the 'self-centred' and 'other.-centred' factors are linked to the honorific

system in Japanese' (see 1.5.9). Thus, the research question will be:

Research question 3:
Does the Japanese group perceive the difference between a 'self-centred
approach' and an 'other-centred approach more than the English group
does?

Research question 3 examines the preference for a 'sel'-ccntred approach' or an
'other-centred approach' in the perception of politeness on th.e basis of action in
conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2- CJ
Hearer) (see section 1.5.2 in Table I. I: 'Request Strateb,Y'). The Str.2-CI Hearer was
classified into two types. One was a 'self.centred approach' in which the base of the
action is the speaker and the expression implies a cost to the speaker (e.g. 'Could I
take your order' in the requests to take an order in the restaurant)., and the second was

an' other-centred approach' in which the base of action is the hearer or referents and
the expression implies benefit for the hearer or referent (e.g. 'Would you like to
order?') (see section 1.5.10). Research question 3 focuses on distinguishing the 'self

centred aprroach' from the 'other-centred approach'.

In Japanese culture, showing respect to others by the 'humbling form' and the
'respect form' in honorifics (see section 1.5.9) is normal behaviour in everyday life.
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It is impossible to avoid marking the relationship between speaker and hearer.

(Coulmas, 1992:320; Wierzbicka, 1996:100; Kataoka, 1991:113; Matsumoto,
1989:209). The 'Humbling fonm' is linked to the 'seif'centred approach', and the
'respect form' is linked to the "other-centred approach (see section 1.5.9). Thus, the
response to research question 3 (response No 3) was expected to show that

Response (No.3) to the research question 3:
In conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented
Condition', the Japanese group ofsubjects will feel more comfortable
with the 'self-centred npproach 'in which the actor is the speaker than
with the 'other-cenlred approach' in which the actor 1s the hearer or
referent, while the English group of the subjects will not feel much difference
between these two types ofexpression.
The utterances on the questionnaire using the ·self-centred approach' and the 'othercentred approach' are shown in Table 4.13. The 'self-centred approach' is that the
base of the action is the speaker and it maximizes the cost to one selj- (Leech,
1983:131 ), An example of this is 'Could I take your order' in the requests to take an
order in the restaurant. The 'other-centred approach' is that the base of the action is
the hearer or referent, and it maximizes the benefit to the other (Leech, 1983:131).
An example ofthis is 'Would you like to order?' (see section 1.5.9).

The mean scores of the two approaches are presented in Table 4.14, and Figure 4.5
displays the results graphi1;3tly. The mean scores show 1 as 'very uncomfortable' and
'very impolite' and 5 as 'very comfortable' and 'very polite'.
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Table 4.13

Utterances on the questionnaire of 'self-centred approach' and 'othercentred approach'
Utterance

Type

No.

Se/f-centr~d
approach

Sd.
Sf.

En21ish
Can I take your order?
Could I take your orders?

Sh.

May I take your order?

8b. Can I clear this away?
8f. May I clear the table?

Jananese
Chuumon torimasyouka?
Chuumon
otorishimasyouka?
Chuumon otorishitemo
yoroshiidesuka?
Sagemasyouka?

Kochira osageshitemo
voroshiidesuka?

Other·centred

8e.

approach

Would you like this taken Kochira osageshitahoug
yoroshiidesuka?
dWay?
Chuumonwa

Sb.

Are you ready to order?
Sg.

kimarimashitaka?
Chuumon nasaimasuka?

Would vou like to order?
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As shown in Table 4.14, in Japanese, the 'self-centred approach' was judged more
comfortable than the 'other-centred approach' (self-centred approach: mean=3.5,
s.d.=6.32, other-centred approach: mean=2.67, s.d. = 0.638). In the comparison of the
two approaches using the Wilcoxon signed Test, there was a statistically significant
difference in the perception of politeness (Wilcoxon signed test Z=5.$ l 1, p<.001).

In the English group, the 'self-centred approach' was judged more comfortable than
the 'other-centred approach' (self.centred approach Hwnbling approach: mean =

4.25, s.tl. ~ 0.621, other-centred approach: mean~ 4.14, s.d. ~ 0.698), but in the
comparison of the two ~pproaches using the Wilcoxon signed test, there was no
statistically significant difference in the perception ofpoliteneJs.
Thus, the distinction between the 'self-centred approach' (e.t!· 'Could I take your
order') and the 'other-centred approach' (e.g. 'Would you like to order?') seems to

be recognized as one of the influential factors in the perception of politeness for the
Ja:.•anese group but not for the English group. The Japanese group but not the English
group may have perceived a difference between the 'self-centred approach' and
'other-centred approach', and they may be aware of or sensitive to it. One of the

reasons for this may be the functions of honorifics. Japanese has distinct honorific
fonns for 'humbling' and for 'respect' (see section 1.5.9) and Japanese speakers
show respect to others by using the 'humbling fonn' and the 'respect fonn' in nonnal
everyday life. These fonns are distinguished in tenns of differences in relative
positioning between speaker and hearer as well as on the 'self-centred' and 'other~
centred' dimension.

The preference of the 'self-centred approach' and the •other-centred approach' in the
perception of politeness according to the nationality groups (Japanese and English) is
further discussed in section 5.3
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Table 4.14

Perceptions ofpoliteness in 'self-centred approach' and 'other-centred
approach' accerding to nationality group
Japanese

Mean s.d.
3.5
0.632
2.67 0.638

T'r!Jle

Self-centred approach
Other..centred approach

Eng!ish
Mean s.d.
4.25 0.621
4 14 0 698

Figure 4.5

Percl!ptions of politeness in 'self-centred approach' and 'other-centred
approach ' according to nationality group

politeness

s~-----------------~
3 ·----/

2 --

1

+---'--·-Japanese

English

lo self-centred aproach •other-centred approac},J
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4.6. Positive PoliteRess
In general, the notion of politeness for Japanese is closely linked to •modesty' and
'formality'. Politeness in Japanest: strongly related to negative politeness rather than
to the Positive Politeness as proposed by Brown and Levinson ( 1987) (Wicrzbicka.
1991 :74. 93-95; Thoma~ 1995: 150; Clancy, 1986:216; Hi\l et al., 1986:361-362; Ide,
1989:229; Mizutasi and Mizutani, 1987:36; Matsumoto, 1989:218). In addition, Ide
et al. ( 1992:289) in their study of the concept of politeness and the meaning of the
word 'polite' in English and Japanese, found that in r.nglish, 'friendly' is recognized
as poiite, whereas in Japanese, 'friendly' has lov. cr·, ...1ection to 'polite'. Thus, the

research question is:
Research question./:
ls there any difference between the Japanese and Au.~tra/ian English

spet.1king groups in the interpretation offriendliness as a positive politeness
slralegy (.~ee section 1.5.12.)?

Research question 4 examines Positive Politeness in the perception of politeness by
using two strategies under the category of positive politeness for th·i Japanese and
English speaking groups and addressing two responses (response No.4.1 and 4.2).

The first strategy under the category of positive politeness is 'Strategy I, Notice

hearer's wants' (Str.I, Notice H's wants) which requires the speaker to take notice of
the hearer's condition. For example, when the speaker notices that the hearer has had
her hair cut, he/she could say 'You've had your hair cul. You look so nice!'. The
second strategy under the category of positive politeness is ·strateb'Y 11, Ellipsis' (see
section 1.5.12.1). These two strategies are considered to be Positive Politeness
strategies by Brown and Levinson (1987:103-112). Each of these strategies has
'More Friendly' and 'Less Friendly' realizations (see section 1.5.12. l).

Within Strategy I, 'Notice H's wants ', the 'More Friendly' category refers to a
verbal approach which considers the benefit for the hearer or reforent (e.g. the
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waitress says 'Enjoy your meal' in the beginning of the meal in the restaurant), while
the •Less Friendly' category refers to a non-verbal approach which considers the
benefit for the hearer or referent (e.g. the waitress says nothing to the customer in the
beginning of the meal in the restaurant). Within Strategy II, 'Ellipsis', the 'More
Friendly' category refers to 'more elliptical phrases', while the ·Less Friendly'
category refers to 'less elliptical phrases' including complete sentences. For example,
in offering to take the first drink order, 'Drink?· h considered more elliptical phrase
than 'Somelhing lo drink?'

4.6.1. Response No.4.1: Strategy I 'Notice H's wants'
The first response (No. 4.1) to the research question 4 examines the first positive
politeness strategy 'Strategy I, Nolice H's wanl' by using the 'Friendly' axis.

Response (No../. I) to the research question./:

Wilhin the positive politeness 'Stt;.rtegy /, Notice H's wants 'for the English
group ofsubJect.,;, will the 'More Friendly' category be judged more
comfortable tlv.1n the 'Less Friendly' ca,egory, and/or the Japanese group
of subjecls, will the 'More Friendly' category he 1udged less comfimable than
the 'Less Friendly' category?

The examples on the questionnaire of the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice H's
wants' arc shown in Table 4.15.

As shown Table ,.US, the positive politeness,

'Strategy I, Notice Ji'.'> wants' comprises two sub-categories, a 'More Friendly'
category which is defined as a verbal approach which considers the benefit for the
hearer or referent and 'Less Friendly' category which is defined as a non-verbal
approach to consider the benefit for the hearer or referent (or lack of verbal
behavior). The ' More Friendly' category is sub-classified further into three types by
the degree of intrusion into the hearer's privacy: 'Zero Intrusive', 'Less Intrusive'
and 'More Intrusive' (see section 1.5.12.2). There are four situations ('Greetings',
•Beginning of the dinner', 'During the dinner' and 'Leaving').
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The mean scores of the two categories ('More Friendly' and 'Less Friendly') are
presented in Table 4.16. The mean scores show 1 as 'very uncomfortable' (very

impolite) and 5 as 'very comfortable' (very polite).

Table 4.15

Utterances on the questionnaire of the positive politeness 'Strategy I,
Notice H's wants'
Categm-y

Type

More Friendly

.'

Zero intrusive

Less intrusive

More intrusive

Less Friendly

Say nothing

No.

Uttnances

Welcome to Edo Kirin
Good evening
It's a nice day, isn't it!
Thank you very much
Have a 1,!00d nioht
Enjoy your mca1
Take your time
See you next time
Please talce care on the w-· home
How are you?
You look so nice
How was the meal?
Would you like anything?
How was tli..:: meal?
Did vou eniov vour dinner?
(Situations)
6c.
The beginning of the dinner after the speaker has
served the meal
7a.
During th!! dinner
1Og. ) After the dinner, the hearer leaves the restaurant

la.
lb.
Id.
IOc.
IOd.
6a.
6b.
IOe.
!Of.
le.
le.
7b.
7c.
lOa.
!Ob.
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4.6.1.1 'More Friendly' and 'Less Friendly' in the positive politeness 'Strategy I,

Notice H's wants'
As can be seen in Table 4.16, for both the Japanese and English subjects, the 'More
rriendly' category as 'a verbal approach' considering the benefit for the hearer or
referent was judged more comfortable than the 'Less Friendly' category as 'a nonverbal approach' considering the benefit for the hearer (More Friendly: mean= 3.83,

s.d. - 0.546, Less Friendly: mean - 2.13, s.d. - 0.802 for Japanese; More Friendly:
mean =4.04, s.d. - 0.547, Less Friendly: mean - 2.55, s.d. = 1.04 for English). In the
comparison of the two nationality groups using the Mann-\Vhitney test, there was no
statistically si&'llificant difference between the Japanese and the English groups in
either the 'More Friendly' or the 'Less friendly' category.

With the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants', for both the Japanese and
English groups, the 'More Friendly' category was perceived as more polite than the
'Less Friendly' category.

In the comparison of the 'More Friendly' and 'Les5

Friendly' categories, using the Wilcoxon signed test, there was a statistically
significant difference between those two approaches for both the Japanese and the
English groups.

Earlier studies (Brown and Levinson, 1987: 256; Hill et al, 1986:350) have indicated
that there is a preference for negative politeness in Japanese, but for positive
politeness in English. The present data, however, show that the 'More Friendly'
category of positive politeness appears to be perceived as preferable by both cultural
groups. It is possible that this difference occurs because the English group was
compris~d of only Australian residents, while the English subjects used in previous
research were all residents of the USA This is further discussed in section 5.4.
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Table 4.16

Perceptions of politeness in the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice
H's wants' according to nationality group
Japanese
~C~a~/e~gn~ry~-~Mean s.d.
More Friendly 3.83 0.546
Less Friendly 2.13 0.802

English

Mean s.d.
4.04 0.547
2.53
1.04

4.6.1.2. Sub-type of the 'More Friendly' category in Strategy I 'Nodce H's wants'
In this section, the 'More Friendly' category is seen as a suh·type of the positive
politeness 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' categorized according to level of intrusion
into the hearer's privacy. Three types were examined: 'Zero Intrusive', 'Less
Intrusive' and 'More intrusive'. The 'Zero Intrusive' type involves no intrusion into
the hearer's privacy (e.g. 'Good evening', 'It's a nice day, isn't it?'). The 'Less
Intrusive' type involves a small degree of intrusion into the hearer's privacy such as
an utterance with some topic relating to the hearer's himlherselfbtat also having the
function of not requiring the hearer's reply (e.g. •Enjoy your meal', •p/ease take care
r;n the way home'). The 'More Intrusive' type involves a greater degree of intrusion

into hearer's privacy, such as a compliment or asking the hearer's opinion, and it also
requires the hearer to reply (e.g. 'You look so nice', •Would you like anything?') (see
section 1.5.12.2). The three types of utterance are presented in Tr.hie 4.15.
The mean scores of perceived politeness of these three suh·types of positive
politeness, 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' in Japanese and English are presented in
Table 4.17, and Figure 4.6 displays the results graphically. The mean scores show 1
as 'very uncomfortable' and 'very impolite' and 5 as •very comfortable' and 'very
comfortable'.
As shown in Table 4.17, for both the Japanese and the English groups, the 'More
Intrusive' type (e.g. 'You look so nice', 'Would you like anything?') was judged the
least comfortable (mean-3.58, s.d. - 0.646 for Japanese; mean-3.81, s.d. -0.638
for English).
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In Japanese, the 'Less Intrusive' type with a small degree of intrusion into the
hearer's privacy (e.g. 'Enjoy your meal', 'Please take care on the way home,) was
judged more comfortable than 'Zero Intrusive' type with no intrusion into the
hearer's privacy (e.g. 'Good evening', 'It's a nice day, isn't it!'). (Less Intrusive:
mean = 4.31, s.d. - 0.678, Zero Intrusive: mean - 3.76, s.d.- 0.592). In the
comparison of the two types ('Less Intrusive' and 'Zero Intrusive') for Japanese,
using the Wilcoxon signed test, there was a statistically significant difference in the
perc,,prion of politeness (Wilcoxon signed test

z- 4.876, p<.001).

For the English

group, the 'Zero Intrusive' type was judged more comfortable than the 'Less
lntrusi11e' type (Zero Intrusive: mean = 4.30, s.d. "" 0.578, Less Intrusive: mean =
4.03, sd = 0.703) and in these comparison of the two types for English, using the
Wilcoxon Signed test, there was a statistically significant difference in the perception
of politeness (Wilcoxon Signed testZ-2.671, p<0.01).

In addition, the results of the comparison of the two nationality groups using the
Mann-Whitney test indicated that only for the 'Zero Intrusive' type ( e.g. 'Good

evening', 'It's a nice day, isn 'l it!') was there found a statistically significant
difference in the perception of politeness (Mann-Whitney U~57.000, p< 0.001 ). The
'Zero Intrusive' type was judged more comfortable for the English group of subjects
than for the Japanese group of subjects.
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Table 4.17

Perceptions ofpoliteness in three types ofthe positive politeness,
'Strategy. I, Notice H's wants' according to nationality group
s.4

English
Politeness
Rank Mean s.d,

0.592
0.678
0.646

I
2
3

Jaganese

Politeness
Rank Mean

Type
Zero Intrusive 2
Less Intrusive I
More Intrusive 3

3.76
4.31
3,58

4.30
4.03
3.81

0.578
0.703
0.638

Figure 4.6

Perceptions ofpoliteness in three types of the positive politeness
'Strategy. I, Notice H's wants' accorliing to nationality group

i-----------, lo Japanese
5

•English

4

3

2
1
English

0
Zero
Intrusive

Japanese
Less
Intrusive

More
Intrusive
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4.6.J.3 Summary

In the section 4.6.1, in positive politeness •strategy I, Notice HS wants', the
perception of politeness as •More Friendly' (a verbal approach to consider the benefit
for the hearer or referent) or 'Less Friendly'(a non-verbal approach to consider the
benefit for the hearer or referent) category does not show any statistically significant
difference between the Japanese and English groups.
With the sub-types of 'More Friendly' category in positive politeness 'Strategy I.

Notice H's wants' in the section 4.6.1.2, however, the perception of politeness shows
a statistically significant difference between the Japanese and English groups. That is
the 'Zero Intrusive' sub-type ("no intrusion into hearer's privacy', e.g. 'Good

evening ', 'It S a nice <kly, isn't it.I') is perceived to be more polite by the English
group of subjects than by the Japanese group of subjects. In addition, for the English
group, the 'Zero Intrusive' sub--type seems to be perceived as more polite than the
'Less Intrusive' sub-type ('little intrusion into hearer's privacy', e.g. 'Enjoy your

meal', 'Please take care on the way home'), while for the Japanese group, this trend
is reversed.
4.6.2 Response No. 4.2: Strategy n, 'E.llipsis'

The second response (No. 4.2) to the research question 4 examines the second
positive politeness strategy, 'Strategy II, Ellipsis' by using 'Friendly' axis.
Response(No. 4.2) to the research question 4:

In positive politeness strategies 'Strategy II, Ellipsis ',for the English group of
subjects, the 'More Friendly' category will be judged more comfortable than
for the Japanese group of subjects. With honorifics, however, the 'More
Friendly' category will be judged comfortable for the Japanese group of
subjects as well as for the English group ofsubjects.
The po~itive politeness 'Strategy II, Ellipsis' (Str.11-Ellipsis) comprises two
categories ('More Friendly' and 'Less Friendly'). The 'More Friendly' category is
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defined as 'more elliptical phrase' and 'Less Friendly' category is defined as 'less
elliptical phrase' including a complete sentence. For example, in offering to take the
first drink order, 'Drink?' is considered more elliptical than •Would you like
something to drink ? ' (see section 1.5.12.1 ). The utterances on the questionnaire are
shown in Taole 4. \8 and 4.20. In this section, 'Strategy II- Ellipsis' was examined in
two situations ('Taking order' in Situation I and 'Passing the menu' in Situation II).
Ellipsis can be considered a marker of 'casual style' (Marckwardt, 1967) and
therefore a marker of the 'More Friendly' category.

As shown in Table 4. 18, in the Japanese version of the questionnaire, the utterance 3c
is a supplementary question to Utterance 3b. It differs from Utterance 3b by the
addition of 'desu', which is the copula in addressee honorific form. The level of
formality of Utterance 3c in the Japanese version is higher than that in Utterance 3a
and Utterance 3b, but lower than that in Utterance 3d. The variation in level of
ellipsis lies between Utterance 3b and Utterance 3d in the English version Also in
the English examples, Utterance 3c is in the same as Utterance 3b on the
questionnaire to make a comparison with the Japanese. Therefore, the data from
Utterance 3b and 3c in English is from the same source and has the same result. In
the actual questionnaire, the numbering of questions was adjusted to account for this.
Thus the English Utterance 3c is equivalent to the Japanese Utterance 3d, and the
English Utterance 3d is equivalent to Japanese Utterance 3e.
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Table 4.18

Utterances 011 the questionnaire in positive politeness 'Strategy II,
Ellipsis' (Situation I)
Situation I: Passing the menu

Ellipsis
Scale

Utterance
No.

Utterance
English

Japanese

More
Elliptical Phrase
3a/3a.

Here

Kochira

Jb/Jb.
-/3c.

Menyu

3cl3d.

Menu
Menu
(Japanese supplementary question)
Here is the menu

3d/3e

Here is the menu, if you lkke?

Menyudesu

Kochira Menyu ni
narimasi:
Kochira Menyu ni
narimasu, douzo

Less

Elliptical Phrase

In Table 4.19, utterance 4b in the Japanese version is a supplementary question to
Utterance 4a. It differs from Utterance 4a by the addition of •o', which is an
honorific maker of a polite form on the subject noun. This was done with the
intention of increasing formality without changing the ellipsis level. In the Japanese
version of the questionnaire, therefore, Utterance 4a and Utterance 4b have the same
level of ellipsis but different formality levels. In the actual questionnaire used with
the English group of subjects the numbering of questions was adju:;ted to account for
the fact that there is no fonn equivalent to the Japanese Utterance 4b. Thus, the
English Utterance 4b is equivalent to the Japanese Utterance 4c, the English
Utterance 4c is equivalent to the Japanese Utterance 4d: and English Utterance 4d is
equivalent to the Japanese Utterance 4e.
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Table 4.19

Utter1Inces on the questionnaire in positive politeness 'Strategy II,
Ellipsis' (Situation II)
Situation II: Taking the first drink order
Ellipsis

Utterance

~i:,'cale

No.

Utterance
Engli!!h

Mo"'
bllip~!..fll Phrase
4a/4a.
-/4b.
4b/4c.
4c/4d.

4d/4e.

Drink?
Dri..'lk?
Something to drink?
Something to drink for you?
Would you like something to drink?

Nomimonowa?
Onomimonowa?
Nanika onomimonowa?
Okyakusama, nanika
onomimonowa?
Okyakusama, nanika
onomimonowa
yoroshiidesuka?

Less
Elliptical Phrase

Table 4.20 gives the mean scores for perceived politeness at five levels of ellipsis
(positive politeness 'Strategy II, Ellipsis') for the Japanese and English groups in two
situations. The mean scores show I as 'very uncomfortable' and 'very impoJite and 5
as 'very comfortable' and 'very polite'. The politeness rank shows I as the most
µolite and 5 as the least polite.
As show in Table 4.21, in the situation I ('passing the menu') for both the Japanese
and English subjects, the least elliptical phrase as the 'Less F:iondly' category (' the
complete sentence' in utterance 3e •Here is the menu,

if you like?') was judged more

comfortable than more elliptical phrases as the 'More Friendly' category (Elliptical
phrase; 3a 'Here', 3b 'Menu', 3c 'Menu'), except for utterance 3d 'Here is the menu'
in the English group (3d: mean ~ 3.06, s.d. ~ 1.22) (Less Friendly - Situation 1,
utterance 3e: mean = 4.71, 5.d.= 0.63 for Japanese; Less Friendly- Situation I,
utterance 3e: mean =3.38, s.d. = 1.30 for English). Therefore an increase in the
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degree of ellipsis tends to be perceived as less polite by both the Japanese and the
English groups.

Ta!>le 4.20

Perceptions ofpoliteness in the positive politeness 'Strategy II, Ellipsis'
in two situations according to nationality group
Situation Utterance
No.
<I>
3a

<JI>

3b
Jc
Jd
3e
4a
4b

4c
4d
4e

Ja1anese
Politeness
Rank Mean s.d.
5
4
3
2

I
5
4
3
2

I

1.89
1.71
3.04
4.31
4.71
1.96
3.29
3.71
4.11
4.64

0.78
0.79
0.88
0.60
0.63
0.90
0.99
0.92
0.75
0.68

Ene,li~h
Po/ileness
Ronk Mean .~.d.
4
3
3
2
4
4
3
2

1.60
2.07
2.07
3.96
3.18
1.91
1.91
3.16
3.53

I

4.ZI

I

0.86
1.23
1.23
1.22
1.30

I. I
I.IO
1.17
1.06
0.59

In the Situation II ('taking the first drink order') for both the Japanese and English
subjects, the least elliptical phrase as the 'Less Friendly' category ('the complete
sentence' in utterance 4e 'Would you like something to drink?') was judged more
comfortable than the more elliptical phrases as the 'More Friendly' category (the
elliptical phrase; 4a 'Drink?', 4b 'Drink?', 4c 'Something to drink?', 4d 'Something
to drink for you?') (Less Friendly- Situation II, utterance 4c: mean= 4.64, s.d= 0.68

for Japanese; Less Friendly-Situation II, uttenmce 4e: mean= 4.71, s.d.= 0.59 for
English). Therefore, an increase in the degree of ellipsis tends to be perceived as less

polite by both the Japanese and the English groups.
In the case of 'Strategy II, Ellipsis', therefore, positive politeness appears to be less
preferable for both cultural brroups. This supports previous studies (Brown and
Levinson, 1987; Hill et al, 1986) in which is a preference for negative politeness in
Japanese but a preference for positive politeness in English.
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In addition, for ~he Japanese subjects, when considering the 3b-3c pair and the 4a-4b
pair both of which have the same ellipsis level but different fonnality levels, the
utterances with a higher formality level were judged more comfortable (3c and 4b)
(Jc: mean= 3.04, 4b·mcan"" 3.29) than their respective counterpans with a lower
fonnality level (3b and 4a) (3c: mean= 3.04, 3b: mean= 1.71, 4b:mean=3.29,
4a:mean,=,. 1.96). In the comparison of these two pairs using the Wilcoxon Signed
Test, there was a statistically significant diffe.rcncc in both the 3b-3c and the 4a-4b
pairs (3b-3c: Wilcoxon signed test L "'5.525, p< IJ.00 I, 4a-4b: Wilcoxon signed test
Z=5.513, p< 0.001). However, when considering the Jc-3d pair and the 4b-4c pair,
which have the same fonna"ity level but a different ellipsis level, the utterances Jc
and 4b with a higher ellipsis level ('more elliptical phrase') were judged less
comfortable than utterances .1d and 4c with the lower level of ellipsis ('less elliptical
phrase') (3d:mean"" 4.3 I, 4c:mcan"' 3. 71 ). In the comparison of the two pairs using
the Wilcoxson Signed test, there was a statistically significant difference in both the
3c-3d and the 4b-4c pairs {3c-3d: Wilcoxon signed test Z= 5.174, p< 0.001, 4b-4c:
Wilcoxon signed test Z=J.508, p< 0.001). Thus, in the Japanese group, within the
same ellipsis level, formality seems to increase the degree of pol~t{;fless, but this docs
not occur across ellipsis levels.

In previous studies (Rinnert and Kobayashi,1999:1182; Ide, 1989; Matsumoto
I 988, 1989), it is reported th.at in Japanese, the perctptio, of politeness is strongly
influenced by formality level. However, in the present study, the ellipsis level seems
to be more influential in the perception of politeness than formality level for Japanese
speakers.

4.6.3 Summary
The perception of politeness in the two positive politeness strategies ('Strate1,ry I,

Notice H's wants' and 'Strategy ll, Ellipsis') as the 'More Friendly' or 'Less
Friendly' category does not appear to show any statistically significant difference
between the Japanese and English groups.
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In the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice JI'.~ wunt.~', for both the Japanese and
English groups, the 'More Friendly' category seems to be more polite than the 'Less
Friendly' category. In the positive politeness 'Strategy 11, J~1/,psis', on the other hand,
to mm:asc the degree of ellipsis causes it to be perceived as less polite by both the
Japanese and the English groups. In case of ·stralCb')' II, J:.,hp.qs', the 'More
Friendly' category seems to he less polite than the 'Less Friendly' category for both
cultural groups.

These findings are difficult to explain in the context of the earlier studies (Brown and
Levinson. 1987:256; Hill ct al, 1986:350) which have indicated that there is a

preference for negative pohtcne55 in

Jafn'IIC5-e,

hut for positive politeness in English.

This is further discussed m section 5.4.
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CHAPTER 5: Di~cussion
5.1. lndirrclnc,i
Research question I.

( 'un pohtenes.\' he us.mc,uted wuh mdirectnes.v for both speakers
1,f.lapa11t'.H' und Aw.,rulum fa1i!,l1sh'J

My findings appear to reveal a weakness in the association between indirectr,ess and
politeness posited by Leech ( 1983: 108) when discussing:
"(increasing) the degree of politeness by using a more and more indirect kind of
illocution. lndirccl illocu1ions tend to be more polite {a) because they increase
the deg.ice of optionality. and (b) because the mme indirect an illocution is, the more
dnmmshcd and 1enta1i,·e its force tends to~· (Leech. 1983: 108)

The present data indicates that indirectness is not necessarily associated with
politeness

in

two ca~s firstly, m indirect ;cquests (see Table 4.4). the English

subjects perceived convcnt1onally indm:ct requests 'Stmtegy 2, l/e11rcr-oru:nled
nmd11u111' as the 'More- lndireci' strategy (c.g '(i.m I detir tlm aw,1y"''. in a request

to clear 1he table- m the restaurant) as more polite than the r,nn-convcntionally indirect
request · Strnh:gy I. I !mt\· as the · Most Indm:ct' ~.tratcgy (e.g. ·; lave you .fi,w11e,t' '),
although Troshorg ( 199~ ~05) classifies the latter as more indirect. Secondly, in

1nd1rect rcqu..:sts and direct re-quests (M:c ·1·ablr: 4 6) for both the Japanese and English
groups. direct requests ·strategy 4. l'aformat.i•cs' as the 'Less Direct' strategy (e.g.
'{ •nm/d hkc 111 wk you 111 p/11.·e your /tJ.,1 orda' or· 1 m'k you to place your lu.\'I
orda') were ,·-"-rccived lo he more polite than conventionally md,rcct requests.

Strategy 3, Spcaka-ha.,l'J nmd1t11Jn as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (e.g.'/ wmdJ J,f<.t'
to lt1Al· orda'

or'/ um J,!1JIIIJ.! to tuA~· order'), although Tmsborg ( 1995:205) classifies

the latter as more indm.."Ct (The level of indirectness in request strategies is discussed
in St..'Cllon 1.5.7).

IOI

The data confinns the expectation in 'response No. I.I' that the English subjects
would perceive non-conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 1, Hints' (Str.1- NC
Hints: 'Most Indirect' and 'implying the meaning') as less polite than conventionally
indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condit10n' (Str.2- CI Hearer: 'More
Indirect'

and

'indirectly

asking

a

question

about

the

hearer's

ability/willingness/pennission but not implying the meaning'), while for the Japanese
subjects, this trend v:0uld be reversed.
This shows that 'the association on indirectness with politeness' proposed by Leech
(1983: I 08) is supported by the data of indirect requests from the Japanese-speaking
group, but not by that from the Australia11 English-speaking group. Blum-Kulka

(1987: 131) has indicated the importance of 'pragmatic clarity' to avoid making it
difficult for the hearer to guess the speaker's intention by obscuring the illocutionary
point beyond reasonable limits, rather than 'implying the meaning' to reduce the risk
of threat to face by the heavy restriction of illocutionary force in indirect requests for
a group of American English speakers. She also states that the heavy restriction of
illocutionary force decreases politeness because it increases the hearer's cost. This
appears to be supported by my findings for Australian E11glish speakers.
Another possible basis for the English speakers' preference for the Str.2- Cl Hearer
as the "More Indirect' strateb'Y rather than the Str.1- NC Hints as the 'Most Indirect'
strategy could be the gap between 'giving options to the hearer' and 'reduceing
illocutionary force' in indirectness (see 1.5.7). When considering politenes:: in
indirectness, the notion of 'giving options to the hearer' is not always linked with
'reducing illocutionary force'. In English speaking culture, the notion of 'giving
options to the hearer' is considered more important in order to respect individual
rights or the hearer's authority than 'implying the meaning' to heavily restrict
illocutionary force. This is explained by the notion of 'positive thinking' proposed by
Wierzbicka (1994:72). As one aspect of positive thinking, she includs to 'assert
oneself by expressing. clearly and unambiguously one's thoughts and one's wants,
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while at the same time showing respect for the hearer's authority. Clancy ( 1986:217)
notes the importance of teaching people to express positive thinking rather than to
rely upon indirect or non-verbal messages. Thus for the English group, 'to give
options to the hearer' may be a more important factor in the perception of politeness
than 'to reduce illocutionary force' in indirect requests.

On the other hand, the Japanese speakers' preference for non-conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy I, Hmts' as the 'Most Indirect' strategy (Str.1-NC Hints, e.g.

'Have you fini.\'hed?' in a request to clear the table in the restaurc:lilt) over
conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' as the More
Indirect' strateb'Y (Str.2-Cl Hearer, e.g. 'Can I clear this away?') may stem from
people's feelings and desires being sensed by others on the basis of minimal verbal or
nonverbal clues (Noguchi, 1980:81-2). For example, the Japanese are trained from
childhood to read the minds of other people so as to anticipate and understand each
other's feelings, wishes, and needs withuut verbal communication (Clancy,
1986:232-235). Wierzbicka t 1994:74) calls this 'empathy training'.

In brief, with indirect requests, for the Japanese group, 'implying the meaning' to
reduce the risk of threat to face by the heavy restriction of illocutionary force is
considered more important in the perception of politeness than 'pragmatic clarity' to
avoid making it difficult for the hearer to guess the speaker's intention by obscuring
the illocutionary point beyond reasonable limits. For the English group, on the other
hand, 'giving options to the hearer' or 'pragmatic clarity' is considered a more
important factor in respecting individual rights or the hearer's authority, and it is also
a more important factor than 'implying the meaning' to reduce illocutionary force.
Thus, the heavy restriction of illocutionary force decreases politeness because it
increases the hearer's cost in tenns of guessing the speaker's intention. Therefore, for
the two cultural groups, there were different trends in preferences for strategies
among the indirect requests and 'the association of indirectness with politeness'
proposed by Le,,ch (1983:108) seems to be supported by the Japanese group but not

by the English group.
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What is surprising in my findings on indirectness is that for both the Japanese and
English groups, direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performalives' as the 'Less Direct'
strategy (Str.4- D Perfonnatives, e.g. '/ would like Jo ask you lo place last order' in a
request to take an order) were perceived to be more polite than conventionally
indirect requests "Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy
(Str.3 - CI Speaker, e.g. ' I would like to take order'). This does not confinn the
expectation in 'response No. l.2' that for the English group, Str.3- CI Speaker ('Less
Indirect') would be perceived as more polite than Str.4- D Performatives ('Less
Direct'), while for the Japanese group of subjects, this trend would be reversed.

As found in previous research (Trosborg, 1995:205; Leech, 1983:123; Brown and
Levinson:1987:71), the scale of ~ndirectness shows that conventionally indirect
request, Strategy 3, .)'peaker-basrd condition as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (Str.3- CI
Speaker, 'the speaker expresse', a statement of the speaker's intent') are more indirect
than direct request, Strat'!b'Y 4, Per:fhrmatives as the 'Less Direct' strateb'Y (Str.4- D
Perfonnatives). Hov.i~ver the present data (see Table 4.6) show that the Str.4- D
Perfonnatives ('Less Direct') are perceived as more polite than Str.3- CI Speaker
('Less Indirect') for both the Japanese and English groups. This suggests that direct
requests are perceived as more polite than indirect requests, which does not support
Leech's theory (1983) of the link between indirectness and politeness but support the

'Indirectness and Politeness scales' by Blum-Kulka (1987: 137) (See section 2.2.2).
Considering the preference for direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performatives' (Str.4 - D
Perfonnaiives: 'Less Direct') over conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3,

3peaker-based condition' (Str.3 - Cl Speaker: 'Less Indirect') in the light of the
discussion on 'Face Threatening Acts' (FTA) by Brown and Levinson (1987) does
not provide any better explanation. Trosborg (1995:207) states that Str.4- D
Performatives ('Less Direct') are 'explicit orders' in the same way as direct requests
'Strategy 6, Imperative· as the 'More Direct' strategy (Str.6 - Imperative, e.g.

'Please, order now' in a request to take an order). In other words, Str.4 - D
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Perfonnatives ("Less Direct') explicitly show illocutionary force, which means a lack
of concern with face (Blw -Kulka, 1987:131).

In addition, my finding of a preference for Str.4 - D Perfonnatives as the "Less
Direct' (e.g. '/ would like to ask you to place last order' in a request to take an order)
rather than Str.3 - CI Speaker a.,;, the "Less Indirect' strategy (e.g. 'I would like tu take
your order') may be explained by the importance of 'pragmatic clarity' in

indirectness by Blwn-Kulka (1987:131). She states that direct requests ('Strategy 4,
Performatives', 'Strategy 5 Obligation' and 'Strategy 6 Imperative') may be

perceived as impolite due to a lack of concern with face, and that non-conventional
indirect requests ('Stra~ry 1, Hints' as the 'Most Indirect' strategy) may be
perceived as impolite due to a lack of concern for 'pragmatic clarity'. The importance
of 'pragmatic clarity' according to Blum-Kulka (1987:131) is considered within
indirect requests but not within direct requests, in terms of the hearer's cost that a
lack of pragmatic clarity increases the cost for the hearer. In the present case, 'the
cost for the hearer' does not seem to be a crucial factor. Because Str.4 - D
Performatives ('Less Direct') reduce the hearer's cost in terms of pragmatic clarity
but have more direct illocutionary force than Str.3- CI Speaker ('Less Indirect'), thus
increasing the threat to the hearer's face.

I suggest that one of the reasons for this might be the psychological effect of hearer's
involvement. Conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition'
(Str.3 - Cl Speaker: 'Less Indirect') comprise less illocutionary force and are more
considerate of face in terms of giving options to the hearer, compared with direct
requests 'Strategy 4, Pe,formatives' (Str.4 - D Perfonnatives: 'Less Indirect'). Str.3 CI Speaker ("Less Indirect'), however, is a statement of the speaker's desire (=I
wish), while Str.4 - D Perfonnatives ("Less Direct') are statements of the speaker's
request for performance by the hearer (-I ask). Str.3 - Ci Speaker ('I wish'\ the
hearer is completely excluded in order to reduce the illocutionary force, and the
speaker does not treat nor explicitly show the hearer as receiver of the action in the
speaker's request. Trosborg (1995:201) has indicated, that Str.3 - CI Speaker ('Less
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Indirect') places the speaker's interests above the hearer's in terms of making his/her
own desires the focal point of the interaction. The speaker's performance is 'speakerbased' as a statement of behavior, even though with less illocutionary force.

On the other hand, in direct requests 'Strategy 4, Performalives' as the 'Less Direct'
strategy (Str.4 - D Performatives, e.g. '/ would like to ask you to place your last

order' in a request to take an order), the performance of a request inevitably involves
the hearer. The hearer is treated as a receiver of the speaker's request. The impression
on the hearer can be 'ask you' rather than 'I ask'. This would be heard as emphasis
on the hearer or 'the hearer base' as an asking behaviour, despite the imposition
implied by the illocutionary force.

These differences ('the speaker-bases' or 'the hearer-bases') could explain the
perception of Str.4 - D Performatives ('Less Direct') as more polite than
conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3 - CI
Speaker: 'Less Indirect', e.g. ' I would hke to take your order') for both the Japanese
and English groups. For both groups, the trends are the same in the preference for
Str.4-D Perforrnatives ('Less Direct') rather than Str.3 - CI Speaker ('Less Indirect'),
despite running counter to Leech's theory (1983:108) linking indirectness with
politeness.

5.2. The balance between indirectness and formality
Research Question 2:

Is the perception ofpoliteness in requests more strongly affected
by level offormality than by degree of indirectness for the Japanese
group than for the English speaking group?
Japanese has special honorific devices to form surface level of politeness, and these
are very influential in the perception of politeness. In English, the perception of
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politeness is not affe,cted as much as in Japanese by formality level (Rinnert and
Kobayashi, 1999:1183)
The balance between indirectness and formality in the perception -:;{politeness was
examined as two conditions: conventionally indirnct requests .:md direct requests.
These two conditions are considered separately.
In conventionally indirect requests, the scale of indirectness has two levels: •More
Indirect' (Ml), ·1.ess Indirect' (LI). Each level of indirectness relates to a specific
Request Strategy (See section 1.5.2. an<l Table 1.1 ). The 'More Indirect' (MI) level
is conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2- CI
Hearer) (e.g. 'Could I take your order?' or 'Can I take your order' in a request to
take an order). The 'Less indirect' (LI) level is conventionally indirect requests

'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' (Str.3- CI Speaker) (e.g. '/ would like to take

your orders' or'/ am going to take your orders').
In direct requests, the scale of indirectness has two levels: 'More Direct' (:MD) and
'Less Direct' (LD). The 'More Direct' (MD) level is direct requests 'Strategy 5,

Obligation' (Str.5- D Obligation) (e.g. 'You have to order now') and 'Strategy 6,
Imperative' (Str.6- D Imperatives) (e.g. 'Please, order now'). The 'Less direct' (LD)
level is direct requests 'Strategy 4 Performatives' (Str.4~D Perfonnatives) (e.g. 'I

would like to ask you to place your lost order' or '/ ask you to place your Ir.st order')
(see section 1.5.7).
The level of formality in both conventionally indirect requests and direct requests is
represented as having two broad levels: 'More Fonnal'(MF) and 'Less Fonnal' (LF)
(see section 4.4.2). I realize there is a potential prcblem in that a variety of contextual
factors may have affected some of the results. In this study, however. the focus has
been mainly on 'forms' rather than contextual factors.
Firstly in relation to the balance between indirectness and formality in Japanese, the
findings of this section confirm those in previous research by Rinnert and Kobayashi
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(1999:1182) to the effect that, in Japanese, the perception of politeness is strongly
affected by the fonnality level of the utterance in conventionally indirect requests .

however this is not confirmed in direct requests.
The present data show that in the Japanese group, fonnality level appeared to be

associated with politeness in conventionally indirect requests (see Table 4.11) but not

necessarily in direct requests (see Table 4.12). In the fa.panese group, in
conventionally indirect requests, irrespective of th~ level of indirectness, a higher
level of formality ('More Fonnal') were perceived as more polite than a lower level

of formality ('Less Fonnal'). For example, conventionally indirect requests "Strategy
3, Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy with the 'More Formal'
levels (e.g. 'I would like to take your order' in a request to take an order in the
restaurant) were perceived as more polite than conventionally indirect requests
•strategy 2, Hearer·based condition• as the 'More Indirect' strategy with the •tess
Formal' level (e.g. 'Can J take your order?'). In table 4.11, Group 1 and Group 3 with
the 'More Formal' level is perceived as more polite than Group 2 and Group 4 with
the 'Less Fonnal' level. In addition, Group 3 (the 'Less Indirect' and 'More Formal'
pair) is perceived as more polite than Group 2

(the 'More Indirect' and 'Less

Formal' pair).

In direct requests, in Japanese group, however. if the level of indirectness was kept
constant, a higher level of fonnality ('More Formal') was perceived as more polite
than a lower level of formality ('Less Formal'). For example, in the 'Less Direct'
strategy, direct requests 'Strategy 4 Performatives' with the 'More Formal' level (e.g.

'I would like to ask you to place your last order') were perceived as more polite than
direct requests 'Strategy 4 Performatives' with the 'Less Fonnal' level (e.g. 'J ask

you to place your last order'). In Table 4.12, Group 5 (the 'Less Indirect' and 'More
Formal' pair) is perceived as more polite than Group 6 (the 'Less Indirect' and 'Less
Formal' pair). If the level of formality was allowed to vary, 'Less Direct' reque::t
strategies (Strategy 4 Performatives) with a lower level of fonnality ('Less Formal')
were perceived as more polite than 'More Direct' request strategies ('Strategy 5
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Obligation' and 'Strategy 6 Imperative') with a higher level of fonnality ('More

Formal'). For example, direct requests 'Strategy 4 Performatives' as the 'Less Direct'
strategy with the 'Less Fonnal' level (e.g. 'I ask you to place your last order') were
perceived as more polite than direct requests 'Strategy 6 lmperaliw' as the 'More
Direct' strategy ¥.1th the 'More Formal' level (e.g. 'Please, order now') In table 4.12,
Group 6 (the 'Less Direct' and 'Less Formal' pair) is perceived as more polite than

Group 7(the 'More Direct' a,·-, '_Aore Formal' pair).
In the Japanese group, therefore, formality level appears to be associated with

politeness in conventionally indirect requests but not necessarily in direct requests.
The Japanese perception of politeness shows the heavy dependence on the level of
formality but seems to be limited to conventionally indirect requests or to the same
level of indirectness.
This does not seem to fully support th~ hypothesis in •Research question 2' that in the
Japanese group, the perception of politeness would be more strongly affected by the
level of fonnality than by the level of indirectness. As on~ of the reasons why the
level of formality is less influential than the level of indirectness in direct requests, in
Japanese, I propose that there is a difference in the forms of indirectness between
conventionally indirect requests and direct requests.
In conventionally indirect requests ('Strategy 2, Hearer-orienJed condition' as the
'More Indirect' strategy and 'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less
Indirect' strategy), the fonns of honorifics (see section 1.5.8.2) are more clearly
distinguished and have a greater variety of patterns than the forms of indirectness
(see section 1.5.5). The major difference in the two forms of conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condilion' as the 'More Indirect' strategy (Str.2
- CI Hearer) and 'Strategy 3 Speaker-based condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy
(Str.3 -CI Speaker) is the particle 'ka' for Str.2 -CI Hearer at the end of the sentence
(see Tablel.2 in section 1.5.5). There is no difference in the basic syntactic structure,
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even though the two strategies have a different ·,nood (Str.2 - CI Hearer being
'Interrogative' and Str.3- Cl Speaker being "Declarative').

On the other hand, in direct reque;;ts ('Strategy 4 Performative' as the 'Less Direct'
strategy, 'Strategy 5 Obligation' and 'Strategy 6 Imperative' as the 'More Direct'
strategy), there are significant differences among the three strategies. For example,
the form of the Str.4 - D Performatives ('Less direct') is 'kiku' (plain form) or
'oukagaisuru' (an object honorific) for the perfonnative verb 'ask'. The fonn of Str.5
- D Obligation ('More direct') is 'shinakutewa ikenai' for 'have to ·. The form of the
Str.6 - Imperative ('More direct') is 'verb + shitekudasai ' (shitekudasai means
'Please, do it' in English) (see Table 1.3 in section 1.5.6). 'ibese show greater
morphological difference than the two fonns of conventionally indirect requests
('Str.2 - CI Hearer' as the 'More Indirect' strategy and 'Str.3 - CI Speaker' as the
'Less Indirect' strategy). Although the same patterns of honorifics are used in direct
requests and indirect requests, these morphological differences in direct requests
appear to have a greater impact than formality in the perception of politeness.

When considering the balance between indirectness and formality in the English
group, Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999:1183) found that in English, the perception of
politeness is not affected as much by formality level as in Japanese. To some degree,
the present research supports previous the study by Kitao (1990) that in English, the
use of the past tense in requests brings some additional degree of politeness. But this
can be seen only on the same levels of indirectness and not across levels of
indirectness.

The data (see Table 4.11 and 4.12) show that for the English group, politeness is
associated with the level of indirectness but not necessarily with the level of
formality for both conventionally indirect requests and direct requests. For both
conventionally indirect requests and direct requests, the more indirect request
strategy (the 'More Indirect' strategy in conventionally indirect requests or the 'Less
Direct' stmregy in direct requests) was perceived as more polite than the less indirect
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request strategy (the 'Less Indirect' strategy in conventionally indirect requests or the
'More Direct' strategy in direct requests). For example, in conventionally indirect
requests, conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' as
the 'More Indirect' strategy (e.g. 'Can I take your order') were perceived as more
polite than conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy 3, Speaker-based condition' as
the 'Less Indirect' strategy (e.g. '/ would like to take your order'). In table 4.11,
Group t and Group 2 as the 'More Indirect' strategy is perceived as more polite than
Group 3 and Group 4 as the 'Less Indirect' strategy.

The level of formality is related to politeness within the same level of indirectness.
For example, in the 'Less Indirect' strategy (conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition'), the 'More Fonnal' level was perceived as
more polite than the 'Less Fonnal' level. In Table 4.11, Group I (the 'More Indirect'
and 'More Formal' pair) was perceived as more polite than Group 2 (the 'More
Indirect' and ' Less Formal'). If the level of indirectness was allowed to vary, the
'More Formal' level in the 'Less Indirect' strategy was perceived a,; 1-ess polite than
the 'Less Formal' level in the 'More Indirect' strategy. For example, the 'More
Formal' level in conventionally indirect requests 'Str:ttegy 3, Speaker-based

condition' as the 'Less Indirect' strategy (e.g. 'I would like to take order') was
perceived as less polite than the ' Less Formal' level in conventionally indirect
requests 'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition'

a, the 'More Indirect'

strategy (e.g.

·can I lake your order'). In Table 4.11, Group 3 (the 'Less Indirect' and "More
Fonnal' pair) was perceived as less polite than Group 2 (the 'More Indirect' and
•Less Fonnal' pair). It seems, therefore, that indirectness level affects the perception
of politeness more strongly than formality level. This confirms the hypothesis in
response No. 2.2 that for the English group, the perception of politeness is more
strongly affected by the level of indirectness than by the level of formality in
conventionally indirect requests and direct requests.

In brief, we conclude from the data related to research question 2, that both
indirectness and formality are associated with politeness in conventionaily indirect
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requests and direct requests, but there is a difference in the balance between
indirectness and formality in the perception of politeness between the Japanese and
English groups.

5.3. The preference of a 'self-centred approach' or an 'other-centred
approach'
Research Question 3:

Does the Japanese group perceive the difference between a 'self-centred
approach' and an 'ot/,-er-centred approach' more than the English-speaking
group does?
The findings in this section show that for the Japanese group but not for the English
group, the preference of 'self-centred approach' or 'other-centred approach' (see
section 1.5.10) is an influential factor in the perception of politeness. This appears to
indirectly support the importance of the relative positioning between speaker and
hearer in the Japanese perceptions of politeness proposed by Matsumoto (1989:209).
The present data (see Table 4.14) indicates that 10r the Japanese group, there is a
statistically significant difference between the 'self-centred approach' (the actor is
speaker, and the expression implies the cost to the speaker as ln (1) below) and the

'other-centred approach' (the actor is the hearer or referent, and the expression
implies the benefit for the hearer or referent as in (2) below). For the English group,
no difference was found between the two approaches in the perception of politeness,
(I) Could I take your order?
(2) Would you like to order?
This confirms the hypothesis in 'Research question 3' that the Japanese perception of
politeness will be affected by 'self-centred approach' or 'other-centred approach',
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while the English perception of politeness will not be affected as much by such
approaches.

This result could be considered in tenns of a difference between ·self-centred'
approach' and 'other-centred approach' in Japanese which is closely related to the
fundamental of honorifics for the ·verb ending' ('humbling fonn' or 'respect fonn'
and see 1.5.9), and which expresses the relative position between speaker and hearer.

Ir. the higher formality condition, the 'self-centred approach' ('the actor is the
speaker') is linked to the 'humbling fonn' and the 'other-centred approach' (the actor
is the hearer or referent') is linked to 'respect form' (see l.5.9.3). The 'humbling
form' and 'respect form' are distinguished. in terms of the relative positioning
between speaker and referent. The humbling form is used to express the relative
speaker's position below the referent's position ('speaker humbles his/her action'),
while the respect form is used to express the referent's position above the speaker's
position ('speaker shows the respect to the hearer') (see section 1.5.9.2).

For Japanese, even in the same conventionally indirect request, Strategy 2, Hearer-

oriented condition (Str.2-Cl Hearer) using the example of utterances (I) and (2)
above, the difference lies not only in whether the speaker or hearer is the actor but
also in whether the utterance (I) with the ',\·elf-centred approach' is perceived as
'speaker humbles his/her action' and 'the speaker lowers the his/her position below
the hearer' to 'imply the cost to the hearer', while the utterance (2) with the 'othercentred approach' is perceived as ·respect to the hearer' and 'the speaker raises
hearer's position above the his/her own' to 'imply benefit for the hearer or referent'.
This is affected by the determining factors in honorific forms (see section 1.5.9.2). In
Japanese, these two approaches are clearly different at the grammatical level such as
the marking of the actor and the use of honorifics. These two approaches also signify
a difference at the pragmatic level in terms of the relative positioning between
speaker and hearer.
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This confinns the fact that in Japanese, the difference between the 'seij~entred
approach' and the '01/icr-centred approach' which is linked to the relative positioning
between speaker and referent is marked as an important factor (Matsumoto 1989:209;
Mizutani, 1979:151; Ohno, 1999:172), and seems to link closely to the function of
honorifics (sec 1.5 8). However, we should not focus only on the differences in the
forms of honorifics by status of the addressee, because, this fails to take account of
the fundamental function of honorifics. The additional importance of the relative
relationship between speakl!r and hearer is ;cvealed by the speaker's treatment of the
position of speaker or hearer (Ohno, 1999:209). Thus, I propose that Japanese
speakers are conventionally sensitive to the relative positioning between speaker and
referent. It is possible to perceive the difference between a 'self-centred approach'
and an 'other-centred :1pproach', even when there is no clear distinction related to
'the actor' or "the forms of honorifics'. In addition, the present data show that for the
Japanese !:,'TOup in requests, a 'self-centred approach' (The actor is the speaker and the
expression implies the cost t,i,) the speaker) is perceived as more polite than an 'othercentred approach' (The actor is he hearer or referent and the expression implies the
benefit for the hearer or referent). 'n other words, th~ Japanese group felt comfortablt:
the expression which implied a cost to the speaker as it showed 'humbling behavior'
more than the expression which implied the bem.:fit for the hearer or referent which
showed 'respect behavior' This may be explained in terms of the perceptions of the
power relation between speaker and hearer (service persons and customers).

On the other hand, in the English perception of politeness, the present data (see Table
4.14) does not show any statistical difference between the '.~elf-centred approach' and
the 'other-centred approach'. Two reasons for this could be suggested. Firstly, in
English, the distinction between a 'self-centred approach' as showing 'humbling
behavior' and an ·other-centred approach' as showing 'respect behavior' is not a
clear distinction in people's minds. This finding indirectly confirms an earlier study
(Thomas, 1995: 151) claiming what a distinction of deference ('showing respect' such
as the 'TN system' in French, German and Russian) signaled by anything other than
an address form 's un:.!s..tal in English. Secondly, this finding might be because
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English and Japanc!.e show different orientations or some cultural differences in the
perceptions of the power relation between the speaker and hearer (!·ervicc persons
and customers). in English, the distinction between a 'self.centred approach' which
implies a cost to the speaker and an ·orhcr..centrcd aprroach' \\ hich implies a benefit
for the hearer or referent is not a clear distinction in people's rrinds compared with in
Japanese. This is because English emphasize·.1 equality between 'service persons' and
'customer5'. Thi•; "equality emphasis' is based on the notion of 'positive thinking'
outlined by WierLb1cka (1994:72). She 1nd1catcs that po~itive thinJ...ing mi:ans to
'assert oneself by expressing, clearly aml unambiguously, one's thoughts and one's
wan,_., ·.vhile at the same time showing respect for the hearer''; ~ tithority and includes
expressing one·~. ,~egativc emotions or troubles in front o{ <1:

people. This appears

to express c.qua\ity between speaker and hearer. Such p,Jsitivc thinking is considered
one of thr: important factors of communication rule:, in Anglo-American society
(Peale, 1953: Wicrzbicka, 1991:36; Tannen, 1981 an1J 1986). In fact, it can be more
important in the perception of politeness than expressing the dillCrcncc in relative
positionmg bet'.•.:een speaker and hearer(== incqu;.lity, deference). By contrast, for
Japanese speakers. it 1s importam to express any inequality between 'service persons'
and 'custom1;rs' in the restaurant setting.

5.4. Positive Politeness
Research Question 4:

I.~ there any difference between the Japanese and Hngfi:,·h speaking groups in
the mterpretalwn offrwndline.{J a·; a pu.\·itJVt: politeness strategy?

In Japanese culture, a speaker's intentions or feelings are conveyed more strong!)
non-verbally than verbally (Hosada, 1996: 115; Lebra, 1976:38; Noguchi, 1980:81-2)
and this non·vcrbal communication is more important than in Anglo-American
culture (White 1989:75; Houck and Gass, 1997:291; Doi, 1988:33 ).
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Earlier studies (Brown and Levinson, 1987:256; Hill et al, 1980:350) have indica.ted
that Japanese-speakers have a tendency to prefer negative politeness while Englishspeakers have a tendency to prefer positive politeness. The present data (see Table
4.16 and 4.20), however, shows that there is no statistically significant difference in
the perception of positive politeness as a customer in the restaurant setting (in both
Strategy I 'Notice H's want' and Strategy Il 'Ellipsis') between the Japanese and
English groups. It was only found in the sub-type of the 'More Friendly' category in
the positive politeness, 'Strategy I, Notice !f's wants' according to the degree of
intrusion into the hearer's privacy ('Zero Intrusive', 'Less Intrusive' and 'More
Intrusive') (see Table 4.17)_ The judgments of particular utterances on a scale of
friendliness are somewhat subjective and require validation from future research.

The perception of positive politeness was examined within two strategies ('Strategy
I, Notice H's want' and 'Strategy II, Ellipsis'). The present data (see Table 4.16 and
4.20) indicate that in the perception of positive politeness as a 'Friendly' category
(see section 1.5.12), Japanese and Australians follow the same trend, but the
prefcrnnce for either 'More Friendly' or 'Less Friendly' was reversed in the two
strategies.

In the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants', the ' More Friendly'
category as a verbal approach to consider the benefit for the hearer or referent (e.g.
the waitress says 'I·.:njoy your meal' in the beginning of the meal in the restaurant)
appears to be more preferable than the 'Less Friendly' category as a non·verbal
approach to consider the benefit for the speaker or referent (e.g. the waitress says
nothing to the customer in the beginning of the meal in the restaurant) for both
nationality 11,roups (see Table 4.16). in all settings ( The beginning of the dinner, The
middle of the dinner, The end of the dinner). In the positive politeness 'Strategy II,

Ellipsis', on the other hand, in the two settings ('Passing the menu' and 'Taking a
first drink order'), the 'More Friendly' category as the 'more elliptical phrase' (e.g.
'Drink?' in a request to take a drink order in the restaurant) appears to be less
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preferable than the 'Less Friendly' category as 'less elliptical phrase' (e.g. 'Would

you like lo something to drink?') for both nationality groups (see Table 4.20).
These findings are not likely to support the claim that there is a preference for
negative politeness in Japanese and a preference for positive politeness in English
(Brown and Levinson, 1987; Hill et al, 1986). Furthennore, it does not support the
western tradition's of emphasis on verbal communication, or the Japanese tradition's
of emphasis on non-verbal communication (White 1989:75; Houck and Gass,
1997:291; Doi, 1988:33). This suggests that the preference for positive politeness
may be a global cultural feature, and differences are more likely to result from a
preference for various strategy types within positive politeness. This result could be
affected by the setting which is a restaurant involves a familiar situation in an
unfamiliar location for Japanese subjects and a familiar location but an unfamiliar
culture for the English speaking subjects.
Thus, in the sub-type of the 'More Friendly' category within positive politeness
'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' with regard to the intrusion into hearer's privacy, some
difference was found between the Japanese and English subjects. The present data
(see Table 4.17) show that for the English group, the 'Zero Intrusive' type with no
intrusion on the hearer's privacy (e.g. 'Good evening', 'It's a nice day, isn't it' for the
greeting in the restaurant) was perceived as more polite than it was for the Japanese
b'TOUp. In addition, for the English subjects, the 'Zero Intrusive' type was perceived
as more polite than the 'Less Intru<;ive' type, with little intrusion into the hearer's
privacy (e.g. 'l!...nJ<JY your meal', "Flc.1.se take care on the way home'), while for the
Japanese subjects, this trend was reversed. Therefore, th~ English speaking subjects
were more sensitive to privacy than the Japanese subjects. This confinns earlier
studies (Wierzbicka, 1985; Hannah 1987) that English-speaking society is more
individualistic and privacy is to be protected and the privacy of others respected.
I propose that in a high-class restaurant setting, for both Japanese and English groups,
the positive politeness 'Strategy I, Notice H's wants' (e.g. 'Enjoy your meal' in the
restaurant) is preferable as one of the services for the customer, while the other type
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of positive politeness •strategy II, Ellipsis' (e.g. 'Drink?' in a request to take a drink
order in the restaurant) is less preferable. In additions, in one sub-type of positive
politeness 'Strategy I. Notice H's wants', 'the intrusion of the hearer's privacy' is
considered one of the important factors in the cultural diffecence in the perception of
politeness. English customers :ue more sensitive in tht: matter of privacy than
Japanese customers. English customers feel more comfortable in the topic which their
privacy is protected Lastly, I recommend that service persons working in Japanese
society try to serve customers using more positive politeness ('Strategy I. Notice H's
want.~') in their worki~g place, exercising some care to avoid intrusion the customer's

privacy. contrast to the common by held belief that Japanese people show less
preference for positive politeness.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion
I have examined the perception of politeness by Japanese and Australian English
speakers according to four factors ('Indirectness', 'The balance between indirectness
and formality', 'The preference for a self-centred approach or an other-centred
approach' and 'positive politeness') based on politeness strategies (Brown and

Levinson, 1987; Leech, 1983; Lakoff, 1973). These 11ew data have allowed me to reexamine previous research (Brown and Levinson, 1987; Leech, 1983; Blum-Kulka,
1987; Rinnert and Kobayashi, 1999; Trosborg, 1995; Hill et al, 1986), and to

consider the difference between Japanese and English perceptions of politeness.
In concluding, I have discussed the significance of the perception of politeness in

Japanese and English as outlined this thesis. These findings make an important

contribution to second language teaching, especially at the advanced level. Politeness
is a very complicated cultural matter. Understanding politeness strategies in the target
culture helps second language learners to acquire not only basic communication skills
such as maintaining smooth communication or avoiding conflict but also higher-level
skills such as ' to make the addressee comfortable'. Politeness is one of the most
difficult points for second language karners to handle appropriately in the target
culture or society. Even if the original (Ll= the first language) notion of politeness is
defined as 'to consider others', the way of expressing this is different from culture to
culture, and these cultural differences are difficult for the second language learners to
recog111ze.
I see three specific of difficulty relating to politeness for the second language
learners. Firstly, difficulty arises where the two cultures show opposite trends in the
same politeness 3trategies. An example of this is 'Indirectness'. in the perception of
politeness between non-conventionally indirect requests 'Strategy I, Hints' (Str.1-NC
Hints: 'Most Indirect' and 'implying the meaning', e.g. 'Have you finished?' in the
requests to clear the table in the restaurant) and conventionally indirect requests
'Strategy 2, Hearer-oriented condition' (Str.2~CI Hearer: 'More Indirect' and
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'indirectly asking but not to imply the meaning'. e.g. '( 'an I clear I his away?'). For
the Japanese group, the Str. 1-NC Hints as the 'Most Indirect' strategy such as

utterance (l) (' Have you finished?') was judged more polite than the Str.2-Cl Hearer
as the 'More Indirect' strategy such as utterance {2) (e.g. 'Can I clear this away?'),

while for the English group, this trend was reversed. Thus for Japanese speakers, it
may be difficult to recognize that in English, the Str.2-CI Hearer has a more positive
effect in politeness than the Str.1-Cl Hints.
( 1) Have you finished?
(2) Can 1 clear this away?

Secondly, difficulty for the language learner arises when two cultures differ in that
one politeness strategy has relatively less influence in the learner's own culture, but is
very influential in the target culture. For example. in 'the preference for a self-centred
approach and an 'other-centred approach', the distinction between the 'self-centred
approach' such as utterance('.::) ('Could/ take your order?') and the 'other-centred
approach' such as utterance (4) ('Would you like to order?') which refer to the
relative positioning between speaker and referent is influential in Japanese. For
English speakers, this distinction and its effects in Japanese may be difficult to
understand, because English doe;; not recognize it at all.

(3) Could I take your order?
(4) Would you like to order?
Thirdly, difficulty will arise when there are two politeness strategies, each of which
has a similar effect on the perception of politeness in both the target culture and the
original (Ll) culture, but the balance between those two strategies may affect the
perception of politeness in the two cultural groups differently. An example of this is
the balance between 'Indirectness' and 'Fo,mality' in conventionally indirect
requests. For English speakers, indirectness is more influential in the perception of
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politeness than formality, while for the Japanese speakers, this trend is reversed. This
could often be misunderstood by the learner.

(5) Can I take your orders?
(6) Could I take your orders?
(7) I would like to take your order.

Using the above three example utterances, the difference between utterances like (5)
snd (6) would be greater for the Japanese group than for the English group in the

percepti('n of politeness, because politeness was more strongly linked with formality
in Japanese than in English. In utterances like (6) and (7), the difference would be
greater for the English group, than for the Japanese, because indirectness affects
politeness in English more than in Jap.mese. Due to these tendencies of cultural
preference, in utterances like (5) and (7), for the English group, (5) would be

perceived as more polite than (7) while for the Japanese group, this trend would be
reversed. Such differences are difficult to recognize and handle in the target language
for second language learners, but understanding this is very important for •making
the addressee comfortable' as well as for maintaining more effective communication
and avoiding conflict in the target society.
Therefore, I recommend further research in this area in order to satisfy the needs of
global communication in the twenty-first century. It may also he necessary to extend
study beyond those strategies traditionally considered to make up politeness.
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Customer survey
This is part of a cross-cultural survey and it is part of a Masters research project. The
results of this study will contribute to our understanding of how people feel the particular
language use in certain situations and contexts and will thus assist us in the resolution of
practical communications problems. Your participation in this survey will be very i:'\Uch
appreciated. By filling in the survey you will indicate lo consent to participate.
All infonnation will treated in the strictest confidence and the survey fonns will be
destroyed on completion of the analysis and write up the survey data
No name or other means c,f identifying participants will be recorded.
Section A: Backgrow1d infonnation
\)Age:[ ]Under20 [ ]2\-45
2) Sex: [

J Male

[ ]46+

[ ] Female

3) I am :[ ] a) Resident in Australia [

J b) Ternpora,y visitor (less than 6 months stay)

4) Was your mother tongue ( first language spoken) AustraJian English?
[ ]Yes
[ ]No
5) If not, what was it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6) If your mother tongue WllS not English, how long have you been learning English?

Chieko lmaeda
Edith Cowan U!liversity student
Research for Master thesis
E-mail address:
chiezo555@hotmail.com

Section B
Pli:ase indicate how you would feel if the waitress were to say the following things to you.
Please put a circle around the nwnber of the appropriate item very uncomfortable to very
comfortable. You might like to compare the items to show which makes you feel more or
less comforta1Jle
I. As you take your seat, how would you feel if the waitress says to you:
wry

wry

uncomfortable

a "Welcome to Edo Kirin"
b. "Good evening "

I
\

c. "How are you?"
d. "It's a nice day, isn't it!"
e. "You look so nice"

\

I
I

comfortable

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4

S

4

5
5
5
5

4
4
4
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2. When the waitress tries to gain your attention before she passes the menu to you,
how would you feel if she says:
"ry
comfortable

"ry
uncomfortable

a Says nothing and hands it over
b. "Sir/ Ma'am?"
c. " Excuse me"
d. "Excuse me, Sir/ Ma'am"

I
I
I
I

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

3. When the waitress passes the menu, how would you feel if she says:
wry
comfortable

"ry
uncomfortable

a. "Here"

I
I
I
I

b. "Menu"
c. "Here is the menu"
d. "Here is the menu, if you like"

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

4. When the waitress takes your drink order, how would you feel if she says:
..ry
comfor/able

wry
uf1Comfortable

a "Drink?"
b. "Something to drink?"
c. "Something to drink for your'
d. "Would you like something to drink?"

I
I
I
I

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

5.When the waitress takes your food cirder, how would you feel if she says:
wry
uncomfortable

a. "Order?"
b. "Are you ready to order?"
c. "I am going to take order''
d. "Can I take your order?"
e. "I would like to take order "
f. "Could I take your orders?"
g. "Would you like to order?"
h. "May I take your order'!"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"'ry
comfortable

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6. When the meal is served, how would you feel if the waitress says to you:
wry
uncomfortable

a. "Enjoy your meal"
b. "Talceyourtime"
c. Says nothing

I
I
I

"'ry
comfortable

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5
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7. After your main course, how would you feel if the waitress asks you about the services?
very
uncomfortable

l
l
l

a. Says nothing
b. "How was the meal?"
c. "Would you like anything?"

very
comfortable

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

8.ln asking you to permit the waitress to take away the plates which you have finished
with, how would you feel if the waitress says to you?
wry
uncomfortable

a. "Take this away?"
b. "Can I clear this away?"
c. "I'll take this away, if you would like?"
d. "I would like to clear the table"
e. "Wou1d you like this taken away?"
f "May I clear the table?"
g. "Have you finished?"
h. "Would you like some tea or coffee?"

wry

comfortable

l
I
I

2
2

I
I

2

l
l
l

2
2
2
2

2

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

4

5
5

4
4

5
5

4
4

5
5
5

4

4
4

5

9. When the waitress asks you about the last orders how would you feel if she says to you
"Excuse me, our kitchen is going to close, so--":
~-e,:v
wry
uncomfortable

a. "You have to order now"
b. "Please, order now"
c. "This is the last order, please'·
d. "I ask you to place your last order"
e. "I would like to ask you
to place your last order"

comfortable

I
I
I
I

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

I

2

3

4

5

IO. After dinner, in the entrance, how would you feel if the cashier asks:
wry
uncomfortable

a. "How was the meal?"
b. "Did you enjoy your dinner?"
c. "Thank you very much"
d. "Have a good night"
e. "See you next time"
f "Please take care on the way home"
g. Says nothing

l
I
l
l
I
I
l

,ery
comfortable

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Thank you for your help
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Questionnaire (Japanese version)
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